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Summer Opportunities at USU 
The Opportunity Quarter 
Summer quarter at Utah State University is the Opportunity Quarter 
because of the number of special opportunities for students to be involved in the 
instructional programs conducted on and beyond the Logan campus. Short 
courses, seminars, workshops, and institutes provide students with an excellent 
and incalculably rewarding experience . Distinguished faculty of resident and 
visiting scholars representing both national and international centers of higher 
learning are carefully selected to complement the varied schedule of programs . 
High school students who have completed their junior year may initiate 
programs that will be accredited upon graduation from high school and 
admission to the University . 
High school graduates may begin their general and professional programs. 
University undergraduates may continue their course work toward an early 
completion. 
Graduate students may initiate, continue, or complete masters and 
doctorate programs. 
Other adults and special students will find the opportunity to participate 
in enrichment courses, lectures, workshops, conferences, and seminars. 
Educators may meet certification requirements, or upgrade previous 
professional training. 
Concern for individual enrichment and professional growth characterizes 
the summer quarter. An excellent opportunity is afforded for greater options in 
the university experience, and for enriching environment and man. 
Utah State University, located in Cache Valley in northern Utah, offers a 
wide range of educational and recreation opportunities for the student to move 
toward his or her full potential. 
USU has eight colleges, 44 instructional departments, a School of 
Graduate Studies, a Division of General Registration , an Honors Program, and a 
SILEX (Student Initiated Learning Experiences) Program. About 1800 courses 
are offered each quarter. USU is accredited by the Northwest Association of 
Secondary and Higher Schools and other accrediting agencies , and holds 
membership in the American Council on Education, the National Association of 
Summer Sessions, and the Western Association of Summer Session Administra-
tors . 
With a student body of 9,000, Utah State offers advantages of both large 
and small schools. Close contact is maintained between instructor and student. 
Its desire to remain young, its zeal to make things happen, and enthusiasm for 
encouraging student involvement and sense of belonging, make it a delightful 
place to meet and know many different kinds of people. 
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Admission 
THOSE SEEKING AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE 
Former Students 
If attended 1976 summer quarter for University credit, need not reapply. 
Registration packet will be ready. 
If enrolled at USU fall, winter , or spring, 1976-77 , and did not attend 
summer 1976, complete "certificate of intention" and return to the Office of 
Admissions, Main 108, by May 30, 1977, to avoid delay in registration. (Forms 
are available in back of this bulletin, in Main 108, in University Center, or in 
Student Life.) 
If attended summer quarters only, and desire to obtain a degree, satisfy 
regular admissions requirements. Apply Main 108. 
If not in above categories, complete application for admission obtained 
from Admissions and Records, Main 108, and submit by May 30 . 
New Students 
Comply with regular admission requirements : (1) complete an application 
for admission ; (2) submit transcripts of credit ; (3) present ACT scores ; and (4) 
pay a one-time $10 application fee . Admission should be accepted by May 30, 
1977, to avoid delay in registration June 16. 
High school graduates are encouraged to start their college careers by 
enrolling summer quarter. They should (1) complete the regular application 
for admission form ; (2) present the American College Testing Program (ACT) 
examination scores, sent directly through the ACT Records Unit, P.O. Box 451, 
Iowa City, Iowa 52242 ; (3) pay the one-time application fee of $10 (contact 
Admissions and Records for forms and information) . 
Workshop Participants 
Those who participate in workshops for university credit are encouraged 
to make workshop reservations prior to the designated deadline for each 
program. Individuals who wish to participate in workshops co-sponsored by the 
Conference and Institute Division are asked to make workshop reservations at the 
University Center, Room 202, or by mail. Individuals who wish to participate in 
workshops NOT co-sponsored by the Conference and Institute Division should 
check with the sponsoring department. Upon registering for credit workshops or 
summer quarter classes (whichever comes first), the student becomes qualified 
to add any other credit workshops or classes. This may be accomplished by 
amending the original registration form with a drop-add form and paying any 
additional fees as a regular increase in registration . 
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Nondegree-seeking Students, Undergraduates 
Complete the summer quarter nondegree-seeking admission form from 
Main 108 , Admissions Office, and return before May 30, 1977, to avoid delay in 
registration. 
High School Seniors 
High school students who have completed the junior year and have a grade 
point average of 3.0 (B) or better, may enroll for the Summer quarter. Submit 
the following: (1) completed application for admission form; (2) high school 
transcript; (3) letter from high school principal verifying gpa; (4) pay one-time 
$10 application fee. Accepted students will be admitted to the Division of 
General Registration. Later , upon graduation from high school and completion 
of the customary requirements for admission to the University , the permanent 
academic record will indicate the credits earned that may be applied toward a 
degree. 
Graduate Students 
Those students who wish to pursue study toward a graduate degree shall 
obtain from and submit to the School of Graduate Studies, Main 132, an 
application for admission. Results of the GRE (Graduate Record Examination), 
two copies of official transcripts, and recommendations from instructors or 
employers should also be presented. 
Those post-baccalaureate students who wish to take courses on a 
nondegree-seeking basis need to submit only the completed application and one 
official transcript of credits, but must clear with the School of Graduate Studies, 
Main 132. 
Application forms are available in the Office of Graduate Studies, Main 
132. 
Division of General Registration 
The Unive rsity may admit into the Division of General Registration an 
undergrad uate in·state or out-of·state student who: 
(1) Does not meet admission requirements of the University, but who 
could benefit from attendance. 
(2) Is qualified for admission, but not planning to earn a degree at USU. 
The Division of General Registration $10 fee is not required in summer 
quarter. 
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Registration and Fees 
Registration 
All students must have been accepted by June 1, 1977 , in order to be 
assured a packet on registration day . Preparation of the packet is contingent 
upon completion of the appropriate form as noted previously under Admission. 
Regular summer quarter registration will be conducted in the University 
Center Ballroom, Monday, June 20 , from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Packets will be 
distributed according to the following schedule (alphabetically, by surname): 
LB-NH 
HF-LA 
F-HE 
C-E 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
A-B 
Ti-Z 
RP-TH 
NI-RO 
1:00 
1 :30 
2 :00 
2:30 
A student who registers at the regular registration for credit becomes 
eligible to add any other university credit classes or workshops . 
Registration for workshops and similar types of short conference programs 
for credit will be included on the regular summer quarter registration form. 
Those who participate in workshops for university credit may be admitted 
and registered at the first meeting of the workshop or directly through the 
sponsoring department before the beginning of the workshop. Upon registering 
for a workshop, or summer quarter , whichever comes first, the student becomes 
qualified to add any other classes for summer quarter or other workshops for 
university credit by amending the original registration form with a drop-add 
form and paying any additional fees as a regular increase in registration. 
Admission to an institute or workshop does not imply admission to a graduate 
or undergraduate program. Those who wish to pursue an advanced degree at 
USU should contact the office of the School of Graduate Studies , Main 132. 
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION, DROP/ ADD REGULATIONS: Any 
change in the original registration should be recorded and approved on a change 
of registration form. Regular courses may be added or dropped during the first 
week without any charge by obtaining the approval of the instructor and 
sUbmitting the form to the Office of Admissions and Records . A $1 charge will 
be made for changes in regular classes after the first week. 
Fees 
All summer quarter students are assessed the same tuition per credit 
as that assessed resident students during the regular academic year with the 
exception of approved apprenticeship programs . Summer quarter students pay 
the following fees in accordance with the amount of university credit for which 
they enroll . If the student originally enrolls in a workshop for university credit 
during the pre-session , and later decides to take other summer courses, he or she 
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will then pay for the additional class credit by paying the difference between the 
original fees paid and that which corresponds to the total number of credits 
finally carried. The same policy applies to those who register for the eight-week 
session and wish to register for post-session workshops. All fees for university 
credit are payable to the Controller' s Office, Main 14. 
Credits Total Fees* 
1 $ 41 
2 $ 41 
3 $ 54 
4 $ 68 
5 $ 81 
6 $ 95 
7 $130 
8 $143 
9 $157 
10 and over $170 
Students enrolled for 699 or 799 courses will pay a special fee of $54 for 3 
credits and defend their thesis during the quarter. 
*Fees are subject to change with any tuition adjustment. 
1. Change of Registration Fee (Drop/Add) after the first week . . . . $ 
2. Car Parking Permit (summer quarter only) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Special Fees (payable at Controller's Office unless noted otherwise): 
Business machines (payable at Bookstore) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Individual music instruction- one credit (payable at Bookstore) 
Language laboratory fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Minimum excess laboratory breakage fee ..... . 
Piano practice fees (one hour per day for the quarter) 
Private instruction (per credit) . 
Teacher Placement (reactivation fee) 
Enrollment in Edith Bowen School (per child for four weeks) 
2 
45 
5 
5 
3.50 
45 
5 
30 
FEE REFUNDS : With the exception of the $10 application evaluation fee and 
the $10 registration fee, a proportionate share of all fees paid may be refunded 
to any student who withdraws from school before the end of the third week of 
the session. (The University reserves the right to change fees if and when 
unforeseen circumstances may warrant.) 
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Refund period 
Before commencement of quarter classes 
Through the seventh calendar day . . 
Through the fourteenth calendar day 
Through the twenty-first calendar day 
After the twenty-first calendar day 
Percent of registration 
fee to be refunded 
. 100% 
90 
70 
50 
.0 
Refunds will not be made unless the student's official receipt and activity 
card for the current registration fees are surrendered to the Cashier's 
Office at the time of withdrawal . 
DAILY CLASS PERIODS: During the summer quarter the class periods 
are of 60 minutes each, starting at 7 :30 a.m. , Monday through Friday. An 
interval of 10 minutes is allowed between classes . 
7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 
2 8:40 a.m. to 9:40 a.m. 
3 9 :50 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. 
4 11:00 a.m . to 12 :00 noon 
5 12:lOp.m.to 1:IOp.m. 
6 1:20 p.m . to 2:20 p.m. 
7 2:30 p .m. to 3:30 p.m. 
8 3:40 p.m. to 4:40 p.m. 
GRADES AND GRADING : Following the close of Summer quarter , 
grades for the classwork of each session and the entire quarter will be mailed to 
all students. NO GRADES WILL BE ISSU ED UNTIL THAT TIME. 
The University employs A, B, C, D, and F letter grades to report the 
performance of students. An J grade may be reported for incomplete, and 
graduate students may choose to be given P for passing. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY : If for any reason the student 
finds it necessary to leave the campus before the end of the registered session or 
quarter, he or she should take the appropriate steps to withdraw from the Uni-
versity officially. Contact the Office of Admissions and Records for further 
information and see the fees section of this bulletin for refunds . 
TRANSCRIPTS: The Office of Admissions and Records issues the 
transcripts of credit for the summer quarter's work. A request form should be 
filed and mailed to the Records Office , Main 106. There is a charge of $1 for the 
first copy and 25¢ for each additional copy. 
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BUILDING ABBREVIA nONS 
AB Art Barn L Library 
AGED Agricultural Education M Main 
AGS Agricultural Science MA Mechanical Arts 
AN SC Animal Science ML Maeser Laboratory 
B Business MS Military Science 
CS Computer Science NFS Nutrition & Food Sciences 
EB Edith Bowen NRB Natural Resources-Biology 
EC,EL Engineering P Plant Industry 
ED Education PE Physical Education 
FA Fine Arts Center SHC Speech & Hearing Center 
FH Fieldhouse T Technology 
FL Family Life UC University Center 
HAC Harris Athletic Center VSB Vet. Science-Bact. 
IS Industrial Science W Widtsoe Chemistry 
Summer School at 
Edith Bowen Laboratory School 
A summer experience will be offered at the Edith Bowen Laboratory 
School for pupils from ages 4 through 12 _ The Bowen School has received 
national acclaim for its "open education" concept of learning which revolves 
around learning centers and interest centers designed to meet the needs of all 
children. 
Skills in reading, language arts, and math will be stressed along with the 
varied arts. Activities will include field trips, ice cream socials, and other special 
events. 
The four-week summer school will begin June 20 and run through July 15 . 
Cost is $30.00 per student. Pre-registration will assure enrollment. Write to Edith 
Bowen School, UMC 67, Utah State University, Logan, Utah 84322, for 
applications. 
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Student Services 
POSTAL SERVICE: Letters and packages can be mailed conveniently in 
the University Center building where a branch U.S. Post Office is located . 
Students may have their mail sent General Delivery , USU Branch Post Office, 
Logan, Utah 84322, or a special box may be rented at a cost of $2.05 for the 
summer. The Post Office is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
SCHOOL SERVICES: One purpose of this office is to acquaint students 
and their parents with the University, and thus help make the students' 
transition from high school a pleasant experience. Personnel in this office are 
glad to answer questions about the University , to conduct tours , help students 
with registration problems, assist with housing arrangements , and help students 
make application for scholarship and financial aid. Publications describing the 
University and its many programs are also available in this office , located in the 
University Center 310. 
COUNSELING CENTER: The University strives to give each student the 
assistance he or she needs and desires to help make wise decisions regarding 
educational, vocational , and personal problems. Professional counseling is 
available in such problem areas as speech, study skills, religion, personal and 
social adjustments, emotional con flicts , courtship, and marriage . The Counseling 
Center is in Main 2 . 
FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISER: Provides assistance for problems related 
to immigration status and procedures, as well as for personal and academic 
matters. All students from abroad must register with this office at the beginning 
of the quarter and must keep the adviser informed concerning such matters as local 
address, change in student status, acceptance of employment, etc . Students from 
foreign countries are urged to consult frequently with the adviser and to keep 
him informed of their problems and special needs. The Foreign Student Office is 
located in Main 101. 
CONFERENCE AND INSTITUTE DIVISION: Coordinates and develops 
both credit and noncredit conferences, short courses, and other continuing 
education activities across the campus. Special evening personal enrichment 
classes are offered throughout the summer. Offices are located in the University 
Center 202. 
VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICE: Assists students entitled to any veterans 
administration benefits as veterans or war orphans with any problems which may 
arise concerning their benefits and advises how these educational benefits can be 
used to their advantage. This office also processes certification of enrollment , 
attendance, and all changes of students' status so that the proper monthly 
allowances will be paid . Veterans and war orphans receiving educational benefits 
should be processed by the Veterans Affairs Office, Main 3, after paying the 
registration fee . Students entitled to benefits as veterans or war orphans should 
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consult with the Office of Veterans Affairs prior to entering school either by 
direct contact or through correspondence . 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: Is on the ground floor of the University 
Center. Free services available to summer students are consultation on health 
matters, office care for minor emergencies, medical advice as to need for further 
consultation, and such routine inoculations and immunizations as may be 
required . 
Any further medical care beyond that provided at the Health Service 
must be paid by the student or his or her insurance plan. 
STUDENT PLACEMENT SERVICE: Helps the student in the search for 
information about careers. Brochures, occupational information, fact sheets, and 
other publications dealing with career choices are available for students from 
freshman through the graduate level. Graduating students can develop confiden-
tial placement credentials. Advice concerning resume preparation, effective 
interviewing, and other employment techniques are available at this office in the 
University Center, room 311. 
FINANCIAL AID: The University offers a variety of scholarships and 
awards. A limited number is available for summer students. Information 
concerning these may be obtained from the Office of Student Services, Main 
102. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT: There is a wide variety of part-time employ-
ment in University offices, laboratories, and buildings. The University Personnel 
Office, located in Main 13 , serves as the campus employment office . Student 
vacancies are listed with the Employment office, but it is helpful for the student 
to get personally acquainted with work supervisors in areas where they would 
like to be employed . Utah State is an equal opportunity employer. 
FOOD SERVICES: In addition to the cafeteria attached to the High Rise 
Dormitories, food service is available in the University Cafeteria located in the 
University Center. The Hub snackbar and the Sky Room Garden restaurant also 
provide food during certain hours on weekdays . The University Cafeteria hours 
are : 
Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
7 : 00-8 : 15 (except weekends) 
11 :30-1: 15 
5:00-5:30 (longer hours when needed) 
On weekends, breakfast is served from 8 :00 to 8:30 a.m., lunch 
12 :00-12 :30, and dinner is not served on Sundays. 
The Hub 
Sky Room Garden 
8 :00-4:00 weekdays only 
11: 30-1: 15 weekdays only 
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Housing 
HOUSING OFFICE: Both on-campus and private living accommodations 
are available through the University Housing Office , located at 1151 East 700 
North in Logan. All inquiries pertaining to housing should be directed to that 
office (see the form on the back) . 
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING : Residence hall life is part of the neighborly 
atmosphere at USU. Moderately priced living accommodations are available for 
both married and single students . 
The following residence halls are open for single students: 
Richards Hall (men and women , board and room) 
Two persons to a room : One person to a room : 
four weeks $160 four weeks $170 
eight weeks $320 eight weeks $340 
Merrill Hall (women, cooking dorm, Bullen Hall (men, cooking dorm , six 
six persons to an apartment) persons to an apartment) 
four weeks $ 56 four weeks $ 56 
eight weeks $112 eight weeks $112 
University apartments are available for married couples and families. 
Although not all apartments are furnished, refrigerator, stove, and draperies are 
provided with each. Cost of gas and electricity is extra. 
One bedroom, carpeted 
Unfurnished 
Furnished 
Two bedrooms, carpeted 
Unfurnished 
Furnished 
Two bedrooms, un carpeted 
Unfurnished 
Furnished . .. .. 
Three bedrooms, carpeted 
Unfurnished 
Furnished .. . .. 
· $ 99 
· $110 
· $110 
· $121 
· $ 93 
· $104 
· $126 
· $137 
A modern trailer court is provided on campus for those married students 
who wish to use their trailers . Connections to water and sewer are provided for a 
total rent of $28-$40 per month. Only sanitary mobile homes are accepted. 
All University housing units have modern coin-operated laundrettes either 
in the building or in the area . Pets are not allowed. 
OFF-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATIONS : The University Housing Office , on 
request, provides a list of houses or apartments available for rent in the 
community. Such rooms, apartments, trailers, or houses comply with certain 
minimum specifications before they are included in the list. 
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Summer Activities 
OFFICE OF THE SUMMER RECREATION COORDINATOR: Most of 
the University-sponsored recreational activities during Summer quarter are 
organized by the Summer Student Activity Board. Such programs are generally 
funded through the activity fee paid by the students at the time of registration. 
Any student interested in serving ' on the board should apply at the Summer 
Recreation Office . Also, if inadvertently the board overlooks a recreation area of 
particular interest to a student, the student should contact this office, located in 
University Center 326. 
THE UNIVERSITY CENTER: The focal point of all campus student 
activities, the University Center building provides an informal atmosphere of 
relaxation. In addition to the refreshing cool air and spacious decor , the center 
offers the convenience of dining areas, bookstore , a barber shop , an art shop, a 
hobby shop, a snack bar , a post office, a health service, game rooms, sweet 
shoppe, lounges, student government offices, and other enjoyable features. 
The Old Juniper and Sunburst Lounges offer their cordial atmosphere as a 
setting for friendly chats. The Aggie Bowl beckons with its variety of games: 
bowling, billiards, ping-pong, and foosball. The Plaza (patio area) provides a cool 
note on a summer day. The Hive and Briar provide electronic food vending 
machines, and the Hub offers a cool place to eat a tasty snack. 
The University Center hours are from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays and 
until midnight on Fridays. The Briar is open until midnight all week. 
The 1976 Summer quarter Student Activity Board, headquartered in the 
University Center, is anxious to serve summer students with a variety of 
interesting activities : cultural, intellectual, indoor and outdoor recreational , and 
special events. A complete summer quarter activity guide is available free at the 
University Center information desk . 
FINE ARTS AND POPULAR CONCERTS: Quality concerts in both the 
fine and popular areas are always one of the highlights during summer quarter. 
Outstanding guest artists accent the popular USU Summer Music Clinic held 
during the first two weeks of the quarter. 
AMPHITHEATRE BAND CONCERTS: Growing interest and enjoyment 
have been evidenced by the increasingly large crowds attending summer band 
concerts. Both visiting and local musicians blend their talents under the batons 
of the University faculty and visiting conductors . The entire membership of 
families enjoy these free concerts, and again this summer the concerts will be 
scheduled in the outdoor amphitheatre on Sunday afternoons. 
MOVIES: The University Center Auditorium provides new feature films 
two nights a week, for a nominal charge of $1. The shows start every Friday and 
Saturday night at 6 :30 and 9 :30 p.m. and each week finds a new up-to-date, 
popularly received motion picture. 
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ART EXHIBITS: During the summer quarter, USU hosts one of the four 
major watercolor exhibits in the United States. This popular exhibit, known as 
"Watercolor West," features the works of the most ou tstanding watercolorists in 
the United States. 
Visual arts at the University are areas of both intensive concentration for 
the developing student and informal , unaffected enjoyment for the hobbyist. 
Graduate students working toward their MFA degrees stage an exhibit of their 
work during summer quarter. The exhibit includes varied media, such as 
photographs, paintings, graphics, sculpture , fabrics, and design. 
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM: An extensive recreation-intramural program 
is planned for summer students. 
Recreational services available in the Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation Building include facilities for handball , paddleball, physical condi-
tioning, badminton, basketball, tennis , dancing , volleyball, and weight training, 
dressing rooms, and steam and shower rooms. 
A competitive program of intramurals for both men and women provides 
an active part of campus life for the summer student. Both team and individual 
activities are offered within this program. For summer recreational needs, 
equipment is available for use by all students in the University Center and the 
HPER building. 
LAGOON DAY: Sponsored by the USU Alumni Association, Lagoon Day 
attracts more than 8,500 alumni, students, and friends of the University who 
take over Lagoon for a day . Discount rates are arranged in advance and 
announced by the Alumni Association. 
BOATING AND WATER SKIING: Water sports enthusiasts have a choice 
between visiting Hyrum Dam just south of Logan or motoring to beautiful Bear 
Lake. The water is strikingly clean, with rich blue-green color effects. Pine View 
Dam, Willard Bay, and Echo Valley are other water spots easily accessible to the 
water sportsman. 
HORSEBACK RIDING: At least twelve organized groups in the area 
conduct horse pack trips and other year-round even ts. Those interested in 
participating in these activities need not be members. 
SIGHTSEEING : Attractions include the world's largest Swiss cheese 
factory in Amalga, Tabernacle Square in Logan, the Mormon Temple, the annual 
Threshing Bee in College Ward , and Hardware Elk Ranch. 
Bear Lake provides an excellent setting for camping, boating, scuba diving, 
fishing, and swimming. 
Logan Canyon has two glacial lakes: Tony Grove Lake and White Pine 
Lake; also , Ricks Spring, a limestone water flow, Limber Pine Natural Trail, and 
the Bear Lake "overlook." 
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Minnetonka Cave in Bear Lake Valley provides a refreshing change. Some 
of the most interesting features of the cave are the deposits of calcite and 
banded travertine. 
The famous Bryce and Zion National Parks, Yellowstone National Park, 
Grand Tetons and Jackson Hole, and Flaming Gorge are within a few hours' 
drive from Logan. For bird lovers, there is the Bear River Bird Refuge, one of 
the largest in the world. 
HIKING: The trails, both marked and unmarked, in cool canyons invite 
the hiker to venture beyond the highway. Some of the major marked trails are 
Birch Canyon in the Bear Lake region, Blacksmith Fork Canyon, Temple Fork, 
and Tony Grove in Logan Canyon. 
FISHING: A fisherman's delight , Cache Valley waters are known for their 
trout. Several species of fresh water fish are found in this area, with abundance 
of white fish, bass, cutthroat, rainbow, and brown trout. 
BIG GAME ANIMALS: These are a great attraction in the Cache National 
Forest. An abundance of mule deer and elk provides hunters a good sport, and 
native upland game birds like blue, sheep tailed, ruffled, and sage grouse offer 
additional incentive. 
CAMPING AND PICNICS : The Cache Valley area has many forest 
campgrounds and picnic areas. Logan Canyon, Blacksmith Fork, and other 
canyons are unsurpassed in beauty. These numerous picnic and camping spots 
can be reached in only a few minutes' drive from the campus. 
HARMONIOUS LIVING CENTER: The center serves as a meeting place 
for individuals interested in leading or taking part in a self-propelled wilderness 
recreation experience. Throughout the summer, outings will be held in the 
mountains of the Wasatch-Cache National Forest, on the lakes and rivers of 
Cache Valley, and in various national parks in the Intermountain West. 
Center coordinator is J . J . Platt whose office is located on the main floor 
of the University Center north of Briar (7524100 ext. 7658). 
Down sleeping bags, backpacks, tents, stoves, and cook kits are available at 
reasonable rental cost. 
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Workshops 
List of Workshops by Date 
PRE-SESSION, JUNE 6-17 
June 6-10 
Basic Silkscreen Printing for Teachers 
Business and Office Education 
Distributive Education 
Environmental Education Workshop 
Fundamentals of Script Writing 
Heritage of the West - Tales and Telling 
Implementation of Physical Fitness and 
Conditioning Program 
Individualized Science Curriculum Study 
(ISCS) for Junior High School Science 
Nurturing Development in Our Children and 
Youth 
PICA Workshop 
Reading Maturity: Self-awareness 
Vocational Administration 
June 6-17 
Drawing Studio Workshop 
June 8-10 
Utah Elementary School Principals Work-
shop 
June 13-17 
Comparative Tailoring Techniques for Men 
and Women 
Directing Forensic Programs 
Each is So Different - How Do I Cope? 
Educational Audio Production 
Energy Edu cation : A Classroom Activity 
Approach 
Energy Resources 
Family Therapy: Current Therapeutic 
Approaches 
Food Service Workshop 
Fundamentals of Proposal Writing for Fund-
ing Projects 
Handicapped Children and the Law 
Human Values in the Classroom 
Intercultural Communication 
Language Experience Approach to Reading 
Legal Rights and Responsibilities of Educa-
tional Practitioners 
Making and Using Short Films in English 
and Social Science 
Seeing and Light 
Special Topics for Special Children 
Teaching Gymnastics- Women 
Third Annual Fantasy Workshop 
Washington, D.C. Scene 
Western Writers Conference 
8-WEEK SESSION 
JUNE 20-AUGUST 12 
June 20-21 
Piano Workshop 
June 20-24 
Consumer Education Curriculum Develop-
ment 
Exploration in Communication: Expanding 
ing Children's Abilities to Communicate 
June 20-July 1 
Practical Scanning Electron Microscopy 
June 20-July 29 
Dance West 
Repertory Theatre Production 
June 26·August 12 
Acting Workshop 
June 27-July 1 
Individualizing Science Instru ction 
Up-date in Quality Parenting 
June 27-July 15 
Social Studies Workshop 
June 27-July 29 
College of Science Distinguished Guest Lec-
tu re Series. 
Science Symposium- Rhythms and 
Cycles in Nature 
June 27-July I Dr. Neil D. Opdyke 
July 5-8 Dr. Jurgen Aschoff 
July I I-IS Dr. Malcolm L. Sargent 
July 18-22 Dr. Elmar R. Reiter 
July 26-29 Dr. Duane Mehleman 
June 28 
Fatherhood 
June 28-August 6 
Pagea n t Production, Festival of the 
American West 
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July 11-14 
Intermou ntain Drill Team Advisers Work-
shop 
July 11-15 
Junior High and Middle School Teacher 
Certification and Training 
Teaching Metric Measurement in the 
Elementary School 
July 18-22 
Role of the Cooperating Teacher in the 
Teacher Education Program 
July 25-29 POST-SESSION, AUGUST 15-19 
Utilizing Media in Edu ca ting Young Child-
ren 
July 28-29 
Workshop in Business 
August 1-5 
Folklife in the Intermountain West 
Inter-institu tional Seminar in Childhood 
Education 
Workshops 
(ALPHABETIZED BY TITLE) 
August 15-19 
Comparative Cu ltures 
Distributive Education New Teacher Orien-
tation 
Fund ing Procedures in Vocat io nal Edu ca-
t ion 
Office Simulation Methods 
ACTING WORKSHOP, July 26-August 12. 3 credits. 12 :00-3:00 daily. Fine 
Arts Center 224 and Lyric Theatre . Vosco Call , director; members of the Old 
Lyric Repertory Company , consultants. Cost: credit, $56 or noncredit , $50; 
workshop fee , $5 . Offered by Department of Theatre Arts. ThArt 121 W, Section 
1, index number 1772. •• This workshop is for college-bound high school 
actors and beginning university actors. It will offer a fundamental acting 
program combining laboratory exercising, scene study, and observation. The 
workshop is designed to aid actors in developing their physical, mental, and 
emotional resources. Participants will work closely with the professional staff 
and actors from the Old Ly ric R epertory Company. In conjunction with the 
workshop, special project work is also available for teachers of acting and 
directing. 
BASIC SILKSCREEN PRINTING FOR TEACHERS, June 6-10. 3 credits. 
9 :00-4:00 daily . Library 204. Duane Hedin , director. Cost: credit , $54; 
laboratory fee, $5; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Instructional 
Media, College of Education, Conference and Institute Division. 1M 571 W, 
Section 5, index number 1346 . •• The workshop will provide information on 
how to build a silk screen frame and make silk screen prints using three different 
methods. The participants will actually have experience in printing their own 
designs. Mounting, matting, and framing will also be discussed. Reservations 
requested by May 2 1. 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION, June 6-1 0. 3 credits. 9: 00-4 :00 daily . 
Business 215 and 209. Lloyd Bartholome and Robert Stocker , directors. Offered 
by Departmen t of Business Education and Extension Class Division . BE 
611 W. •• This workshop will examine methods and materials f or business and 
office occupations teachers in junior high schools, high schools, and post-
secondary schools. Worksh op consultants include secondary and post-secondary 
teachers in Utah. as well as teacher educators and state specialists in business and 
office occupations. Emphasis is on the practical aspects of teaching business and 
office occupations. 
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURE SERIES: 
SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM-RHYTHMS AND CYCLES IN NATURE, June 27-July 
29. 1-2 credits. 11 :00-12:00 daily. Business 215. Grant Gill Smith, director ; Neil 
D. Opdyke, Jurgen Aschoff, Malcolm L. Sargent, Elmar R. Reiter, and Duane 
Muhleman, guest lecturers. Cost: $41. Offered by College of Science . 589, 
Section 1 or 3, for index number see course 589 in Department of Biology , 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, or Department of Physics. •• 
One of the fascinating phenomena observed in the world of living things is that 
there seems to be a clock mechanism present that compels living matter to 
respond in fashions characteristic of the nature of the organism, according to a 
built-in time schedule. Manifestations of these biorhythms are rhythms in 
emotions, depression, memory processes, sensory keenness with respect to smell, 
taste and hearing, fitness and performance, susceptibility to bacteria and 
infection, responsiveness and sensitivity to drugs, flowering and leaf movements 
in plants, cell division and metabolism, and electrolyte and hormone levels. What 
is the nature of the mechanism(s) involved and what is the control? What useful 
purpose is served by such rhythmicity? 
Equally interesting are the cyclic phenomena that are purely physical in 
nature- and are observed within the earth or surrounding it. The tip of the earth 
toward the sun, magnetic forces, sun spots, and other phenomena all exert a 
profound influence on life on our planet. They apparently manifest themselves in 
cyclic variations that influence weather, climate, and earth movements. What do 
1 ~ / 1 ~ ratios in ice cores tell us about cycles in the distant past? What is the 
geologic significance of magnetic reversals? What does the atmospheric energy 
cycle mean to our life style? Are the weather vagaries experienced in the winter 
of 1976-77 the result of a breakdown in normal cyclic phenomena? 
Here to address themselves to these topics of profound scientific import, 
yet of immediate concern to the individual, is a group of internationally eminent 
authorities in their field. They will be on campus under the following schedule. 
INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATING IN THE 
SUMMER LECTURE SERIES AND 
THE WEEK OF THEIR PARTICIPATION 
Dr. Neil D. Opdyke 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory 
Palisades, New York 10964 
June 27-July 1, 1977 
Dr. Neil Opdyke, a geophysicist, will deal with cyclic phenomena related to the 
tilt of the earth toward the sun, geomagnetism, magnetic reversals, magnetic 
stratigraphy, continental drift, paleoclimatology, and paleomagnetism. 
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Dr. Jiirgen Aschoff 
Professor of Physiology 
Director at the Institute 
Max-Planck-Institut 
Erling - Andechs 
German Federal Republic 
July S-8, 1977 
Dr. Jiirgen Aschoff will talk about rhythms in animals. He will describe 
physiological and biochemical bases, where known, for such phenomena as 
celestial navigation, photoperiodism, diurnal variations, and others. 
Dr. Malcolm L. Sargent 
Department of Genetics and Development 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 
July H-IS, 1977 
Dr. Malcolm Sargent will be concerned with plant rhythms, including circadian 
rhythms, leaf movements, and generally rhythms that are widespread in all 
eucaryotic organisms. He has studied extensively a neurospora system, relating 
chemical changes to response to timing mechanisms. The role of membranes will 
be considered. 
Dr. Elmar R. Reiter 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521 
July 18-22, 1977 
Dr. Elrnar Reiter will discuss weather and related meteorological cyclic events. 
He will talk about energetics of the atmosphere, climatic events, and troposphere-
stratosphere interfacing at the jet stream The relation of some of these to solar 
phenomena will be considered. 
Dr. Duane Muhleman 
Department of Planetary Science 
California Technology 
1201 E. California Blvd. 
Pasadena, California 91109 
July 26-29, 1977 
Dr. Duane Muhleman will discuss cosmological phenomena that are cyclic in 
nature, including magnetic cycles of the sun, resonant relations of inner planets, 
cycles of star formation, and periodic radiations of pulsars. Where possible the 
relation of these to earth phenomena will be discussed. 
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COMPARATIVE CULTURES, August 15-19.3 credits. 9:00-4:30 daily . Library 
380. Bill Furlong, director; Donald Cope, consultant. Cost: credit , $54 ; 
workshop fee, $5. Offered by Conference and Institute Division . HASS 525W, 
Section 1, index number 1792 or HASS 125W, Section 1, index number 
1790. •• A knowledge of other peoples, their cultures, and societies is of 
fundamental importance in today 's futuristic society. The behavior of anyone 
group of people may greatly affect the work, attitudes, and even the lives of 
other ethnic groups. To understand why certain cultures behave the way they 
do, why they react differently in similar situations, and why they place value on 
different objects and activities is knowledge worth knowing. Reservations 
requested by August 1. 
COMPARATIVE TAILORING TECHNIQUES FOR MEN AND WOMEN, June 
13-17. 3 credits. 9 :00-4:00 daily. Family Life 310. Virginia Stolpe Lewis, 
director. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5; laboratory fee, $2. Offered by 
Department of Home Economics and Consumer Education. HECE 580W, 
Section I, index number 1600 . •• Learn many new tailoring construction 
techniques for men and women. Speed and custom methods will be demon-
strated by the author of a newly published book by Burgess Publishing Company 
titled Comparative Clothing Construction Techniques. Men's suit jackets and 
coats as well as women's coats and suits will be constructed. Reservations 
requested by May 28. 
CONSUMER EDUCATION CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, June 20-24.3 
credits . 9:004:00 daily. Family Life 316. Karen Findlay, director; Joyce 
Osternig and Jean Warren, consultants. Cost: credit, $54. Offered by Depart-
ment of Home Economics and Consumer Education, College of Family Life. 
HECE 617W, Section 1, index number 1602 . •• The emphasis of the 
workshop will be on curriculum development to meet the specific needs of the 
participating secondary teachers. Participants will contract for curriculum 
development work to be completed during the 1977- 78 school year in addition 
to that begun in the workshop. Workshop consultants have expertise in the areas 
of teaching-learning strategies for consumer education and in family economics. 
DANCE WEST, June 20-July 29. 2-16 credits. Denise Hewlett , director ; Burch 
Mann, San Christopher , Roland M. Butler, and Maggie Moar, consultants. Cost: 
credit, $41 (2 credits); workshop/laboratory fee, $8 . Offered by Department of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation ; Conference and Institute Division. 
See page 58 for list of Dance West classes . •• Dance West is a call to dancers 
interested in an eclectic summer program organized to provide a total dance 
experience. Its unique courses are arranged for dancers in various stages of 
achievement from junior high school to past college. A six-week course for 
students willing to endure the disciplines required to cross new dance frontiers. 
DIRECTING FORENSIC PROGRAMS, June 13-17.3 credits. 9:00-4:00 daily. 
University Center 333. Harold J. Kinzer and Larry Haapanen, directors. Cost: 
credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Communication and 
Conference and Institute Division. Comm 533W, Section 1, index number 
1638. •• Simulations, exercises, and demonstrations will be used to provide 
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instruction and experience in coaching debate, legislative forums, and individual 
events, in administration of successful forensic programs, and in tournament 
administration. Recent developments in debate case construction and innova-
tions in coaching will be emphasized. Participants will receive a variety of 
materials for use in the development of their programs and for use in coach's 
analysis of the 1977-78 proposition. Reservations requested by May 28. 
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, June 6-10. 3 credits . 9:004 :00 daily . Business 
211. Bill Stull, director. Offered by Department of Business Education and 
Extension Class Division. BE 611 W. •• This workshop is designed to provide 
in-service education for secondary and post-secondary marketing and distributive 
education teacher coordinators. Emphasis will be on updating the technical and 
professional teaching skills in the 19 occupational specialities included in the 
marketing and distribution vocational cluster. A comprehensive review of the 
newly developed standards for distributive education will be included. 
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION NEW TEACHER ORIENTATION, August 
15-19.3 credits. 9:004:00 daily. Salt Lake City (site to be announced). William 
A. Stull, director. Offered by Department of Business Education. BE 
611 W. •• The workshop is designed specifically for distributive education 
teacher coordinators who have not had prior experience teaching in the public 
schools of Utah. A ttention will be focused upon state curriculum guide, learning 
materials, and standards related to conducting distributive education and 
cooperative education programs. Offered through Extension only. 
DRAWING STUDIO WORKSHOP, June 6-17.1 -6 credits . 8:00-12 :00 daily. Art 
Barn 301. Joseph Mugnaini , director. Cost: credit, $41. Offered by Department 
of Art, College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences. Art 522W, Section 1, 
index number 1619 . •• Joseph Mugnaini has developed a reputation as a 
noted artist and an outstanding teacher. His two books, Oil Painting Techniques 
. and Materials and The Hidden Elements of Drawing, have been very popular 
among art teachers all across the nation. He has served as chairman of the 
Drawing Department at Otis Art Institute for many years and has conducted 
workshops at numerous institutions. 
EACH IS SO DIFFERENT- HOW DO I COPE?, June 13-17. 3 credits. 
8 :30-5:00 daily. Jordan Valley School, Midvale, Utah. Joan C. Bowden, director; 
Carolyn Barcus, consultant. Offered by Department of Elementary Education 
and Extension Class Division. El Ed 436 or El Ed 656. •• This workshop 
explores implications and implementation of Public Law 94-142 (The Education 
of All Handicapped Children Act) upon children, administrators, teachers, and 
aides of young children including Head Start, Day Care, private and public 
schools PK-3. The major emphasis will be placed on (1) the influence 
mainstreaming practices have upon all children in the classroom, (2) methods of 
coping with individual differences, (3) and the influence of mainstreaming upon 
the curriculum Offered through Extension only. 
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EDUCATIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTION, June 13-17. 3 credits. 9:004:00 
daily. library 208. Robb Russon, director. Cost: credit, $54; laboratory fee , $5; 
workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Instructional Media, Conference 
and Institute Division. 1M 571W, Section 9, index number 1350 . •• The 
workshop will provide a hands-on approach to producing audio materials for 
instructional use. Students will learn basic audio theory and apply this 
knowledge to practical assignments. Production philosophy and practice will be 
an important part of the workshop. A final project will allow individual students 
an opportunity to demonstrate control of the medium Reservations requested 
by May 28. 
ENERGY EDUCATION: A CLASSROOM ACTIVITY APPROACH, June 13-17. 
3 credits. 9:004:00 daily . Education 112. Walter Saunders and James West, 
directors; Val Finlayson, Gary Sandquist, Richard Peterson, and Ed Dalton, 
Vernon Summers, Dale Zabriskie, Alysia Watanabe, Carl Bruce, Kent Evans, 
Roger Skinner, James Bruce, consultants. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. 
Offered by Department of Secondary Education, College of Education, 
Conference and Institute Division. SecEd 556W, Section 1, index number 1422 
or EI Ed 556W, Section 1, index number 1217. •• The central thrust of this 
workshop is to provide educators (K-12) with an awareness of the need to 
include energy education in the school cu"iculum and to familiarize participants 
with selected curricular materials related to energy conservation. Consideration 
will be given to energy alternatives and the nation's available resources. Noted 
authorities will present information on energy utilization, providing teachers 
with hands-on experiences designed for use in their own classrooms. Special 
emphasis will be given to Energy and Man's Environment (EME) instructional 
materials. Reservations requested by May 28. 
ENERGY RESOURCES, June 13-17. 3 credits. 8:304:00 daily. Industrial 
Science 113. Neill C. Slack, director; William Ingram, consultant. Cost: credit, 
$54. Offered by Department of Industrial and Technical Education. ITE 523W, 
Section 1, index number 1540. •• The workshop will present projects that 
relate to energy demands and can be utilized in the instructional programs in 
industrial education throughout the state. Experiments will be conducted in 
wind, solar, and thermal energy conversion units that can be transported to the 
classroom to make instruction more viable and relative. Direction will be 
received from visiting consultant, William Ingram, director of the Utah Solar 
Energy Council. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP, June 6-10. 3 credits. 
8:00-5:00 daily (some evening sessions required). University Center 335. Team, 
directors; Bob Christopher, Colleen Armitage, Ken Guest, Maloy Hales, and 
Dean Osborn, consultants; Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by 
Department of Elementary Education, College of Natural Resources, 
Conference and Institute Division. EI Ed 656W, Section 3, index number 1231 
or FR 411 W, Section 1, index number 1798. •• This week-long workshop will 
focus on involving others in environmental investigations which allow the learner 
to collect, record, and interpret his or her own data about various aspects of the 
environment. Participants will learn to demonstrate skills and techniques for 
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helping groups work together more effectively, develop lesson plans for a 
process-oriented environmental investigation or activity, and develop a discus-
sion strategy that allows everyone to participate. By focusing on key points, 
participants will seek relationships between factors calling for summarization 
and describe to others how environmental education involvement techniques 
contribute to quality education and to sound environmental management. 
Reservations requested by May 21. 
EXPLORA TION IN COMMUNICATION. EXPANDING CHILDRENS' 
ABILITIES TO COMMUNICATE, June 20-24. 3 credits. 8:304:00 daily. Edith 
Bowen School. Evelyn Wiggins, director. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. 
Offered by Department of Elementary Education, Conference and Institute 
Division. El Ed 685W, Section 1, index number 1244 or El Ed 656W, Section 1, 
index number 1229. •• Explore a galaxy of fresh creative ideas to stimulate 
children to express themselves freely through clear thinking, thoughtful 
listening, speaking up, adventuring through literature, and writing joyfully. 
Learn how to put a rocketful of language art skills into practice. Discover how to 
make learning and teaching an exciting adventure. Reservations requested by 
June 6. 
FAMILY THERAPY: CURRENT THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES, June 13-17. 
3 credits. 8:304:30 daily. University Center 225 . Frank Ascione and Elwin 
Nielsen, directors; Robert Wahler and Florence Kaslow, consultants. Cost: 
credit, $54, or one day fee noncredit, $20; workshop fee , $5. Offered by 
Department of Psychology, Conference and Institute Division. Psy 550W, 
Section 1, index number 1389 . •• Following a discussion of the basic 
concepts of family therapy, the workshop leaders will discuss how these 
principles can be applied to intervention settings. Participants will acquire 
therapeutic skills that relate to family therapy through instruction, group work 
sessions, and role-playing. Reservations requested by May 28. 
FATHERHOOD, June 28. 1 credit. 8:304 :00 daily. University Center 202 . 
Karen Carter , director ; Fitzhugh J . Dodson , consultant. Cost : credit , $41 , or 
noncredit, $10; workshop fee, $15. Offered by Department of Family and 
Human Development, Conference and Institute Division. FHD 550W, 
Section 3, index number 1584 . •• The workshop will address itself to 
fathering, focusing specifically on (1) research problems when studying 
fatherhood, (2) the current state of the knowledge base regarding fathering, (3) 
pre- and in-service training for fatherhood. The target audience will be educators, 
social service personnel, religious leaders, and parents. Dr. Dodson will present 
material in the morning and afternoon supplemented by a panel discussion and 
discussion groups. This will facilitate the practice of fathering principles in the 
evening. Reservations requested by June 14. 
FOLKLIFE IN THE INTERMOUNTAIN WEST, August 1-5. 3 credits . 
9:004:00 daily. Business 215 . Pat Gardner and Glenn Wilde, directors. Cost : 
credit, $54, or noncredit, $49 ; workshop fee, $16 . Offered by Departments of 
History and English, College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences, 
Conference and Institute Division. Hist 489W, Section 7, index number 1684; 
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Eng! 524W, Section 1, index number 1660. •• USU will hold a week-long 
workshop on "Folklife in the Intermountain West. " The objectives will be (1) to 
develop an understanding of the folk heritage of the intermountain west, and (2) 
to facilitate this understanding among the general population and schools by 
providing instruction and exposing participants to various folk traditions. The 
workshop will highlight four aspects of folklife : folklore and folklife for the 
classroom, folk music, cultural journalism, and oral history; and presentations to 
improve local museums. A distinguished faculty of folklorists and experts in 
cultural journalism will be on hand. Reservations requested by July 18. 
FOOD SERVICE WORKSHOP, June 13-17. 2 credits . 8:00-4:00 daily. Family 
Life 206. Frances Taylor, director ; Richard Hofman , consultant. Cost: credit, 
$41 , or noncredit , $3 5; laboratory fee, $7.50; workshop fee, $5. Offered by 
Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences, College of Family Life , Conference 
and Institute Division. NFS 089W, Section 1, index number 1038; 389W, 
Section 1, index number 1041; 655W, Section 1, index number 1043 . •• A 
workshop for all food service personnel including dietitians, supervisors, cooks, 
and managers to consider the implications and methods of managing by results. 
Basic facts, in-depth analyses, and procedures to follow for successful admin-
istration of food production units will be considered in the areas of safety, the 
kitchen, receiving, and storage. Reservations requested by May 28 . 
FUNDAMENTALS OF PROPOSAL WRITING FOR FUNDING PROJECTS, 
June 13-17. 3 credits. Large assembly sessions 9:00 to 12 :00 noon , 1:004:00 
p .m. Writing and consulting activity 7:30-9:00 a.m. and 4:00-5 :00 p.m . Library 
216. Kent Wood, director ; Kaye Evans, consultant. Cost: credit , $54; laboratory 
fee , $3 plus text ; workshop fee , $5. Offered by Department of Instructional 
Media , College of Education, Conference and Institute Division. 1M 571 W, 
Section 11 , index number 1352 . •• Fundamentals of proposal writing for 
funding projects is based upon the book jointly authored by Kaye Evans, 
workshop consultant, and R. Kent Wood, workshop director. The workshop is 
designed for those new to proposal writing and those wishing to update their 
skills and knowledge of proposal writing. The content of the workshop will deal 
with orientation to the project/proposal writing process and cycle, why funding 
agencies use the project/proposal process, what a proposal (basics) is, types of 
proposals and key elements; and guidance for actually writing a proposal for 
funding during the workshop. Reservations requested by May 28. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF SCRIPT WRITING, June 6-10. 3 credits . 9:00-4:00 
daily. Library 208. Barry Willis, director; Dan Keeler , consultant. Cost: credit, 
$54; laboratory fee, $5; workshop fee , $5. Offered by Department of 
Instructional Media , College of Education, Conference and Institute 
Division. 1M 571 W, Section 3, index number 1344. •• Basic educational script 
writing is an important skill to those in a variety of media-related fields. This 
workshop will delve into the basic components of a well developed script, 
providing participants with hands-on experience, individual help, and critiques as 
they take their projects through the necessary stages of script development. 
Participants will discuss audience selection, objectives, content outlines, treat-
ments, story boarding, and other necessary steps in the scripting process. 
Reservations requested by May 21. 
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FUNDING PROCEDURES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, August 15-19.3 
credits. 9 :00-4:00 daily. Business 317. E. Charles Parker, director. Cost: credit, 
$54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Business Education, 
Conference and Institute Division . BE 611W, Section 7, index number 1129 . 
•• This workshop is designed to give participants an advantage in knowing the 
funding procedures as money filters down from the U.S. Office of Education, 
through the State Office of Education, the local education agencies, and finally 
to the classroom teacher. Directions will be given on how to answer those last 
minute requests for proposals. The workshop topics include the allocation 
procedure for state and federal funds, how to get money for department and 
special projects and how to get through the paperwork involved. Reservations 
requested by August I . 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND THE LAW, June 13-17. 3 credits. 8:30-4:30 
daily. University Center 202. John Mclaughlin and Donald F. Kline , co-
directors; Allan Abeson and Brian Fraser , consultants . Cost: credit , $54, 
workshop fee, $5; laboratory fee, $4. Offered by Department of Special 
Education, College of Education, Conference and Institute Division . Sp Ed 
550W, Section I, index number 1465. •• This workshop will deal with 
judicial, legislative, and executive aspects of child advocacy and the law. The 
legal requirements for the education of all handicapped children (P L. 94-142), 
the developmental disabilities and rehabilitation legislation (P L. 94-J 03), and 
other legislation affecting handicapped children will be covered. Also to be 
included are child abuse and neglect legislation and the new State Board of 
Education policies and procedures for reporting suspected cases of child abuse 
and neglect. Reservations requested by May 28. 
HERITAGE OF THE WEST- TALES AND TELLING, June 6-10. 3 credits. 
8:00-4:00 daily . Edith Bowen School 114. Farrell J. Black and Arthur Y. Smith, 
directors. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee , $5. Offered by Department of 
Theatre Arts, College of Humanities , Arts and Social Sciences, Conference and 
Institute Division. ThArt 519W, Section 1, index number 1787. •• This 
workshop will emphasize collecting and telling stories of the early West. 
Particular attention will be given to collecting stories from the oral traditions of 
the West and to discovering the oral techniques of folk storytelling. Guest 
storytellers will tell favorite stories. Some afternoons will be devoted to visiting 
historical sites where folk stories indigenous to this area will be explored. 
Reservations requested by May 21. 
HUMAN VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM , June 13-17. 3 credits. 8 :30-4: 30 
daily. Education 102. William Strong and Richard Knight, directors; public 
school teachers and James P. Shaver, consultants. Cost: credit , $54; workshop 
fee, $5. Offered by Department of Secondary Education, College of Education , 
Conference and Institute Division . SecEd 538W, Section I, index number 
1418. •• This program, "Human Values in the Classroom," repeats the 
popular workshop of last year. A grant from the Quality of Rural Life Program 
brings together an outstanding collection of the latest materials in values 
education. This program is designed for both elementary and secondary teachers 
and administrators. J t focuses on the teaching strategies of these approaches to 
values. Reservations requested by May 28. 
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INDIVIDUALIZED SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY (ISCS) FOR JUNIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE, June 6-10.3 credits . 9:00-4:00 daily . Murray School 
District. Walter Saunders and Harold Shaw, directors ; Don Buenting, Duane 
Hughs, Duane Issacs , Larry Larsen, Bob Barber, and John Gillette , consultants. 
Offered by Department of Secondary Education, College of Education, 
Extension Class Division. SecEd 642 . •• Participants in this workshop will 
receive training in the teaching strategies of ISCS including classroom organiza-
tion, the role of the student and role of the teacher, and questioning techniques. 
Experienced ISCS teachers are invited to improve their teaching skills and to 
share their successful ideas with less experienced teachers. The printed materials 
and science teaching apparatus for all three levels of ISCS (grades 7, 8, and 9) 
will be available to workshop participants for their study. Offered through 
Extension only. 
INDIVIDUALIZING SCIENCE INSTRUCTION K-12, June 27-July 1. 3 credits. 
8:00-5:00 daily. Edith Bowen Multi-purpose Room. Bryce Adkins and Richard 
Peterson, directors. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee , $5. Offered by Depart-
ments of Elementary and Secondary Education, State Board of Education, 
Conference and Institute Division. EI Ed 625W, Section 1, index number 1222 
or SecEd 656W, Section 3, index number 1231 . •• This workshop is designed 
to help teachers become better acquainted with the philosophy and techniques 
of individualizing instruction. Participants will work individually and with others 
of similar experience and interests in the development of instructional materials 
to be used in individualizing one or two selected units in their science teaching. 
Identification of instructional goals and procedures for evaluating achievement 
will be considered. Interactions with teachers who are individualizing their 
science instruction will be provided. Reservations requested by June 13. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS AND CONDITIONING PRO-
GRAM, Junt :6-10. 3 credits. 8: 30-4:00 daily. Physical Education 135. Dale O. 
Nelson and Lanny J. Nalder, directors; Garth Fisher, consultant. Cost : credit, 
$54; workshop fee, $5 . Offered by Department of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation, College of Education, Conference and Institute Division. PE P 
683W, Section 1, index number 1269 . •• The primary purpose of this 
workshop is to assist teachers and athletic team coaches in developing curricula 
content and teaching methods for fitness classes and conditioning programs in 
the public schools. Reservations requested by May 21. 
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION, June 13-17. 3 credits. 8: 30-4: 30 daily . 
Animal Science 303. K. S. Sitaram, director; Constance Thomas and Archie 
Savage, consultants. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department 
of Communication, College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences, Conference 
and Institute Division. Comm 355W, Section 1, index number 1635 or Comm 
690W, Section 3, index number 1643. •• The workshop is designed especially 
for college and high school teachers and others who must communicate with 
minority and foreign students. The first two days will be devoted to discussions 
of intercultural communication theories and values. The last three days will be 
reserved for applying theories to practical situations of communication with 
minorities and others. The workshop includes guest lectures, film shows, and 
research reports. Reservations requested by May 28. 
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INTER-INSTITUTIONAL SEMINAR IN CIllLDHOOD EDUCATION, August 
1-5. 3 credits. 8:00-5 :00 daily , some evening sessions. Snowbird . Arthur D. 
Jackson and Joan Bowden, directors ; Thomas Good , consultant. Offered by 
Extension Class Division. EI Ed 656 . •• The six teacher education institutions 
in the state of Utah will cooperate in sponsoring this workshop. Dr. Thomas 
Good from the University of Missouri, Center for Research in Social Behavior, is 
this year's featured consultant. The theme of the seminar is "Challenge and 
Conflict in Education" with the emphasis on moral and ethical development in 
education. In addition to Dr. Good, approximately 30 graduate students, 
teachers, and professors from the sponsoring institutions will make presentations 
and lead discussions pertaining to new developments in childhood education. 
Offered through Extension only. 
INTERMOUNTAIN DRILL TEAM ADVISERS WORKSHOP, July 11-14. 2 
credits. University Center 202. July 11,3:00-5:00 p.m. , 7:00-9 :00 p.m. July 12, 
13,8: 15-11 :45 a.m., 2:00-5 :00 p.m., 7:00-9:00 p.m. July 14,8: 15-11:45 a.m., 
1:00-2 :00 p.m. Irene Bates, director; four-six members of the Intermountain 
Specialty Drill Workshop, consultants. Cost: credit , $41, or noncredit, $30; 
workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, College of Education, Conference and Institute Division. PE P 
556W, Section 1, index number 1264. •• The Drill Team Advisers Workshop 
is designed to provide participants with the training to increase their effec-
tiveness as instructors and administrators. There will be opportunity to work 
with a number of outstanding educators in the field. Special areas of 
concentration will be organization and administration of drill team; leadership 
training; basic dance and marching skills including proper technique; methods of 
improving your team through precision, audience appeal, and choreography. 
Reservations requested by June 27. 
JUNIOR HIGH AND MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER CERTIFICATION AND 
TRAINING, July 11-15. 3 credits. 8:00-5 :00 daily. Edith Bowen School. 
Terrance Hatch, Arthur Jackson, Ferrin VanWagoner , and Vere McHenrie, 
directors; Robert M. Malinka, consultant. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. 
Offered by Department of Elementary Education, Department of Secondary 
Education, Conference and Institute Division. EI Ed 656W, Section 7 , index 
number 1235 or SecEd 620W, Section 1, index number 1430 or SecEd 656W, 
Section 1, index number 1437. •• Utah is considering moving to a separate 
certification for junior high-middle school teachers. This workshop will develop 
a certification model for consideration by the Board of Education. Included in 
the workshop will be the detailing of learning components to be included in 
preservice teacher education programs of colleges and universities asking State 
Board approval of junior high-middle school training programs. Mr. Malinka has 
been a consultant to many state department and local school districts in 
developing middle school programs. He coordinated the development of the 
Middle School Certification Program for the State of Indiana. Reservations 
requested by June 13. 
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LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE APPROACH TO READING , June 13-17. 3 credits. 
8:30-3:30 daily . Edith Bowen School. Bernie Hayes, director; Roach Van Allen , 
consu ltant. Cost: credit, $54; laboratory fee , $2; workshop fee , $5. Offered by 
Department of Elementary Education , Conference and Institute Division. El Ed 
665W, Section 1, index number 1239. •• This workshop will provide teachers 
with a practical and detailed account of how the Language Experience Approach 
in reading instruction functions. The participants will have opportunity to 
explore and develop reading activities which will take advantage of the wealth 
that children bring with them to school- linguistically, intellectually, socially, 
and culturally. Dr. Roach Van Allen will be the consultant for the workshop. 
Reservations requested by May 28. 
LEGAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF EDUCATIONAL 
PRACTITIONERS, June 13-17. 3 credits. 8:30-4:30 daily . Education 31l. 
Terrance E. Hatch, director; Oscar W. McConkie and Darrell G. Renstrom, 
consultants. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of 
Secondary Education, College of Education, Conference and Institute Division . 
Educ 674W, Section 1, index number 1506. •• The workshop will provide the 
general framework of the law in public education resulting from state and 
federal legislation, court decisions, and a host of agency and executive rules and 
regulations affecting school systems and individual practitioners. Particular 
emphasis will be on rights and responsibilities of students and rights and 
responsibilities of teachers, supervisors, and administrators. Issues to be dealt 
with will include affirmative action in employment; sex discrimination as dealt 
with in Title IX on curriculum, dress, conduct, and employment; rights to 
privacy and access to information as a result of the Buckley Amendment; 
teacher dismissal because of reduction in staff. an illegal strike, and in-
competency; and other legal issues of concern to workshop members. Oscar W. 
McConkie is an attorney at law, Salt Lake aty with the firm of Kirton, 
McConkie, Boyle, and Boyle. He serves as the legal counsel for the Utah School 
Boards Association. Darrell C. Renstrom, attorney at law in Ogden, Utah, is legal 
counsel for the Ogden and Weber Education Associations. Reservations 
requested by May 28. 
MAKING AND USING SHORT FILMS IN ENGLISH AND SOCIAL STUDIES, 
June 13-17. 3 credits. 8: 30-4 : 30 daily. University Center 335. William Strong, 
director; Alan Weber , consultant. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5; 
laboratory fee, $10. Offered by Department of Secondary Education, College of 
Education , Conference and Institute Division. SecEd 550W, Section 1, index 
number 1420. •• This workshop will focus on filmmaking and film utilization 
in the secondary classroom. Participants will learn the "how to" of super 8mm 
film production and will develop discussion techniques with selected rental 
films. The workshop will be of primary interest to English and social studies 
teachers, but other creative teachers bo th elemen tary and secondary are 
welcome. Reservations requested by May 28. 
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NURTURING DEVELOPMENT IN OUR CHILDREN AND YOUTH, June 6-10. 
3 credits. 8: 30-4:00 daily . University Center Auditorium. K. C. Farrer, R. 
Knight, and Jay Monson , directors; Elizabeth H. Brady , consultant. Cost: credit, 
$54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by College of Education, Conference and 
Institute Division. Educ 761W, Section 1, index number 1511 •• This is a 
college-sponsored workshop for graduate students, parents, teachers, and 
supervisors who work with children and youth, ages 4-20. The general sessions 
are held twice daily. Each participant is assigned to work study groups following 
general sessions. The daily themes will be as follows: Development of Social 
Learnings, Development of Mental Health, Development of Language, Develop-
ment of Productive Thinking, Development of Moral and Ethical Behavior. 
Reservations requested by May 21. 
OFFICE SIMULATION METHODS, August 15-19. 3 credits. 9:00-4:00 daily. 
Business 116. H. Robert Stocker , director. Cost: credit , $54; laboratory 
materials, $10; workshop fee , $5. Offered by Department of Business Education, 
Conference and Institute Division. BE 611 W, Section 11, I credit, index number 
1133. BE 575W, Section 1,2 credits, index number 1120 . •• The purpose of 
this methods workshop is to provide interested business education teachers with 
an understanding of how office practice classes can be made more effective 
through the use of simulation. Participants will become familiar with the 
simulation concept and working with materials needed to use this method of 
instruction. They will develop and organize all materials needed for use with the 
MOE simulation, demonstrate knowledge of how to use these materials in order 
to individualize each student's work, and teach a model office simulation with 
their newly developed materials using other class members as students. 
Reservations requested by August I. 
PAGEANT PRODUCTION, June 28-August 6. 3 credits. 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
(rehearsals), 6: 00-11 : 00 p.m . (performance) . Spectrum. Sid Perkes, director. 
Cost: credit , $54; workshop fee , $5. Offered by Department of Theatre Arts , 
Conference and Institute Division. ThArt 592W, Section 3, index number 
1779. •• Students will participate in the performance and production 
preparation for THE WEST: AN AMERICAN ODYSSEY. The workshop 
includes practical experience and scheduled seminars to discuss organizational, 
artistic, and production methods for large-scale theatre productions. 
PICA WORKSHOP, June 6-10. 2 credits . 9:00-4:00 daily. Library 380. Jay 
Jensen , director ; Terralyn Walters-Mikawa, consu ltant. Cost: credit, $41; 
workshop fee , $5. Offered by Department of Communicative Disorders , 
Conference and Institute Division. Com D 500W, Section 3, index number 
1177. •• This workshop will examine the rationale, construction, and use of 
the Porch Index of Communicative Abilities (PICA). Actual testing of patients 
will be observed. Students will have opportunity for actual administration 
experience. Reservations requested by May 2 J . 
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PIANO WORKSHOP, June 2(}'21. 1 credit. 9:00-4:00 daily. Fine Arts Center 
224. Irving Wassermann, director ; Richard Chronister, consultant. Cost: credit, 
$41, or noncredit, $20; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Music , 
College of Humanities , Arts and Social Sciences, Conference and Institute 
Division. Music 363W, Section 1, index number 1718 . •• The workshop is 
designed to acquaint piano teachers and advanced students with the latest 
methods and techniques of piano teaching. Both new and traditional piano 
teaching literature will be presented and discussed. A special guest instructor will 
discuss the many aspects of playing the piano which confront the teacher as well 
as the student such as rhy thm, hand position, techniques, memorization, and 
sight reading. Participants are encouraged to present and discuss problems of 
importance to them Reservations requested by June 6. 
PRACTICAL SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, June 20-July 1. 3 
credits. 8: 30-4: 30 daily. Veterinary Science 104. Nabil N. Youssef, director; 
John Chidester , consultant. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee , $195. Offered by 
Department of Biology, Conference and Institute Division. Zool 662W, Section 
1, index number 1887. •• The course will emphasize basic application of 
scanning electron microscopy to the biological and physical sciences. Upon 
completion of the workshop, the student should be able to prepare samples for 
SEM (scanning electron microscopy) examination and be familiar with opera-
tional procedures for both the microscope and x-ray spectrometer. 
READING MATURITY: SELF-AWARENESS, June 6-10. 3 credits. 9:00-4:00 
daily. Library 345. Brenda Branyan, director ; Jene Lowrie, Stan Patterson, and 
Kathryn Gardner, consultants. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by 
Department of Instructional Media, College of Education, Conference and 
Institute Division. 1M 571W, Section 1, index number 1342 . •• This 
workshop focuses upon reading guidance experiences which relate to improving 
selfawareness as one element in developing reading maturity. Participants will 
experience sessions conducted by the respected librarian and educator, Dr. Jene 
E. Lowrie, director, School of Librarianship, Western Michigan University, in 
addition to other unique sessions. Opportunity will be provided for the 
development of a reading guidance program for implementation in the 
participants' respective programs. School media specialists, teachers, and public 
librarians are encouraged to take part in the workshop. Reservations requested 
by May 21. 
REPERTORY THEATRE PRODUCTION, June 20-July 29, Section 1. June 
6-August 19, Section 3. 3-6 credits. Hours arranged daily. Lyric Theatre and 
Theatre Department Laboratories. W. Vosco Call, director; Leroy Brandt and Sid 
Perkes, consultants. Cost: credit, $56 or $96. Offered by Department of Theatre 
Arts. ThArt 570W, Section 1, index number 1775 and Section 3, index number 
1776. •• This workshop will involve rehearsal, staging, promotion, and 
performance with the Old Lyric Repertory Company. Enrollment for 6 credits is 
limited and by auditions and interview only. Contact the Theatre Arts 
Department between January and April 1 for audition information. Enrollment 
for 3 credits does not include performing but involves an integrated produc-
tion-study program in conjunction with the summer theatre company. Special 
emphasis is placed on the problems of repertory theatre operation. 
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ROLE OF THE COOPERATING TEACHER IN THE TEACHER EDUCATION 
PROGRAM, July 18-22.3 credits. 8 :00-5:00 daily . University Center 202. David 
Stone and Arthur Jackson , directors ; school district supervisors and coor-
dinators, and selected staff from the State Board of Education, consultants. 
Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5 . Offered by Department of Elementary 
Education, Conference and Institute Division . EI Ed 712W, Section 1, index 
number 1252. •• Teachers in school districts are cooperating with the 
Department of Elementary Education and are becoming partners in the teacher 
education program. The purpose of this workshop will be to strengthen this 
partnership. Teachers will be asked to consider and suggest ways of improving 
the competencies prospective teachers are expected to achieve. Reservations 
requested by July 4. 
SEEING AND LIGHT, June 13-17.2 credits. 9 :30-4:30 daily. Main 301, Plant 
Industry 302 and 311. Ralph T. Clark, director; Oliver Gagliani, consultant. 
Cost: credit, $41; laboratory fee, $8. Offered by Department of Art, College of 
Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences. Art 540W, Section 1, index number 
1622. •• This workshop is designed to heighten the awareness of visual image 
makers. It will be an intensive five-day experience but allows ample time for 
image making, discussion, critiquing, and for obtaining personal help. Enroll-
ment will be limited to 15 persons with previous photographic experience. 
SOCIAL STUDIES WORKSHOP, June 27-July 15. 3-6-9 credits. 8:304:00 
daily. Edith Bowen School. Ivan Pedersen, director. Cost: credit 3-$54, 6-$95, 
9-$157; workshop fee, $10. Offered by Department of Elementary Education, 
Conference and Institute Division. EI Ed 386W, index number 1209; EI Ed 
420W, index number 1212; EI Ed 656W, index number 1233; EI Ed 680W, index 
number 1241; EI Ed 690W, index number 1246; Econ 302W, index number 
1158; Econ 690W, index number 1164 . • • Workshop sessions will be devoted 
to practical hands-on classroom application of themes like economics in the 
classroom and valuing processes. Other topics include social sciencing with 
children, inquiry teaching, current trends and practices in social studies, texts, 
and the preparation and development of instructional materials. Reservations 
requested by June 13 . 
SPECIAL TOPICS FOR SPECIAL CHILDREN, June 13-17.3 credits . 8:30-4:30 
daily. Exceptional Child Center 151. Don Kline and Wilbur Thain, directors. 
Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of Special 
Education, Conference and Institute Division. Sp Ed 681 W, Section 3, index 
number 1486. •• This workshop will focus on the problems of children with 
learning disabilities. New state and federal regulations regarding the diagnosis 
and placement of the LD child will be covered. Special emphasis will be given to 
implementation of P. L. 94-142 (Education of All Handicapped Children Act). 
The causes and treatment of the learning disabled will be discussed with 
emphasis on Individualized Educational Programs (IEP) for this group of 
children. Reservations requested by May 28. 
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TEACHING GYMNASTICS-WOMEN, June 13-17. 3 credits . 8:30-12:00, 
1: 00-4: 30 daily. Physical Education 211. Lucille Chase, director. Cost: credit, 
$54; workshop fee, $5 . Offered by Department of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation, Conference and Institute Division. PE P 683W, Section 3, index 
number 1271. •• This workshop will cover a selection of gymnastics skills 
ranging from beginning through advanced. Balance beam, uneven bars, floor 
exercise, vaulting, tumbling, and trampoline will be covered. The NAGWS 
routines will not be taught, but all skills in them will be. Teaching progressions, 
spotting, and ideas for presentation will be emphasized. Reservations requested 
by May 28. 
TEACHING METRIC MEASUREMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 
July 11-15. 3 credits. 8 :30-4:00 daily. Edith Bowen School 124. Bryce Adkins 
and Antone Bringhurst, directors. Cost: credit, $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered 
by Department of Elementary Education, Conference and Institute Division . EI 
Ed 630W, Section 1, index number 1224 . •• The primary focus of the 
workshop will be upon metric measurement. Materials and activities appropriate 
for use with elementary school pupils will be used to help the participants gain a 
knowledge of the metric system and of procedures for teaching metric 
measurement to pupils. Participants will construct some materials for use in 
teaching pupils in their classrooms. In addition, participants will select from 
experiences associated with the use of mini-calculators, attribute games, and 
other mathematics laboratory materials. Participants who own mini-calculators 
should bring them. 
THIRD ANNUAL FANTASY WORKSHOP, June 13-17. 3 credits. Monday-
Thursday, 9:00-4:00. Wednesday Evening, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Friday, 9:00-12:00. 
Business 319. Kathryn Gardner and Montie Collett, directors; Susan Cooper, 
consultant. Cost: credit , $54; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of 
Instructional Media, College of Education, Conference and Institute Division. 1M 
571W, Section 7, index number 1348 . •• Desig.nedfor those interested in the 
great fantasy literature for children and young adults with a special evening for 
adult fantasy. The workshop features the distinguished visiting author, Susan 
Cooper, 1976 winner of the NewBery Medal. The workshop is for fantasy buffs 
as well as for those who have been standing on the sidelines wondering why 
there is such excitement about contemporary fantasy. It will emphasize the 
value of fantasy in coping with the realities of the world. Reservations requested 
by May 28. 
UP-DATE IN QUALITY PARENTING-FATHERING, June 27-July 1. 1-3 
credits. 8:30-10:00 p.m. daily. Campus TV Studio or Channel 7. Glen Jenson, 
director; Fitzhugh 1. Dodson, consultant. Cost: credit, $41-$54. Offered by 
Extension Class Division, Department of Family and Human Development. FHD 
550W, Section I, index number 1582; FHD 388W, Section 1, index number 
1577. •• This will be a statewide conference to impart the latest research and 
skills known about fathering. The conference will use the media of educational 
television to make the information available to virtually everyone in the state. 
The topics will be presented by specialists in the field of parenthood and parent 
education. The specific audiences the conference will be aimed at are 
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adolescent age youth, parents, educators, and preventative and rehabilitative 
social service professionals. University credit will be made available for those 
who participate. 
UTAH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS WORKSHOP, June 8-10. 2 
credits. 8: 00-4: 00 daily. University Center 225 . Arthur Jackson , director. Cost: 
credit, $41 , or noncredit, $20; workshop fee, $5. Offered by Department of 
Elementary Education, Conference and Institute Division. El Ed 656W, Section 
9, index number 1237. •• Each year the Utah Elementary Principals 
Association organizes a three-day workshop in which to do intensive study on 
current problems faced by the elementary school principals. This workshop is 
planned carefully with the officers of the association and is designed to assist 
the elementary school principal in becoming a more satisfied and effective 
school administrator. Reservations requested by May 26. 
UTILIZING MEDIA IN EDUCATING YOUNG ClDLDREN, July 25-29. 3 
credits. 8 :30-5:00 daily. University Center 202. Jean Pugmire , director ; Don 
Mitchell, James Prevel, and Mike Boyle, consultants. Cost: credit, $54; workshop 
fee, $5. Offered by Department of Elementary Education, Conference and 
Institute Division. EI Ed 621W, Section 1, index number 1220. •• The worlds 
of young children and their teachers are inundated with the effects of media. 
However, the educational process does not train teachers of young children 
through involvement with media to understand the implications in affecting the 
behavior and learning capability of young children. This workshop will deal with 
involvement on the part of each participant to bring about an understanding of 
developments of new media, utilization of existing media, and application of 
those in early childhood education. Reservations requested by July 11 . 
VOCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION, June 6-10. 3 credits. 9:00-4:00 daily. 
Business 317 and 313. E. Charles Parker, director. Offered by Department of 
Business Education, Extension Class Division. BE 611 W. •• The State Board 
for Vocational Education will be involved in updating competencies in planning, 
budgeting, and reporting procedures as they relate to the new federal vocational 
funding policies. The philosophy of vocational education will be a major topic 
along with methods of improving instruction. Offered through Extension only. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. SCENE, June 13-17. 3 credits. E. Charles Parker, 
director. Offered by Department of Business Education, Extension Class 
Division. BE 611 W. •• What better way to get acquainted with the intricacies 
of federal legislation, the forces that frame it, and the offices that manage it than 
to go to the source and see, question, and listen. There will be time to learn, 
time to visit, time to act like a tourist. An exciting learning concept. Offered 
through Extension only. 
WESTERN WRITERS CONFERENCE, June 13-17. 2 credits. 9:00-4:00 daily. 
Business 215. Glenn R. Wilde, director; Wallace Stegner, William Stafford, and J. 
Golden Taylor, consultants. Cost: credit, $41; noncredit, $36; workshop fee, 
$24. Offered by Department of History, Department of English, College of 
Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences, Conference and Institute Division. Hist 
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596W, Section 1, index number 1688; Eng! 596W, Section 1, index number 
1666. •• The Western Writers Conference features a distinguished faculty of 
creative writers, historians, folklorists, and editors. The conference has been 
designed to meet the needs of the developing writer and historian, the teacher of 
literature and social studies, and the general reader who is interested in 
understanding Western America. Through presentations and discussions and by 
participation in workshops, participants will be able to perceive the significance 
of the West more sharply and comprehensively. Participants may select from 
among a number of workshops, including fiction, poetry, and history. 
Reservations requested by May 28. 
WORKSHOP IN BUSINESS, July 28-29. 1 credit. 9:00-4:00 daily. Business 115. 
Ted Ivarie, director; Jane M. Phelan, consultant. Cost: credit, $41 . Offered by 
Department of Business Education , College of Business. BE 611W, Section 9, 
index number 113l. •• Purpose of the workshop is to familiarize business 
educators with the recently published Century 21 shorthand system. Since more 
than one-half of the Utah secondary schools have adopted the system, there is a 
need for teachers who are teaching Gregg shorthand to understand the C-21 
theory in order to facilitate articulation and to accommodate transfer students. 
The workshop will be conducted by Mrs. Jane Phelan, special consultant on 
Century 21 shorthand for South- Western Publishing Company. 
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Special Programs 
Festival of the American West 
July 29-30-August 1-6 
Producer : Gerald R. Sherratt 
Associate Producer: Stephen T. Black 
The Festival of the American West, 
designed to reflect and preserve 
pioneer and Indian heritage, provides 
Western affectionados with a vast 
range of frontier Americana. Festival 
patrons can review the history of the 
settlement of the West, see at first 
hand the skills needed to carve out an 
existence in the vast wilderness, and 
reflect anew on the personalities and 
events associated with one of the most 
exciting chapters in American history. 
Now in its fifth year, the Festival 
has emerged as a unique celebration of 
life as it was lived a century ago in the 
mountains, plains, and deserts of the 
West. The multifaceted Festival serves 
up a breathtaking and comprehensive 
overview of the historic West : its 
furtrappers and explorers, its farmers 
and ranchers, i'i's miners and rail-
roaders, its Indians and mountainmen. 
A listing of events follows: 
TIME 
9:00 a.m. to 
4:00p.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
3:00 to 8:00 
p.m. 
EVENT 
Historical Farm 
Old West Parade 
(Saturday, Aug. 6) 
Windows West 
Exhibition 
3:00to9:00p.m. Frontier Street 
3:00to9:00p.m. Great West Fair 
3:00to9:00p.m. Antique Quilt Show 
6:00p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
Various 
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Old West Cookout 
Historical Pageant 
Posse Meet at 
County Fairgrounds 
(Aug. 5 and 6) 

mSTORICAL PAGEANT: Com-
bining multimedia, dance, and song, 
the pageant recreates the settlement of 
the Old West. A cast of 200 depicts a 
number of major events in the history 
of the American West, including the 
pioneer treks, the California gold rush, 
the corning of the Mormons to Utah, 
life on the plains, and the completion 
of the transcontinental railroad. Held 
in the University's spacious Spectrum, 
the pageant's set towers 40 feet high 
and more than 100 feet long. The 
pageant received the coveted George 
Washington Honor Medal from the 
Freedoms Foundation which recog-
nized the production as "an outstand-
ing accomplishment in helping to 
achieve a better understanding of 
America and Americans." 
OLD WEST COOKOUT: The cook-
out, featuring food prepared to 
pioneer recipes, is served nightly to 
Festival visitors in a pleasant outdoor 
atmosphere of beautiful lawns and 
shade trees. 
WESTERN AMERICANA: Known 
as Windows West, this event exhibits 
many rare photographs, drawings, and 
engravings which have been enlarged 
for public viewing. A 160-foot long 
mural, created by Artist Glen 
Edwards, depicts various stages of the 
development of the West. 
ANTIQUE QUILT SHOW: A dis-
play of antique quilts and coverlets 
will be presented during the Festival 
for the second year. Only those quilts 
made 75 years ago and before will be 
admitted to the show. Exquisite 
examples of this early folk art will be 
corning from throughout Utah. These 
quilts will have been displayed in 
various competitive shows and will be 
selected for the Festival exhibition on 
the basis of design, workmanship, and 
overall beauty. The quilts will be 
documented with interesting facts and 
dates such as who made them, when 
they were made, and who owns them 
today. The show is being sponsored by 
the College of Family Life and USU 
Extension Service. 
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FRONTIER STREET: An exhibit 
of 12 different stores and shops, the 
Festival's Frontier Street recreates life 
as it was lived in a pioneer settlement 
around the turn of the century. Vari-
ous displays include a blacksmith 
shop, general store, doctor's office, 
dentist's office, photography studio, 
ladies emporium, candy store, barber 
shop, and jail. 
POSSE MEET: On August 6 and 7, 
12 posses from northern Utah will 
come to Cache Valley to compete with 
each other in preparation for the state 
competition in Salt Lake City later in 
the year. This district meet will be 
held at the city-county fairgrounds 
and will consist of three different 
areas; precision drill, field events, and 
parade (the parade will take place at 
9:30 a.m. in downtown Logan on 
August 6). Posses range in size from 
30-50 horses and are judged in several 
categories such as appearance of rider, 
appearance of group as a whole, execu-
tion and elapsed time of drill, com-
plexity of drill, behavior of horses, 
speed and accuracy in field events, 
parade dress, and many others. 
OLD WEST PARADE: This event is 
truly a "museum on wheels" and 
features such unique animal-drawn 
vehicles as stage coaches, freight 
wagons, surreys, buggies, road-graders, 
Brewster's coupes, Broughams, water 
wagons, a hearse and many more. 
Mounted posses, prospectors, handcart 
companies, mountainmen, Indian 
groups, and several bands also march 
in the parade which will be staged on 
Saturday morning, August 6 at 9:30 
a.m. 
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GREAT WEST FAIR: This year , 
the Fair will feature more than 50 
pioneer and Indian artisans and crafts-
men who will be demonstrating many 
of the skills necessary in providing for 
the needs of early-West inhabitants . 
Some of the truly excellent pioneer 
craftsmen include : blacksmiths, tin-
smiths , whittlers , quilters , paper-
makers , bookbinders, as well as 
pewter , home dairy , handicrafts -
Indian crafts such as weaving, silver-
smithing, Kachina doll carving, pot-
ting, sandpainting, and more . An 
Indian village will show visitors how 
native Americans lived , worked , and 
played . Indian food and drink will be 
served to Fair visitors and Indian war 
and religious dances will be demon-
strated . A mountainman camp will 
also be a part of the Fair to show how 
the early trappers lived in the 
mountain meadows. Buckskins, jerky , 
powderhorns , flintlocks , tomahawk 
throws , footraces - all are part of this 
event. 
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Old Lyric Repertory Company 
Each summer since 1967 the Old Lyric Repertory Company has opened 
the doors of the Lyric Theatre to Cache Valley residents and visitors with a 
season of lighthearted entertainment presented in true repertory sty le . From a 
small beginning 11 years ago (two productions playing a total of 18 
performances to audiences totaling 3,000), the season has grown, now presenting 
four plays running throughout June, July , and August in 32 performances and to 
audiences totaling well over 9,000. 
Plans for each Old Lyric Repertory season begin early in the year. By the 
end of February the directorial and technical staff has tentatively chosen the 
plays to be presented. In March and April the search for the 18 actors who will 
make up the semiprofessional theatre in residence begins. Statewide auditions 
are held at USU and directorial staff members attend national University 
Resident Theatre Association auditions. By early June the entire company 
assembles, plays are cast, and production and technical rehearsals begin . 
For its eleventh season, summer 1977, the Old Lyric Repertory Company 
will present a well-known family comedy, a musical , a modern comedy, and 
either a mystery, nostalgic, or period comedy, or a revival of a past Old Lyric 
Repertory success. The first production opens June 6; the second, June 30; the 
third , July 20; and the last on July 27. All four plays continue in rotation 
through August 20. 
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Old Lyric Repertory Company productions are performed in the Lyric 
Theatre in downtown Logan, a charming model Victorian house which seats 
388. It was built by the Thatcher families of Logan and first opened to the 
public in 1913, offering both legitimate theatre and motion picture fare. 
Forty-seven and one-half years later, in the spring of 1961, a restored Lyric 
reopened as a part of Utah State Theatre, a purpose for which the theatre is still 
used during the fall, winter, and spring months. Then in 1971 the theatre 
building was placed on the Utah State Register of Historical Sites, one of only 
two theatres in the state to be so honored. 
The Old Lyric Repertory Company is a member of the University Resident 
Theatre Association, and is assisted by a grant provided jointly by the Utah State 
Division of Fine Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, 
D.C., a federal agency created by an Act of Congress, 1965. 
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SCHEOULE BUL.Lt T I"" SUMMER 1''n7 
C 0 U , 5 E 
DEPT. C 0" T IIoIE CDUHSE-TITLE. INS P~UC TOR LOCA TION 
T 
I 
0 
Accounting 
1070 .ce TG 201 01 I'IT III HF 8, '10- 1;. tlO INTRODUCTORY CHUtRINGTON 2 0 ' 
1071 ACC TG 202 0\ JIITIliHF II la O-ill]/) 
· 
INT RODU CTORy L.UTH'/' 2 0 ' 
JUNE 20 - JULY IS 
1072 'CCTG 201 01 I'Ih~F 1110 0 -1211 0 • ,...NAGERIAL L.UT~Y 8 201; 
JULY \8 - ' UG 12 
lOB ACCTG '1\ 01 MTwHF 61'10- qp, O 
· 
INTE~"'fOUTE LUTHY 12 0 
107" 'CCT G 01\ 01 MTwHF 11] 0 - 8110 
· 
I""OUSTAI'L COST C A/'oINON 21" 
1075 ACCTG ,,, 0 1 1- 7 .RIol ••• 
· 
INTER NSHIP CA NNON ••• 
1070 ACeTG so 1 01 1 MT_MF 11. 00 -121] 0 ACCTG MGT CONTROL CO"" DIE B 120 
JUNE 2 0 - JULY \ 5 
1077 ACCTG 502 01 JII hHF q .5 0-1 1.] 0 
· 
ACeTG "'GT CONTROL HALE B 120 
JUL. Y 18 - AUG \2 
1078 ACCTG 5'2 0\ foIT\IIHF ~150-1 0 15 0 
· 
I NCO fol( Tax CONDIE 2\' 
1070 ACCTG 512 0 \ MT .. I-4 F 7110- 8.30 • CPA AEvIEIOI CHERRI NGTO,,", zoo 
1080 ACCTe; .22 0 \ MT_HI=" 8.110- q.II O • AU 'ONC[D 'CCOUNTING SI ... 1< I NS 21' 
108\ ACCTG .50 0 \ HTIliHF tl' OO-t21 00 • AUDI TJNIi Sl"'~I N S 21" 
1 082 'CCTG •• 0 0\ MhlHF t 211 0 - 1.1 0 
· 
THE OHY HALE 2\' 
J ULY 18 • AUG \2 
1081 ACC TG .·0 0 \ \- S ... ••• 
· 
INOEP READ & RE8EARCH CANNON ••• 
10141 'ceTG .'7 0 \ 1 -12 ••• ••• TMES IS CANNON • •• 
\ 085 ACCT(i ••• 0 \ \ - 1 ••• ••• • CONT GIi AO AOv ISE CAN NON ••• 
Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
1515 'E .01 0\ \- 5 .. , .,. .. SPEC 1 AL PR08LEMS 81 SHUP ." 
\51. H .'7 0\ \- . ••• ••• **TI1ESIS RE SEA RC '" 8ISHOP 
.,
1517 .E ••• 0\ \- 1 A" A" **CONT GRU) AO vISE 8IS"'OP 
.. , 
151 e H "7 0\ I-I S A.' A" **0155 RESEARCH 8lSHOP A'. 
\5\0 H 700 0\ \- 1 A •• ••• **CON1 GRAQ .60 V I SE ttl SHOP A •• 
Agricultural Education 
\005 .G EO "0 0\ \- ••• ••• UNDERGRADUATE RESE"RCH LONG AO 5 252 
1006 AG EO "0 01 \- ••• ••• UNDER GRA DU AH RESEAACI-I COLE 'G EO \0 1 
\001 'G ED .2S 0\ \- ••• A •• SPEC t"l PROBLEMS lO~G AG S 252 
1008 AG EO .25 0 1 \- ••• 
.,. SPECIAL PiofOBU~S COLE 'G EO , 01 
10011 AG ED .eo 0 \ \-
.". ••• RES' THESIS LONG 'G S 252 10\0 AG ED .. \ 0 \ \- ••• , .. SPEC pRoe Voc nACH LO""!; • •• 
101t AG EO bllllO' 01 2- Mf_HI=" ••• SPEC PRO~ VO C TEAC H COLE .lG EO \ 07 JUNE 11-15 
AGRICUl rURAL "'ECHANlCS \ltO~1( SHOP 
10 \ J 'G fO cq I" os 2- 3 I1T_H" A •• SPEC PR OB vOC TEACH LONG 'G S 210 
J ULY 1 1-15 
OPNA"'E~T "L HO~TICI.lL TUR E "ORI( SHOP 
1 0 15 '0 EO bill· 0' \- S .. RP ••• SPEC PR08 VOC TEACH LONG ••• J UN E 27 • JULV \ 
RANGE SCIENCE wOR< SH OP 
\0 \ 1 ' 0 EO 0'· 0\ ,- 3 AR~ , .. CONT GRAD ADVISE LO""G 'G S 252 
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ANI~AL SCIENCE 
1018 u"SC I 10 0 0 \ ,- 1 ••• . .. " SPEC 1 AL READINGS IH.NNETT 
A •• 
t01Q "NSC 1 '. 0 0\ 1 -I Z ... ••• "'S UPE~\I toIORI( EX PER IENCE BENNETT A •• 
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1021 " NSC 1 .' 0 0\ \ - . ••• • •• "SPECIAl,. PIo# Olil E ~S VA' '<A"'PEN ••• 
\022 ANSC I .. , 0 \ 1 - 1 2 ••• . .. "* PE~ AND TM ESIS ;AN 
I( A,,",pEN A •• 
lOll ANSC I ... 0\ \ - ; A ~'" ... "CaNT GPAO 60v ISE VA' " ..... PE N A •• 
102" "NSC I "7 0 \ I - t 2 .". A •• · ·gE S 'NO TIo1ESI S V" II( .. ~PE"" ••• \025 "~SC I , .. 0 \ \ - 1 ••• . .. ··C ON T GIUDE. "OvISE VAN IC.A",pEN ••• 
I ND ICAns CI,.AS~ES REOUI '''IlNG gli~REQUISITES 
SEE INS'~UCT O ~ 
.. llASSE~ UEQ u tl'iI N(, SP!:.(. I "L nES 
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SCtof[O ULE ~ ULLETI N SU""'E"R lq77 
C 0 U R S E 
OEPT. DAY TIME CO lJ RSE-T I TLE INSTRUC TOR LOCH JON 
.. 
D Al ~ Y SClE NCE 
101. DYSC 1 0.0 0 1 I- e ",T;I"'F ••• •• SUPERV OY I'!ERD EXPERHNCE 8ARIC!R 0'( FAR~ Ion OYSC 1 0' 0 0 1 1 "hiHF ••• •• OY HE~O OPERATION FERRE IRA DV FARM 10le CYSC I 08 0 0 1 I- U "TiltH" ••• •• TECH CY p .. ,o , EVll F[ANEJRA DV FAIitM 10l' DYSC I SOC 0 1 I- b UR ••• ·.sPEC I Al P~08lEp04S STOO I)AQC ••• 1030 CYSC I .07 0 1 I- ••• ••• •• RESEARCH ARA VE • •• lOll DY$C 1 
." 0 1 I- ... ••• "CONT GRAD ADvISE ARAVE ••• 
vETERINARy SCIE NCE 
lOll II SC 1 08 0 01 I- ~ ••• ••• "RESEARCH OR CREATIVE PAOJ BLAKE ••• lOll \I SC 1 SOC 01 I- 1 ••• ••• "SPECIAL PROBLEMS VA' I(AMPEN ••• IOU II SC I 
." 01 I -Ii ••• ••• "THESIS RESEARCH V.N IU"IPEN ••• lol5 \I SC I . " 01 I- 1 ••• ••• "CONT GRAD lOvISE v.· I(A~PEN ••• 10h SCI ,., 0 1 1-12 ••• ••• •• OUS RESEARCH \IAN !(A~PE~ ••• Ion SC I 7" 0 1 I- 1 ••• ••• "CONT GRAD ADIIIS~ V'· I(AMPEN • •• 
Applied Statistics and Computer Science 
CDI'IPUTEIii sc IENCE 
1815 CS .s I SO 01 " . ~ 8 I "0- q I "0 INTRC COMPUTER SCIENCE COOLEY NRB 10_ 
18lb CS .S 150' 2130- "110 INTRO COfolP UTEA SCIENCE COOLEY CS Ii. 
AECITATION 
18n CS llb 0 1 1 • •• 11100-12100 PH08LEM SOlvIN!:; PROGRAMS EASTMAN NR8 iDe 18H cs l", 01 1 
· . 
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18"0 CS oOC I- " AAA , .. "SPECIAL PROJECTS E.AST"'AN ••• 1841 CS _'5 01 1- 5 ••• ••• •• D IRECTED REAOING EASTMAN ••• lPPLIE O STATISTICS 
18"2 ,05 ps HI 01 '1 Ioi F 81 " 0 - ql " 0 BASIC STATISTICS ClNnElD N.B ZOB 
18"3 'PS PS 321A 211 0 - "1] 0 SASH STATISTICS C'''''' lELD ·.B Z08 
~ECITlTION 
1~"4 ,ps PS lU 01 • •• Q15 0 -101S0 BlSIC STATISTICS SISSON •• B Z08 18"5 .OS oS 322A 2110- UIlO ~ASIC STATISTICS SISSON '.B ZOB 
~EC1TATIO N 
U"fJ 'PS OS _ll 01 "TIIi.,.' 6140- ql" o STATISTICAL "'ETHOOS TUR N E~ AG S ll" 
1847 
··S PS U]1A T q,SO-1015 0 STATlSTJCAl "[THOOS TUR"'4ER ,t,C; s 23" 
RECITATION 
UI"6 .PS 08 -12 01 MhO-iF Q.5 0-1 0 150 STATISTICAL "ETHODS HURST ••• loa 18'" 'oS oS "32l T tl10 0 ... 12100 STU ISTlC'l M[T1oI008 HURST •• B 10-
REC IT A tJ ON 
1850 .05 
-os 01 I- ••• ••• •• D IRECTEO RE.A OI NG C'NFIElD ••• 1851 • 05 
.'5 01 l- ••• ' .. •• PEA U INC , REPOATS CANF IEI,. I.> ••• 18H .Ps .07 01 I- ••• 'P • •• Tt1ESlS , RESEARCH CANFIELD ••• 1853 'OS ••• 0 1 I- ••• ••• uC DNT GRAD Aov!Sl CAN'IELO ••• 
Art 
IbOY .. , 10c Ji 0 1 "T",HF Q. OO - 'HO O " BEGINNIN G DESIGN ANDE RSON ., 110 
JUNE 1l-JUlY8 
1'41'''' SC,",O OL ART ", ORJt S"'OP 
IbOQ .. , 125 0 1 I'IT.,.I-I' 810 0 -111 00 • fUSIC PAI NTING MElLBERG •• lO 1 
1 bl 0 .. , I_ a 0 1 ""T .. HF 111 00 -
J UNE 20 - JUL Y 15 
2.0 0 'S EIASlC Pt-I OTOGIUP"'Y MEEK 101 loi 
\bll .. , 217 0 1 I"4T .... , 121 00 - 310 0 
J UNE 20 - J Ul Y 15 
$S AASIC CERAMIc IoINC8l0G ELS NER '. 10l J UNE l O - J ULY IS !bIZ AW, 218 0 1 MT"HF e I 00 - 1 11 0 0 ~'B'S I C CERAIoIIC JiMlE.l TH ~O Otj ELS NER A. lol 
J UNE 20 - JUl Y IS 
1.1l .. , 290 0 1 I- • ••• , .. ..INOl '..qoU'l PROJECT HELLBERG ... Iblll .. , 117 0 1 j MhHF 121 00 - 110 0 INTER"" C[IUIoIICS ElS N E~ •• 10l J UN E 2 0 - JULY 15 
ibiS .. , l25 0 1 ",hlI'4F 81 0(\ -111 00 • lHWSCAPE ""INTlNG GROU TAGE .. 100 
J UNE 20 ... J ULY 15 
IN D ICATES Cl'SSE5 RE tW loiI NG Pr.iE:AEf.l u tSlTES 
SE E I N !H~ UC TlJ R 
" 
C L'SSE~ ~~ Qu ti'lI NG SPECI Al F"EES 
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SCMEDULE BULLETI N SU~MER JCH7 
C 0 U ~ S E 
DEPT. DAY T 1"'E CO U ~SE·TITL~ INSTAUCTOR LOCATION 
N N 
'.T 
1 blb ,., H1 01 MhlMF lllOO- 31 00 FHSIC wATERCOLOR I;ROUTlGE 
., 10. 
J UNE 2 0 - JUL Y 15 
1b17 '.T _'0 01 1 ,R. , .. "INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS "'ELLBERG Jill ]05 
1b l~ '·T 515 01 I- Ii MTIIIHF 8100-1110 0 -$lDv CERAMIC STUDIO ELS~ER '8 10] J U~E 20 - JUt.. y 15 
Ibl' ART 521111 01 1- q MTIIIHF 8:00-1210 0 ORA"ING STUtllO MUG~"INI A8 10 I JUIIIE b - JUNE 11 
1.20 '.T 52. 01 1- • A •• ... "RT STUDIO HEL.LBERG '" )05 
\021 A.T 52' 01 I- Ii HTwMF at 0(1-1 11 00 _ P"INTING STUDIO GROUT "GE .. 10. 
lOll '.T 540 111 01 2 "'Tw"F q,)O- 41]0 PHOTOI;RAPIH STUDIU CLAR" '" ]0" JUNE \l - 17 
SEEING 'NO LIGHT 
1bl" A.T 5_0 OJ 1- q HT",HF 2110- 'S 110 PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO MEEK 1'1 10i 
J UNE 20 - JULY 15 
1.25 '.T HU 5.' 01 1- • , .. , .. ART !-lIST Sf", , SPEC PROSS SUll ... 
EUROPEAN un TOUR JUN[ 10 - JULY I-
lblb ,.T .15 01 I- Ii MTlIIHF 8100-11100 -SCEj;U"'ICS STUOIO EL.SNER A8 101 
JUNE 20 - JUl Y 15 
UZ7 'AT .25 01 1- "'T",HF 810 0-11100 • PAINTlIrrtG STUDIO GROUTAG[ H' 10. 
IOl8 ,., ._0 01 1- MT""HF 211 0- SIlO • PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO "'EEI< " ]02 J UNE 20 - JULY 15 
U.Zq ART .. , 01 1- , .. 'R. RES A .. O THESIS HEL.L8ERG 'R. 
IHo A.T bqq 01 1- , .. ••• CONT G~AO AovISE HELLBERG 
, .. 
Biology 
810l0Gy 
ll1S" B 10L. lS 10 1 0 1 P'lT'IIIH t,20- 2,2 0 UBIOLOGY , THE CiTIZE N LYNN Nktt 20b 
1855 a 10l lS 10 1' 12,] 0- 2120 BIOLOGy' THE CITIZE N LyNN P ]01 
LA80RATORY 
1856 8IOl lS 10 18 2,]0- " 120 BIOLOGY' THE CITIZEN LY"It.. P )01 
LA80RATO,",Y 
1851 SIOl lS 18- 01 MhHF 112 (1- 2120 GENERAL ECOLOGY ,.ILUAMS NRS 102 
1858 SIOl 18S 0 1 T " 21] 0- 5110 FIELD [C ULOGY "'ILLIA~S N.S 102 U5q tUOL 'S O 0 1 1- 1 '.R ••• **uNDERG~A DU UE PN08LE"'S MILLER ••• 
UbO 810L. 512 0 1 5 MT",,;1 q,5 0 -101~ 0 PRIN 0' GENETICS 81"'''ONS NRS 102 
IlItl1 810l 512' 0 112 0- "12 0 PRIN OF GENETICS S I fIII"ONS NNS 10_ 
L'80 tUTO~Y 
Ub2 BIOl 58' 01 ""T"~F" III 00-t2 I 00 SCIENCE CO\..LOQUIUM MILLER 8 21 S 
I eO} 8IOl 5.' 0 1 "'TlII .... F 111 OO-le I 00 5CIENCE COLLOOUI U'" "'1L.L.Etof • 21 S 
tUCTEPI OLOG Y 
186u 6'C T .. , 0 1 1-18 ••• ••• "TH~SIS ~e:SEUICI'I MILLER 'RR 
let»5 ~'CT ••• 0 1 1- 1 'R. ARR "'CONT GRA D Ao v 151:: "'ILLER ••• 18bb B"C T 77 0 01 1-18 ••• ••• **SP~CI'L PR08LEMS "'ILLER ••• 
18b7 B'C T "7 0 1 1-18 ••• , .. ..THESIS RESEA~C'" ~ILLt.R ••• 
18bP. B'CT , .. 01 1- 1 ••• ... "C ON T G~' O AOvIH "lLLE~ ••• 
PUBLIC ME.'LTH 
18bfi PUd H .' 0 01 1-18 A •• .R. L'B , FIELD INTERHSl'dP STAF F • •• 
t ~ 70 Pue '" ••• 0 1 1- 5 ••• ••• uSPECIAL PRO BLEMS MILLEN .. " 
1811 PUB ,., .7 0 0 1 I-IS ••• ••• "SPECI"l PROBLE~S MILLER ••• 
8 0 U N~ 
1812 SOT lS 11 0A T " q 15 0 -1 C I 00 ELEME ~ T UI 't' SALISB URY 
P 20] 
LA BO HATOloly 
. INOIC'HS CL"SSES HlIHJI "' lNG CttofERE QUISlTES 
SE~ I N STIot UCT ll ~ 
.. CL.'SSES 1'(E.I..IUl~lN(; SP~CI4L FOES 
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SCMEOUL.E BULLE. TIN SU"',..ER lInT 
c a u • S E 
OEPT. OlY Q"'E COuR SE .. T I TLE I NSTRUC TOR l.OCAnON 
" " 
IOLOGY 
80T ANY 
1813 BOT LS II OB ••• ••• ELEMENTARY SA~ J SBURy ••• LABORATORy 
187'1 .OT LS <2 0 a I Mr.H 9150-111'15 SSTAXONOMY VASCULAR P~ANTS HOLMGREN p 202 
J UNE 2U - JULY IS 
18'5 BOT LS 1l20A MhH 2130- 5.20 TiIlO~OMY V'SCU~lA P~ANTS HOLMGREN P 102 
LABORATORY 
JUNE 20 - JULY IS 
1877 BOT « a a I Mh F 81"0- 91110 ISELEM PLANT PHySIOLOGY lEA ... 105 
18a BOT ll"OA T 81"0-1015 0 ELEM PLANT PI'IYSJOLOGY TEA'" 10 I 
lASORATO,",Y 
1870 .OT .85 a I I- 5 ... ••• ·.SPEC I AL PHOBLE"IS HiLLE. .. , 1880 • OT .. , 01 1-10 , .. ••• "THESIS RESEARCM MILLER • •• 1881 80' ••• a I I- 1 ••• ••• .*CONT GRAO ADvISE MILLER ... 1882 80T 7<, a I 1-10 .. , ••• •• 01S8 'HoSEARCM "ILLER , .. 18U 80T ". a I I- 1 ••• ••• ·*CONT GIUO 'OvlSE ~ILLER ,., 
ZOOLOGY 
ue". ZOOL LS 552 01 Mh'HF .. , $I .... "'I""E BIOLOli., BENNETT .. , 
JUNE 0 - JUNE 17 i. NEIIIPORT, OREeOH, lIIIARJ"ll:. SUT 
1885 ZOOL 5.1 01 MT",M 71 JO- 9115 SSMAM""L.OGY ous ••• III 188. ZOOL 50]A MTIII'" 2: no- 5120 ,..' ... MALOGY OAKS "IRe 7 
l'80IiUTOHY 
1881 lOOL co2w 01 MTI'tMF 813 1) - "'1]0 PIUCTlCAL SCANqNG E" YOUSSEF • 18 10 • 
JUNE 20-JUL Y I 
1888 ZOOL. 
." 01 1-12 ••• ••• •• THESIS IotESEARC'" HILLER .. , 1880 ZOOL ••• a I I- 1 ••• • •• ··CONT GRAO 'DvISE "iLLE' ••• 18'0 ZOOL 7<7 a I 1-12 .. , ••• •• aISS RESEARC'" "'IllER ••• 18ql ZOOL 7<' a I I- 1 ••• • •• uCU"-IT GIUQ ADvISE MILLER ••• 
ENTOMOL.OG" 
18'2 E'T LS H' 01 " _ F 11100-1210 0 IIGfN (NTOkOlOGY "'ANSON N •• Zij O 
18'1 E" LS 32 cH " . l130 .. 51] 0 GEN ENTOMOLOGY MANSON N •• 2<0 
LAeOlu fORy 
UU E., 
.'2 01 I- • ••• ••• HSPECIAL PROBLEMS MIL.lER , .. 1895 EN' 
." 01 1-12 ••• ... •• THESIS REHARCM MILLER ••• 18'. ENT ••• 01 I- 1 ••• ... ··CONT GR'O aDvISE MIL.lER ••• 1897 ENT 7'7 a I 1-12 ••• ... " va s RESEARC,. MILLER ••• 18ge ENT 7" 01 I- 1 ... ••• uCONT GRAD AOVISE "'l~LE:H ••• 
p"'YSI OL.OGY 
1899 PMYSL LS 110 01 MT~HF 71]0- 91 "'0 U;HU"'A~ PHySIOLOGY eAMLER .s. 110 
JULY 18 • AUG 12 
1900 PHYSl LS 11 0 a .. 211 v- '" 120 HUMAN PI"IYSI OLOGY I:IAI1LE.R NOB HO 
laBORATORy 
J uLY 1S-AUG 12 
U02 PHYSL LS ilOB T " 211 0- " 12 0 MU""'N PI"IYSJOLOGY BAMl.ER N.B HO LHIORATORY 
J ULY IS-AUG 12 19o" PIo1YSL. .03 a I 2- 5 ARR ••• "SPEC 1 AL PROl:IlEIoIS MILL~R AN' 1905 ploIYSl 
.'7 a I 1"1i' ••• ••• uTIoIE'SIS ~ESE&I'~CM "'ILLER ••• l'Ob PHYSL ••• a I \- 1 ... ... ··C ONT G~AO ' DvI SE "'ILLER ••• 1907 PI1Y5l '91 a I 1-12 ... ... u OIS S ~ESEARCI'I '" IlLl:.R ••• 190e PH.,SL 7 •• 01 I- 1 ... ... uC ON T GR.4.0 'OvI5E MIlLE~ ... 
Business Administration 
108ft •• ;0. 0 1 MT_HF 11100-1211<.1 BUSINESS STATUTICS ELLIS ij 311 
JUNE 2 0 • J ULY IS 
108 1 •• 101 0 1 MT.t'OF 11100 "1 2,.50 BUSINESS STATISTIcS ElU 5 8 111 
JULY 18 - AUGUST 12 
108e B' lOR 0 1 ""otMF 1:1,1.1 0- 9 I UO 1"lTRO OPERiTIOIrriS RESEARCH IURTCI'INE~ 8 118 
. INDICAns CLASSES gt:.UUlijlNG PREREQ UI5 ITl:.S 
SEE I NS'RUCT O~ 
., CLASSES QE.Qulocl ."G SPEl.IAL FEES 
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SCI'IEOuU:. BULLl T IN SUH"'E~ I q71 
C 0 u • S E 
OEPT. 0" TIME. COURn -T I TLE INSTRUCTOR LOCATIUN 
•• 
8USINESS AOHINISTRATJOfol 
loeq B' SS III 0 1 Mhl-lF 81 uo- ql UO MGT CONCEPTS SHE T TV 21. 
1090 B' l< O 0 1 "'T \II 101' 1110 0 -1210 0 CORP ~ I~A~CE S"ENSON II B 
10'1 8' 150 0 1 fooIT", ... , 7,10- 8130 FUND OF MARt-;ETING WILLI''"'S 118 
10'2 B' l.O 01 ",hIMF ,,50-1 0 ,52 8HUvl0~ DIMENSION "GT PERRy 21. 
1093 B' 370 01 
-
"'T""HF ,,50-101') 0 PRODUC T I ON KARTCHNER A 117 
1095 B' _1' 0 1 1 " . • Q,I)O-t 0 .50 @USINESS I BOetEn 8UEHLER It 302 109, B' -80 0 1 I- '.R 'R. INDEP RE"D & RESEARCH CA.LISLE , .. 
1097 B' <B' 01 5 " .. 1,20- 111 0 eUSINESS POLICY PERRY B 21. 
10.8 8' .01 01 1- " , .. ••• QUANT UULYSJS FOfoi "OI'lIN KARTCHNER , .. 
109' B' .02 01 1- U ARR ••• IJUANT 'N"LYSIS FOR ADI'IIN KARTC"NER , .. 1100 ., .lS 0 1 1 
'" ~ F 9150-10150 HA~AGERJAL ECON S.["'SON e 318 
110 I B' .52 01 l ..,T.,.HF 11100-1Z110 I'lAAKETJNG PROBLEMS wILLI .... S e ]0" 
JULY 18 - 'UG 12 
1102 B' .. - 01 MTwHF 11100-12110 Sf'" ORG BEHAVIOI'I CRAGU~ B 30" 
JU"'E 20 - JULY 15 
110] B' .8l 0 1 ••• 1120- 2120 BUSINESs, ENVIRON SEM 8UE1-4lER " l02 
1\ 0" B' .'0 01 I- , .. , .. UINDEP READ' RESEARCH CARLISLE , .. 
1105 B' ••• 01 l ••• • •• .... BUSINESS PR08lE"'S CUlLJSLE ••• 1 10. B' .'7 01 I- ••• ••• .... TIotESIS CA.LlSLE , .. 11 07 B' ••• 01 I- ••• , .. --CONT GRAD ADVISE CARLISLE , .. 
Business Education and Office Administration 
1108 BE 111 01 "'T III 1'1 81"0- 91~0 SHLfHENTARy TYPE STAfF 118 
110. BE 112 01 '''T\II104 81 "0- 9 I "0 -SINTE5h4E DI ATE TYPE Sf HF 118 
1110 BE It} 01 MTwH 814'0- qlUo -UOVANCEO TYPE STAFF 118 
1111 BE II" 01 MTI'I'" 81 uo .. ql "0 _SlNTRD TO LEGAL TYPI~G STAFF 
" 
110 
1112 BE 121 01 '.R Q150-10150 .UFUND SIoiORTIo4AND STAFF lIB 
1111 Of 122 01 J'lTIOI-I "5 0 -1 0150 _SF UNO SHORTIo1ANO STAFF 118 
1114 BE 123 01 "'hi'" 9150-10150 -SF UIIID SHQRTldND STAFF 118 
1115 BE 12< 01 foITIoIH Q150-10150 _SDICT ANO TRANS STAFF 118 
111. BE III 01 .. 1 Z 11 0 - 1110 SS8USINESS "'ACHINES STAFF 10' 
JUNE 22 -- JUI. Y 25 
1117 oE Il2 01 T • 12,10-- 1110 -SICEYPUNCH STAFf S 10. 
JUNE 2l - JUL' 18 
1118 BE 225 01 1-12 '.R ' .. uSUPERv \IIORI( ExPERIENCE STAFF , .. 
1119 BE lSI 01 l I'4T .... 104 11100-12100 - BUSINESS COMI'1UNICATIONS ST AFF R 21b 
1120 BE 515" 01 2 Io1T .... HF 9,00- "100 SIMULATION METHODS STOCtl.ER B 11. 
'UG 15-1 , 
O'FICE SIMULATION 
1122 BE 5.5 01 I- 5 , .. ••• --INDEP RE.DING !VUilE , .. 
112. BE bit" 07 ",T",MF q I 00- U I 00 BE 'IIORI( S"'OP PARKER B 1I 1 
'UG 15-1 q 
FUNDl,*G PROCED UQES 
Illl 8E bit ... O· Mr .. HF q , 00 - U I 00 BE wORICSWOP I V All IE 8 115 
JULY 28-,2q 
C-21 SHOll fIolA ND 
lIB BE bll" II ""T ... I'4F qloo- "100 BE wORICSl'40P STDCI<ER 8 11. 
'uG 15-1 q 
o'FICE SIMULATION 
IllS BE .21 01 1 Mhl'4 11,00-12100 OFFICE TECl-tNOlOG'f STOCKER e 218 
Ill. BE • 25 01 1-12 , .. , .. "SUPEDVISEO ",ORI( EIPER SUFF' ' .. 
1117 BE •• 0 01 1-12 ... , .. --VDCATION"l INTERNSHIP STAFF , .. 
1130 BE •• 1 01 1 Mr.-104 12110- 1110 ISSUES "ND TIolE"lOS STAFF B 21 e 
1139 BE ••• 01 l Mh.H 21]0- ]110 POST SEC EOUC F'OR aus STULL B ]02 
11 "0 8E .71 01 l ",TIOI-I 11100-12100 IMPROvE INSTRUCT IDN DE STULL B 30i 
11"1 SE • '2 01 1 IoIT",M 1120- 2,2 0 IMPRDVE INSTR B"SIC AUS 5THF a ]0" 
11 U2 BE .h 01 1 Mhl-! 1,20- 2120 IMPROVE INSTR S/"IQTO TRANS ST &FF B 115 
II"] 8E .7. 0 1 l I'1T ... '" 8,uO- qluo COOP PROGRAMS I~ 6E STAfF 218 
11 u" 8E .77 01 l ",TWIo4 Q 150--1 0 150 CQITERION RHEA INSTRUCT tURTMOlOIo1E ll3 
11~5 SE .01 01 l MTwM 71]0- 8110 SEMINAR SUFF 218 
ttub H • °5 01 1- 5 'R. , .. .... INI")EP Rt::"DING IVA~ IE , .. 
I1U1 BE bql)", Ol 1 I'ITI.d'oiF 9 I 00 .. U I 00 INilEP RE"~ING P"RI(EH S 1I 7 
AUG IS-1Q 
FUNDING PRO CED URES 
11"q BE .. , 01 I- , .. , .. -_RESEARCH lVAIofIE ... 
1150 BE ••• 01 I- , .. , .. .. CONT GIUQ ADvISE I v 'kIE ' .. 
1151 BE 701 01 1 Mh"H 7130- 8130 .... ITICUL'lJO,.. OF BE STAFF B 21 b 
1152 BE 761 01 I , .. , .. RESE"RCM SEIoIIN'R STDCItE.R , .. 
IISl RE "5 01 I- 5 HI~ , .. "'INDEP RE"DING IV"HIE , .. 
liS" BE 7.7 01 1-1 t; , .. , .. uRESE .. RCIol h'k IE '.N 
1155 SE 70. 01 I- l , .. , .. "CUNT GR"D "DvISE 1 vAR H. ••• 
. INDIC"HS CLASHS RflJulRING PRE~E.QulSlTES 
SEE l",STRUCTOR 
.. CLASSt.S REQUIRING S~t.c I"l FEES 
5' 
SCI-IEDlJlE ijUL,ll:. TI N SU~"'ER I'H7 
e 0 u • s ~ 
OE.PT. D'Y TI"~ COURSE-T I TLE INST RUCTOR lOCATION 
•• 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 
CIoIE~ISTRY 
lqO' eMEH -$ 101 01 MTfIIHF" 1110 0 -12100 INTRO TO C~t.M1STRY S T'F"F B 11. 
1010 Cr-IEf'I _5 111 01 foIT",HF 711 0- ql'I O GENEIUl STAFF 1'1 205 
J UNE 2 0 - JUI.. Y 15 
lOll Cr-IEH PS 131 01 HT"'HF 1110- ql15 ORGANIC STiFF w 10' 
JUNE 2 0 - JULY 15 
1012 eHEM PS H" 01 I " 12110- " "'0 O~G 'NIC L·ij STAFF "L 108 JUNE 20 • JULY IS 
IOU CHEM PS 1"1 01 MT",MF" 11 ]0- el! 40 ELE'" ORGANIC STAFF \iii l05 
JULY 18 - AUGUST 12 
1 Ql" CHEM PS I"" 01 " w 12110- 1120 GEtl tliE'" LAB HORSE • 109 JU\.. Y 
'8 - AUGUST 12 
lOIS eMEH PS 14 4 ... • W 1110- 4120 GEN CHEf'4 LAH ~OR8E .. 201 
I. AttOliU TORY 
JULY 18-AUG 12 
1917 CHE'" _S IH 0, MTIIIHF 7,10- ql15 ORGANIC STAFF . , 00 
JUL '( 18 - AUGUST '2 
1 Qu CHEM PS llS 01 I " 12110- "I "0 ORG'NIC LAB STAFF "L 108 J ULY 18 - AUGUST 12 
1 '" 1I~ CHEM "80 O! I- j ••• ••• RESE UCH P~08LEI'!S SPE"'CE ••• 
1"'20 CMEI'! seq O! I MhlMF 111 00-t21 00 SCIENCE COLL.OYUIUM SMI H I B 21 S 
lHI CHEM Sij. 01 2 MT","'F 1110 0-1210 0 SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM s""IT'" 8 Zl5 
19U CHEM ••• 01 ,- 1 .. " ••• "caNT GRA!,) AI)VISE SPENCE ••• 19B tHEM 791 O! 1-15 ••• ••• --RESEARCH SPENCE ••• 
t Q2" CHEM 7" 01 I- 1 ••• ••• ",UNT GIUD Ao v lSl SPE,...CE ••• 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
lSlO e~E "'1 01 3 ••• ••• "INDEPENDENT STUDY JEPPSON ••• 1511 eEl .'0 01 ,- ••• • •• "DIRECTE D READING JEPPSON • •• 
lS11 en .'1 01 ,- ••• ••• "SPECIAL PROBLE"'S JE.PFo'SON ••• 
15B eEE .01 01 ,- ••• • •• --Tt-tESIS I'lESEA~CH JEPPSON • •• 
1524 e~~ ••• 01 1- 3 ••• ••• .. caNT GRAD ADv 15E JEPPSON • •• ISiS e~E 791 01 \-15 ••• ••• uotsS RESEARCH JEPPSON • •• 
ISlt> e~E 70' 01 ,- 1 ••• ••• --CaNT GRAO ADvISE JEPPSON ••• 
Communication 
JOURNALISM 
lUI COMM 5S 121 01 " . e 1 "0- '" I "0 INTRO MASS CO"''''UNICUIONS NELSON 'N $e 102 l.ll COMM .3 0 01 814 0- q I "0 M'GAZINE ARlIClE IIIRITJ"IG HAIiIRlS 'N se 309 
5PEEC'" 
l.n CUMM lOS 01 
" • F QI50-10.5 0 PU8LIC SPEj,I(ING HUPANEN .N se 101 
lbH CO~04 '. 0 01 " • F 81 " 0 - q", O INTERPE~SUNj,L COMMUNIC I( INZER .. se 103 
liDS COMM 3SSw 01 MTwHf 8: 30-4: 30 I NTRO INTERC ULTURAL CO"'''' SITARAM .. se 103 
JUNE 13-17 
INTERCULTU~AL COMMUNICATION 
Ion COMIII Sao 01 1- 5 ••• , .. "P~OJECTS 1111 CO"'MUNICIoTION UTA"''''''' 
.,. 
l.le (Ofoll'! Slh 01 3 M1\o,H' Q I 00 - "100 Ol~ECT FDRENSIC p~ OG~AM S TEAM ue Hl 
JUNE 13-17 
OI~ECTJNG FOIoH.NS l( PROGRAMS 
lb40 COMM 581 01 1 
" • F Q 15 0-1 0 15 0 EDUCATIUNAl Tv " RADIO SITUUM .N se 309 
lb'l1 COM'" S90 01 1-12 ••• ••• Iv JNTERIIISIo11P SIUIlAftoI ••• 
lb"2 COM~ .'0 01 1- S ••• ••• "RESE'"C''' ST UDIES 5JTA~AM ••• 
1643 COIol"" bCj1 0. 0 3 1 MT.MF 8: 30-4: 30 wESEAqCH STUDI ES SlUR.", AN SC 101 
J UNE" 13-17 
IIIITERCUL TUlUl ( aI'lMU~ lCj,TIO~ 
U"S CO"'''' .'7 01 I- ••• ., . "TME-SIS SITARA,.. ••• 
1tt"b CO"''' ••• 01 1- '". • •• "CONT G/ot ' O ADvISE 51 TAR ... , ••• 
. IN DICA TES CLASHS k~ r.u l~ING PREHEUU!SITt.S 
Hf I NS fi.I UC TOil 
$I CLASSES REGlulwlf\jG SPHI.l.L FEES 
52 
SCHEDULE 8ULLE. T IN SU~/IIER Iln7 
C 0 U ~ 5 t 
N 
0 DE.PT. DAY TIME COUR!E-TITLE INSTRUCTOR LOCATION 
f 
" N 
Communicative Disorders 
1175 COI'I 0 500M 01 'HwI'lF 1100· !iI 00 INSTITUTE COM 0 JOHNSON 8 lI& 
JUNE b-10 
VOCAL ABUSE REDUCTION 
1177 COM 0 500101 OJ HTIliIolf" q, 00· "100 INSTITUTE co- 0 JENSEN L JeO 
JUNE b-l0 
PICA 
1110 COM ~OO os T M 7,10" 8110 INSTITUTE COM 0 TAYLOH "'A Z12 
OJ SEASES Of" T",! f'. 
11&1 COM 50010 07 1'1 h,M' 1120 .. 1.30 INSTITUTE CO'" 0 BERG 8 111 
JUL' 18-ll 
lISTENING AND SPHCM TRAININ(; 
IIOJ CD,.. 0 sou .... 00 "'hHf" 112O- 1ilO INSTITUTE CO'" 0 JOHNSON e 118 
JUN! 20-2" 
FUNCTIONAL vOICE EVALUATION 
11&5 COM 0 50o", II "'TIN 1'1' 11 zo- 1130 INSTITUTE COJil 0 TAYLO'" B :ue 
JUl Y II-IS 
ElEe TRONYST AG,IIIOGAAPIoIY 
1187 co", 0 500101 tl /IIT"HF 1,20· 3110 IN!TlTUTE COM 0 vIEI'4Io1EG 8 lI& 
JUNE 27·JULY I 
I "'PEOANCE AUOI METRy 
11.0 CO_ soo IS ••• ••• INSTITUTE COM 0 JEPIISEN ••• 
1100 CO- SOO 17 Hh.,",F qI5t)-10150 INSTITUTE COM 0 JENSEPII 8 311 
SPEEC,", PATHOLOGY FOR TME PU8LIC SC,",OOL TE ACHER 
11"2 COI'I 0 S08 01 I- 0 HhlMF qISO-lcIOO INTE~PIISHIP IN AUDIOLOGY TEAIO SMC 
JUPIIE 27 .. AUGUST 5 
IIH COM S08 OJ I- ••• ••• INTERNSHIP 1111 AUDIOLOGY TAYLOR 
SMC 
11 q" COM SOl 01 ,- Hhl'4F qI50-12,00 INTEAPII SPCk PATIo40LOGY LITTLEDII(E HA 212 
JUNE 27 - AUG 5 
II 05 COM SOl OJ I- •• H , .. INTERPII SPCH PATHOLOGY JENSEN SMC 
II •• CO, ~SO 01 I- ••• ••• I NTEADI SC IPL I NARY "RKS,",DP STAFF ••• 
1197 CO. SOO 01 ,- ••• ••• INDEPENDENT STUOY JENSEN ••• 
II .& COM .08 01 J /II wHF 81,,0 .. quO PSYCIoIO ... COUST IC tNSTRUH VlfHIIIEG HA 212 
11 qq CO. ., 0 01 /,O ... HF 31"0- 5150 MEDIC.l S.CKGAOUlliO JOHNSON e ll~ 
IlOO COM .8S 01 .. tlllO- 1110 SEMINAQ VlEkwEG MA 212 
AUDIOLOGY ~e:ARING AIDS 
IlOl COM 0 085 OJ 1 M 814O- Q I 4O SE 101 1"HR BERG M .0 
·UDIOLOGY INST. TEC~NOL.OGY 
120. COM 0 .8S OS · . 
7.30- 8130 SEMl..,.R T AYL.OR "4. 212 
AUDIOLOGY 'UDIOI'4ETRY 
IlO. CO" .'0 01 I- • 3.4 0- 5150 INDEPENDENT STUDY SERG "'. 212 
\l07 CO· •• 7 01 ,- ••• ••• • TIoIESU JENSEN ••• 
Iloe CO. 
." 01 ,- ••• ••• * CONT GR.D .DvISE 
JENSE N ••• 
Economics 
l15b ECON 55 ZOO 01 J'lh~F ttl 00-121 00 lCONO"'ICS I DURTSCHl 8 2 t 1 
1157 ECON 55 201 0, MTwl'iF 7130- 8.30 ECONOIo4ICS 11 STAFF 8 Jt1 
II S8 ECDN 30&'''' 0' "'T ..... F e130- 4.00 ECON FOA TEACMEkS HARSTOIII EB JUNE l7 .. JULY IS 
soc IlL !TUDJE.S 
1 !ftO ECOlll J02 OJ · . , 111 OO-l&' I 00 ECON FOR TEACHERS 
, ... R S TO .... HJ 
1\., ECO .... SO. 0' MTMH Q15 0-101S0 MACROECONOHICS DURTSCHI Jl. 
11.2 ECON SO I 01 "'T \II toIF 71]0" 8130 MICROECONOMICS STAFF HJ 
1\03 ECOJII 521 0, • •• ti140- q I 40 COLL.ECTIvE S .. RG.INI .... G HARSTON 
8 HJ 
lla4 HDN bqOIo 01 HTIliIotF ••• READ AND CONFE~ MARS TOIIt E8 J UNE &'7 - JULY 'S 
SOCIAL ST uD IES 
llf11" ECON • ' 0 0} ,- S ••• • •• """~E"D .. NO CONFER "NOERSEN ••• 
IU1 ECO'" • 07 0' 1-12 ... . .. """THESI! ANDERSEN ••• 
lIbt' ECON •• 0 0' ,- J ••• A •• **CONT G .... O AOVI!! .NOEIoISEN ••• 
luq ECON 7.7 01 ,- 0 ,.H ,." **DISS RESE.RCH .. NDEkSEN .H. 
1\70 ECON ,.0 0' ,- J ••• ... **CONT GRAO .. ovISE ANOERSE"" 
, .. 
AGRIC ULTUH.L ECONOHICS 
1001 'G E( lOO 0' ,- 5 ••• AlHi **SPECIAL RE"DINGS .... Of. IUEN ••• 
1002 '0 EC .'0 01 ,- ~ ... A,. ··SPECIAL PRObLEJI4S ANDERSEN ••• 
100l '0 H .07 ot 1 .. 12 ••• ••• **THESIS ANOE~SEN 
... 
100" '0 E( 
.'. 01 ,- 1 ••• , .. .... CONT GR.O "DviSE • ND~RSEN • •• 
. INDlC,HES CLASSES REQutRp.G PHfHEI.IUUlTES 
5El JNSTPUCT OIoi 
U CLASSES REQUJHJNG SPH 1 AL FEES 
53 
SC"'f OU U::: BULLETIN SU,,","IER 1 q77 
e 0 u • 5 E 
DEPT. D'Y TlMf CO UN SE-T I lU: I/IISTRUCTO~ LOCATION 
N • 
Education 
lQ99 EDUC .oe 0 1 I- • , .. , .. LORSMP iIIIfUtSMP SC~ PERS STHF ' .. 
1500 EDue .<1 01 3 ~H_104 ttl UO- 9. "0 SOC tAl. & PHIL FO UND EDUC F A~REH FL 307 
1501 EDUe .5O 01 3 ",T",,,, 7']0- 8110 ORG , ADMIN OF EDUC BALLA'" FL 115 
150l EDue "0 01 l /'II '" F 8,UO- 9,4 0 CORRELATI ON, IH.GRESSlON S ... AvER 8 211 
1503 EDue .01 01 3 MTfliH q.')0-tO.50 INFERENTIAL STATISTICS CMECI(ETTS 8 2U 
1504 EDue ••• 01 3 "'T 'III 101 2110- l'lO INTRa INTERP RES EOUC NALDER ED III 1505 EOUe •• 7 01 3 " . 21] 0 - U'UO INTRO EOUC , PSV RESEARCH MCI.AUGHL IN B 216 
T 21l 0- lllO , .. 
15,. Eoue oh'lll 01 ",hIMF 8130- un o SCHOOL LAW MA TeH ED 111 
JUNE n-17 
LEGAL RIGHTS 
150& EOUC 731 01 MTJiH 101l O-t21l 0 TE"eM-LE,RN 'OUfrtlD 1 N EOUC I(NIGHT EO HI 
.... T-IH 1110- 211 0 ED III 
150. Eoue 7H 01 "!hiM 81UO-I0100 SUPERVISION OF l NSTRU CT "'aNSON ED III 
1510 EOUC 7n 01 ' .. , .. SUPERVISION SI(II.LS MONSON , .. 
1511 EDue 7blw 01 MT.HF 8:30-4:00 FOUNDATIONS OF fOUCATION fE""" ue AUDITORI 
JUNE 0-10 
NUTURING DEVI.OPMEJ.lT IN Cl'iILDREN 
1513 lDUe 707 01 MT,ojH 2130- ll3 0 DESIGN EOUC l PSv RES SHAVER 'L 115 
151_ EDUe 778 01 MhHF lllO- 5130 GRP pROC EOUC LEAOElfSHIP NIELSE.N EO _01 
Electrical Engineering 
ISH EE _03 01 I- , .. ••• "SPEC I AI. STUDIES SAKER , .. ISH £E 503 01 I- , .. AR. *.SPEC I AL PR08LE"'S BAI(t.R , .. 
ISl. E[ '03 01 I- ••• ... **SPEeI"L PROBI.E~S BAKER ... 
1510 EE •• 5 01 I- , .. , .. "DESIG~ IUI(E~ ... 
1511 H •• 7 01 I- ••• , .. .-THESIS RESEU~CM SAICER , .. 
15H EE ••• 01 I- ... , .. "CONT GR AD AOvISE BAI(ER ... 
1513 EE 701 01 I- • ••• , .. -.5PECI'1. PROBI,.E'18 8AKlR ••• ISH EE 707 01 I-I. ••• ... *.THESI5 RESEARCH eAt<EW ••• ISlS EE / .. 01 I- I ••• ••• **C O""T GRA D AOvIS!. 8AI(ER .. -
Elementary Education 
1209 EL ED 38bw 01 fo\T ,,,104~ 8110- U I 00 PIUCT I~ EL EO PEDfRSO'" EB 
Ju .... E 27-J UIY 15 
SOCtAL STUDIES 
IllI EL ED _I; 01 MTWH 121 t 0- 1110 TElCIo4ING REAOING JOH","SON ED 21_ 
Illl EL EO /,120" 01 HT.IoI' 81}0- u I 00 TElCIoIING SOCIAL ST UDIES PEDERSON E8 
JUNE 27-JuLv 15 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
1214 EL EO _.5 01 MTiIrIMF 8,U O-l013 0 STUDENT Tf'CIo1I NG (PRE":-K) "'IGGINS EB 
JUNE 2u-Ju1.V 15 
IllS lL EO ••• 0 1 "'T .. MF 8r" 0-12130 ST UDENT TEACIotING (G. I-I) wIGGINS EB 
IllO EL EO SS O" 0 1 MT",Io4" 811 0- /,11 00 INTEROlSClPLI~UY wRKSHDP FARRER ' .. 
JU/IIE b-t O 
Ill7 EL EO SSeoi 0 1 I1T .. I"4' q I 00 .. ". 00 PfUCl IN t"'PR SCM PR OGRAM ",t.ST ED III 
JUNE 11-17 
E"PIlERGV EO UC'TIO~ 
IllO EL EO '1 ; 01 M1 .. 1ot 111 OO -tc I 00 FOUND CURRIC DEVELOPMENT HAR DING EO 21_ 
IU O EL EO b211ri 0 1 MT",H, ,1\ 110- "1 00 .. ORK!MOP CMILDMOOO EOU C PUGH J R£ ue lOl 
JULV 2S-2Q 
uTILIZING MEOI4 If'll EDUCATING VQ U"'G CMILDREN 
IlH EL ED b25 .. 01 MT ... HF ~ IlO- /,11 00 1oI0RI(SI"IOP SCHNCE EOUC AOI(JNS E. Il-
JUNE 21-J ULV I 
INDIvJD UALIZIN(,. SCIENCE INSTRUCTI ON 1(-12 
12iu EL EO bl O ... 0\ ",t",I01';- 811 0 - ''lO a jojOwlC!MDP ""TI'IE""TICS EDUC TEl ,.. EB 12. 
JuLY It-15 
ME TA I C "'E AS UREMENT 
IU, EL EO '15 01 ,..ToIHF 7ll a- 8130 DJAGNOSIS 0' ~EADl/t4G HAM ED ll. 
lil7 EL ED .1. 0 1 I'tT",M '115 0-1 0,50 REME.Ol'L READ INST'l UCT TEA", EO 21-
Ill& H EO •• 0 0 1 MT"~ 81 ClO- qll,l O CURHE NT PlfOBLfJlolS TEAM ED III 
1Z2Q lL EO 05h .. n I "'h,MF 81) 0· "1 00 p,"UCT IMI)~ovE t"'ST~UC T ... IG GI/IIS Ee 
J U'-.IE" 20 .. 2" 
EXPl ORlTI ON 1_ C O ~"' U ""ICUlllN 
If.l0lC ATES CLASSES IolE nu JRING PRERHIU ISITES 
SE~ INSTRueT Uiol 
.. CLASSES PEQUl'fI"'G SPEI,.l.L FEES 
54 
SCHEOULE BUllETIN SUMMER 1 ~77 
C 0 U • 5 E 
DEPT. DAY TIME. CO U.SE-T I TLE INSTR UCTOR lOCAl ION 
N • 
fLE"'[NURY E"l>UC'TION 
Ill! EL ED C)5olol 0 1 HT\II~F q,O O- 5100 PR.tT IMPROVE" INS 1'IUC T TE'M UC H5 
JUIliE b-10 
":NVIRONMENTAL EOUC'TION wORKSHOP 
IZll EL ED bSC)1tI OS "thIHF' 8,]0- ",00 PR'CT IMPROVE IN!T~UCT PEDERSON E8 
JUNE l7-JUl Y 15 
SOO'L STUDIES 
1235 EL ED C)~b'" 0 7 HT..-MF' 8: 00-5 : 00 pR.t T IMPROVE I~STRUCT HAleM EB lOl 
JULY 11 - 15 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
1237 EL ED o!lC)w ,. HTwH' 8: 00-4: 00 PIiUCT IMPROVE INSTRUCT J'CKSON UC 225 
JUNE 8,q,l0 
UTAH ELEMENTARY PRINCIP'lS 
Ill' EL ED bbS'" 01 ",hM' 8,10- l,lO IMPROVE REAOING INSTPUCT Ii'YES E8 
JUNE 11-17 
LA~GU'GE El/PERIENCf APPROACM TO READING 
12QI EL ED b8 0 jllj 0 1 ",TwMF 8,10- u,OO IMPROvE SOC ST INS TRUC T PEDE.RSON E8 
JUNE l7-JUlY 15 
SOCI'L STUDIES 
Il_l EL ED 061 01 • IllO- " IlO RESEARCM SEMINAR 'LlRED ED ll_  _
EL ED b85 ..... 01 MhHF 8110- "100 IMPROv£ lANG ARTS INSTR wIGGINS E8 
JUNE lO-Z_ 
EXPLORATION IN CO"''''UNICATION 
Il"b EL EO bq o w 01 HhlMF 8,)0- ",00 INOEPENDENT STUDY PEDERSON E8 
JUNE Z7-JULY 15 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
tlue EL ED .oo 0 1 I- 1 , .. , .. INDEPENDENT STUDY JACKSON , .. 
lluq EL EO .01 01 I- 1 ••• • •• INOEPENDENT ~ESE'RCH JACKSON ••• 
IlSO EL ED •• 7 01 I-Il , .. , .. TMESIS J'CKSON u. 
Il51 EL ED 0 •• 0 1 I- 1 ... • •• ,aNT GRAD 'DvISE JACI<SON . .. 
12SZ 'L ED 712ltr.i 0\ 1 MhHF ~IOO- 510 0 STUD~"'T Tf'CIot SUPERVISION TEA", ue lOl 
JULY 16-U 
COOPER'TlNG TEACHERS 
Il5' EL Ell 78 1 0 1 l ",. lll0- l,20 RESE.RCI'1 SEMINHt JACKSON E8 10l 
1255 EL ED 7. 0 0 1 I- ••• ••• INDEPENDENT STUDY JAC"SOIt ••• 
IlS. EL ED 7.1 0 1 I- 1 , .. , .. INOEPEND~NT RESe.ARCM JACKSUN ••• 
IlS7 EL ED 707 0 1 1-12 ••• , .. ··OISSEQUTION JACKSON ••• 
IlH EL ED 7·. 0 1 I- 1 , .. ••• •• CO"'T GR.O 'OvISE JACKSON , .. 
English 
lbl.l1 ENGL 100 01 "'hI"'F q, SO-I 0, so ... RIlING LABORATDRV CROCKETT L 1.108 
JUNE 20 - JULY 15 
1 b"8 ENGL. 10 1 0 1 
" 
• F ~,50"IOI50 ENGLISH COMPOSITION SII!IlH 00. 
UUq EltGl HU II ~ 0 1 " .. 8'''0- q,UO I NTRO TO SMaRT STO~Y CMRIsn.NSEN -10 
USo ENGL HU II. 0 1 H "oil F 11 '00-12100 INT~O TO T!-4E NOVEL SMIHI 00. 
U51 ENGl 120 01 •• F 12.10- 1110 MY"'''OlOGY CROCKE TT 00-
US2 ENGL 1 0 I 0 1 T " 81 "0- q,IIO "El/POSITORY ItriRITING I(UllC.·kNI '10 UNE HOUR 'RRANGED 
U53 ENGL 1 0 1 0 1 T " 11,0 0-12,0 0 "EXPOSITORY WRITING 800TH L "10 ONE HOUR 'RR,NGEO 
lb5" ENGl 1 05 0 1 T " 8,11 0 - q, " 0 .. t:.NGlf\jEE~l,,"G REPORTING 'NO~A L ti08 ONE "'Ou~ ARRANGED 
lb55 ENGL _1 0 0 1 " .. F 8,11 0 - q,I.I O GRUU"'R .-IORTENSfN L 1.108 
lb50 ENGL HU -I. 0 1 H • F 1110 0 -121 00 Cl-ltLOREN'S LIT HORl ENSEN 008 
lb57 ENGL HU .l. 0 1 " .. F 1 Z flO- 111 ° ~Y TI'I OLOGY CrtOCKETT _0· 
1.56 t:.NGl " U 
--. 
0 1 ... h MF 8.41 0 - q,,,O A",["IeA,.,. POE TRy TAYLOR -co 
J U ~E 20 - J ULY 15 
U5~ ENGl HU .7. 01 " .. F q,50-tOIS O lqTM CE NT ENGLISH NOvEL CHHlSTI' '''' SEN 00. 
Utto E. NGL H" S211W1' 01 Mhlo4' qIO O- ",0 0 Wf ST REGIONAL ,.OLI<LORE TE'''' 21 S 
AUGUS T 1-5 
FOLICLIFE I'" THe. INTEHMOUNT'IN IoiESl 
lbb2 ENGL HU SB 01 H II; F 'l,S O-10 .5 0 COMP lIT lqTH"lOll'l CENT PI. TRICK .10 
Ibtt] ENGL " U SOl 0 1 ",ho.,,. 12110· 1,10 wESTERN .... ERIC.N UT TA YL OR _06 
JUNE 20 - JULY 15 
lbbl.l ENGL HO 587 0 1 1 ... F 12110- 1110 51'1'I<ESPEUfEI CO"1 , HIST P. T~ICI( L IIOt> 
IbbS ENGL 5.5 0 1 I- S ••• ••• •• J)E AD ....... l> CON'ER I'IUNS·KER ••• 
1 bbb ENGL " 0 Sqb.,. 0 1 l ... hlHF q,OO- ".00 AHER iIIIf:ST, LI7 , MIST wILOE 8 l15 
J UNE 1)-17 
wESTERN wRlTEHS 
ibbfl ENGL bl.lS 0 1 1 " . , 11 f OO-ill 00 MO CER N '''''ERIC'N OR'M' BOOTH .02 
Ibbq ENGL •• 7 0 1 l " .. , q .5 0-1 0 '5 0 E "'Gll SH LI T 20TH CENT URY !(UlK'RNt .Ol 
u1a ENGL • 8e 0 1 2 ••• ••• •• PROSEMt"'AR HUIoIS'K[R ••• 
1 b71 E~GL .·5 01 I- 5 ••• ... ··tNDEPlENOENT ST UO Y HU"ISiKER '0. 
Ib72 ENGl, •• 7 0 1 1"\ 0 , .. , .. •• TIoIESlS MU"-SiKER , .. 
lb73 E"-GL ••• 0 1 I- 1 ••• ... .. tD NT GRAO lDvISE HUNSAKER ••• 
. INDICATES CL.SSE.S HEllll t"ING PI~EREQ U ISITES 
SEE tNSTPUCTOw 
H CLASSES REQUIIotING SPEC I AL FEES 
55 
SCHEDULE 8ULLETl~ SUMMER 1977 
C n U H S E 
DEPT. O'Y Tlk [ COUR 5E-TJ lLE INSTRUCTOR LOCA TIUN 
•• 
Family and Human Development 
1510 'MO l. O 0 1 IIITIII'H, 81"0- 91" 0 GUII)ANCE OF CI1ILDRt:: N AS HCROFT 'L 115 
JUNE lO-JUt. y 15 
1515 '"0 lOO 01 1 '" '" , 9,'5 0 -101'50 • CHIL D FR O'" 6 TO Il 'D''''S FL 115 1570 'HO HI 01 1 H •• 111 00 -1210 0 AOOLESCENCE SCM VANEVE LDT 'L 115 
1571 'HO 188 ... 01 I- ] "'T~HF Sll O-1 0 100 P'" UP-DAH QUALITY PA RENTING JENSON T- Y 
JUNE 27 - J UL Y I 
FATHERING 
1570 FHO 055 01 " . , 1211 0- llSO CONCEPT .. PERCEPT D E ~ELO P AS HCA OF 1 'L 115 
JUNE ZO-JUl.Y 15 
1580 FHO 075 01 )- ", lito"" 8100-1Z1 00 UPIUCTICE TEACIo11 NG CO LA8 ST AF!' CO L'B 
1581 FHO oqo 01 I- ••• ••• "INDEPENDENT STU DY SCI1 VANEV El.DT ••• 
158Z 'HO 5'5 0., 01 I- ",TIII'MF Sll O-lOI OO P" IN TERDISCIPLINARY IIIRI(SHOP JENSD~ T-Y 
JUNE 17 - JUL Y I 
FATHERI NG 
158 4 'HO 5'5011' 0 3 8 : 30 - 4 : 30 t NTEAD I SC I PL I NARy 'IORI(S"'OP CARTER UC 202 
JUNE 28 
FATHERHOOO 
15h ,HO .10 01 1 H • 91'5 0-10150 SE~lNAR FAMILy HfLATIONS 51( I DMORE 'L l05 
1587 FHO 05 0 01 3 " , 1110 0-1210 0 FA"'ILY-CHII..D I "'TEIUCTION PEElotv 'L l05 
1580 'HO 07 0 01 ) " . 112 0 - 212 0 II' A"'lLV THEORY FRAMEwORKS SCM VANEV EI..DT Fl l05 
1580 'HO .qO 01 I- ••• ••• "INDEPE ND ENT ST UDY SCMVANE~ELDT ••• 
15qO ,HO .q7 01 I - ••• ••• .. THESI$ ~ESEARCIoI SC.,.vANEvELDT ••• 
15ql ' HO .qq 01 I- ... ••• "CONT GIUD ADV lSf SCH VANEVEL OT ••• 
Forestry and Outdoor Recreation 
FOREST RY 
17'''' •• 3 0 I 0 1 ••• 81 00 - 51 00 FOREST SURvEy ING MOORE SUI'4 /11ER CUI IH5 F. Hl Ot A •• SIO O- 51 00 FOREST PRACTICE DANIEL SU"'I'IER CAM 
In. •• ot 0 Ot " . e. ~o- 91~ 0 P ~IN OF cONSERvUION JOHNSON NAS i78 1701 ,. "lO A T 1120- 512 0 PRI N OF CONSERVATI ON JOI'INSON NRB 216 
LABORATORY 
1198 •• "1111' 0 1 MfIlllM, 910 0- "100 CONSERVATIO~ ... OIofl(SMOP TEA ,., uc )35 JUNE 6-1 0 
EN VIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
teoo •• 0'1 0 1 I- A •• A •• ..OIRECTEO ST UDY OAv18 • •• teOt •• oot Ot I- A •• ... "DIRECTED ST UDY OAV IS ... teOl ,. • q7 01 t -I 0 A •• ••• "THE-SIS RESEARCH OAV IS ... 
teO) •• o.q 0 1 I- ) ••• ••• "cONT GRAO lOVISE OAvlS A • • teoo ,- 7'1 Ot t -1 0 A •• • •• "D lSS RESEARCM Ol V IS A •• 
te05 •• 7·q Ot I- ) A •• ••• "CO NT GRAD AD vIS E OAvlS A • • OUTDOOR R[CREAUON 
teo. o. 105 0 1 A •• ••• OUTDOOR REC MGT FLO TRIP TEA'" • •• 
I&G1 O· Oql 01 I- 3 ••• A •• "DIRECTED ST UDY DAY IS • •• 
1&0e O' .ot 01 I- ) ••• ... "DIREcTED STUDY DAV IS ••• 
1&09 o· "7 Ot 1-10 ••• ... •• THESIS RESEAPCH DAVIS A •• 
tetO O. Oqq 0 1 I- ) ••• ••• " CON T GR AD AD vIU OAV I S A •• 
tell o. 707 Ot 1-1 0 ••• ••• uOISS RESEARCH DIoV I S ... 
tetl o. 7.q 01 I - ) ••• ... CONT GRAD ADvISE OAV IS ••• 
Geology 
1925 GEOL PS 10 I Ot ",T.H 71} 0 - 91 "0 I NTRO GEOLOGv FIESI NG ER " 03 
JUNE'. 21 - JULY 15 
1'26 GEOL PS 10tA 11 )0" q 12 0 I NHW GEOLOGY nESI~GER " 03 
LA SOR Io TORv 
JULv 21-A UC; 15 
t qze GEOL .q7 Ot 1-12 ••• ••• • THESIS "1ARlJY ••• 
19Z9 GE eL • q. Ot I- ) A'. ••• • CON T GRAD ADvISE HAR OV ••• 
INDlCATES CLASSES REOuIRtNG PRERE QUI SITES 
SEE INST RU CTOIoi 
IS CLASSES "(QUiRING SP f C I AL H.ES 
56 
1250 
U'O 
1201 
12'2 
Illol 
1264 
12" 
Il" 
\lU 
12" 
1211 
1213 
121' 
1215 
1210 
1217 
1218 
1210 
1281 
1282 
12!3 
U8t1 
Il!5 
1286 
IH7 
IH! 
128' 
12 QO 
12QI 
1202 
1203 
I2QU 
SCIoIE DU LE BULLE TI N SUMME R 1 q77 
C o U • S E 
DEPT I un TIME COURSE-TITLE INSTRUCTOR 
N N 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
ME 0 
ME 0 
ME 
HE 
oE 
OE 
oE 0 
oE 
oE 
Of • 
PE • 
PE P 
oE 0 
. f • 
.f 
.E 
.f 
• f 
·f M. 
Of .. 
Pl .. 
'f M. 
Pf 
PE .. 
PE 
"" Pf ..
pf .. 
Pf w, 
Pf M. 
pf M, 
PE .. 
PE "-
HEALTM E~UCATION - PWOFES$l ON AL 
1'0 01 HT\fIIHF 1.1 0- 8130 nRST AlD , PERSONAL SFT'f HEN OIN I 
JUNE 21 .. JULY 15 
"I 01 , MT .... HF 11100-12100 ALCOIoIOL TOBACCO' DRUGS NALDER 
", 01 1- ,.R , .. "THESIS NELSON 
••• 0 1 1- , .. 
, .. **C ON T GRAD AOVISE NEL.SON 
PHYSIC.L fDUCATION - PROFESSIONAL 
50S 01 "'hiH 81 "0- q, "0 PSY ASP SPORT PERFOR~ANCE NEL.SOt.. 
SSoW 01 ",TIJjHF , .. PRACT I N IMPR SCM PROGRAM BATE! 
JULY 11-1 " 
INTEHMQUNTAIN DRILL TEA'" ADVISORS 
5'0 01 1- 1 ••• , .. 
__ INDEPENOENT STUDY NELSON 
.-2 01 1 M WHF 71) 0 - 8130 CURRICULUM MCCLELL.AN 
"0 01 1 MT HF 1120- 212 0 RES "'ETM IN ,",PER NALOER 
b81 ..... • I 1 "'T ..... "'F q,O O- "100 SEMINAR HALDER 
J UNE 0 - 10 
PIoIYSICAL FITNESS , CONDITIONING 
e8l ..... 01 "'TIIMF 81 :)0- "130 SEMINAR CHASE 
J UN E !l-11 
HUH1NG GYMfH STICS-WOHEN 
.01 01 1- , .. , .. .. THESts ~CCLElLAN 
•• 0 01 1- , .. , .. "CaNT GRAD .OVIS[ NELSON 
RECREATION EDU CATION - PROFES!IONAI,. 
_10 01 12 ... , .. INTERN RECREATION 8URNE T T 
S·. 0 1 1- ... '.R -* I NDEP ENDENT STUDY BURNE T T 
.0 I 0 1 1 HTwHF 11,00--121" 0 LEAOEItSHIP 8URNE T l' 
JUl 'f 18 - AUGUST 12 
"7 01 1- ... , .. .. THESIS BURNETT 
••• 01 I- ••• ••• **CO NT GRAD .ADVISE 
BUR N[1'T 
ACTI VITy CO UR SES -- HEN .A"'O IIIU"'EN 
JUNE 20 .. J ULY 15 
l OB 0 1 "'T ..... HF ,,]0- SIlO JOGG I N(; STU' 
III 01 "'Tw~' 12.1 0 - 1.1 0 BODY COND ITIONING ST A'F 
12 0 01 ",TIIIM, 8. "0- q ,,~ O GDI.F "ULOER 
12 0 01 "'TIIoHF 1120- 212 0 GOI.F DOlliNS 
125 0 1 ",T .. MF QIS O-IO.50 FIGURE CONTROL DOWNS 
127 0 1 T " 21] 0 - 311 0 MIKlJolG STAFF 
Ilb 0 1 roIT ",HF 81 "0 - q I " 0 TENNIS OO",NS 
130 OJ Hht~F q .15 0 -1 0, 15 0 TENN I S MCCLELLAN 
110 05 ~T.HF 111 00 -1210 0 TENNIS DOw~S 
11. 01 Mh'MF 1'20- 2'2 0 TENN I S "'CCLELLAN 
131 01 "'TwHF 12.1 0 - 111 0 INTERM TENNIS HCCLULA N 
'.8 01 HT .IoIF 12'1 0 - 111 0 vOL LE YBALL DO .... NS 
OUT~OORS 
IS, 01 MTIJIIHF 811.1 0 - q 11.1 0 RACQUET B.ALL "'ENOIN1 
1.0 01 ",fIo,"'F 1.2 0 - 212 0 SW 1H"'I"" G "'EN OI""1 
R[CRE..&TION COURSES - JIIE"" AN D "'OI'lEN 
1 00 0 1 F 2130- 313 0 
S ,UHI 
JUNE 20 - J ULY 15 
1N DICATES CL.ASSES REOuI~ING PRE~EQU ISITES 
SEE 1 NST~uCTOj.f 
U CLASSES REQuI~1NG 5PE(.I.AL FHS 
57 
LOCATION 
PE 11' 
PE 11. 
, .. 
... 
oE 
"" uc 202 
wQRI( SHOP 
, .. 
Of 112 
OE 110 
.E 135 
Pf 211 
, .. 
••• 
, .. 
.RR 
'f 112 
.RR 
, .. 
F" 
'f 211 
PE 211 
'E 211 
'E 211 
'l II' 
PE 20' 
·f 200 
PE 200 
PE 20 I 
'E 20 I 
.[ 200 
Pf 107 
PO OL 2 
PE 116 
••• 
1297 
1298 
\29. 
1300 
1301 
1302 
1)03 
130' 
\305 
130b 
\307 
\308 
130' 
1110 
1312 
131" 
1115 
I3lb 
1317 
1318 
1]19 
1320 
1322 
1323 
SCHE~ULE BULLETIN SUI'IHEH 1'''7 
C a u ~ S E 
DE PT. ... TIME COU~S E-TITLE 
N N 
MEAL Hl, PMYSICAL EDUCATION AND ~ECREATION 
PE H" 
PE 
.-PE H" 
PE 
"" PE ..
Pf 
." PE 
"" P, 
." PE .-
PE 
." Pf H_ 
PE 
." PE 
"" 
PE 
"" 
PE ., 
PE H, 
pf 
Pf H" 
pf •• 
PE H" 
PE H. 
PE P 
PE P 
PE P 
ACTIvITy COURSES - MEN 'NO wOMEN 
109 
III 
120 
127 
130 
130 
130 
Il? 
I S5 
IbO 
Ib7 
.bl 
30 0 
300 
11 0 .. 
1 BOw 
ACTI VITY 
181.1 .. 
IBIjIfj 
1 B7IJI 
188 .. 
) 8Q .. 
PIoIYSICAL 
c" UIIl 
'ISO ... 
'lSI'" 
JULY 18 - AUGUS T 12 
01 "qlolMF 7, ] 0 - 81 ] 0 BOflL I "'G 
03 "'Till"" 1211 0 - 1 t1 0 BODY COND ITI ONING 
os III T",HF 11l0- 212 0 GDL~ 
03 T " 21 ] 0- ]1] 0 M I KI NG 09 /IIh ... , 81"0- qH~ O TENNIS 
II IIthH, q, 5 0-1 0 I SO TENNIS 
13 IIthMF 1110 0-121 00 TEIII/IIIS 
03 .... T.M,: 1211 0- 1 t 1 0 INTERM TENNIS 
03 ",TJllIoIF e,40- qll.lO ~ACQUET BALL 
0 3 MT ... MF 1120- 2t20 SIIIIMtoIING 
0 1 T • 21]0- 1.111.10 C ANOlI fIIG 
01 MTflM, 12110- 1110 Ll':E SAVING 
0 1 T " 111 OO-t2t 00 DYNAM1C "1 TNESS H , • 1110 0- t21 00 
JUNE 20 - AUG UST 12 
0 3 T " lill 0- 111 0 DYNAMIC FITNES! 
" .. llll 0- 111 0 
JUNE 20 • AUGUS T 12 
O,NCE illEST JUNE 21-J UL't' 2q 
01 
01 
CO U"SES • 
01 
01 
0 1 
01 
01 
EOUCAT IO~ 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
T • 7100- qI OOP'" I'IDOEIliN DANCE 
JAZZ 
OANCE wEST 
MTwHF ' R. DANCE REPERTOIRE 
MEN A"'O wOMEN 
OANCE ~e ST 
P'lhHF 811.10- q 11.1 0 BEGIN CLASSICAL BAL.LET 
DANCE III~ST 
MhHF Q,50-10150 INTERM CLASSICAL BAL LET 
OANCE WE ST 
"'hl-lF 7,1 0 - 811 0 BEGIN CLASSICAL MOD OA~CE 
DANCE wEST 
"41",101" 111 00 - 11 to INTER CL'SSIC'L "00 DAN CE 
OIoNCE wEST 
"T,..)oI': 112 0- 111 0 AO¥ CLASSICAL MOO DANCE 
DANCE ... eST 
- PROFESSIONAL 
7100- ql oo P'" ELEM Jo40UEA~ DAN CE 
O, NCE IoIE ST 
UP 
"T ... ",': 311.1 0- ~ 1 SO ''''E RICA N CIoiAIiACTE~ BAL.LET 
OAJIICe. ",EST 
MT",HF 8,1.10- Q 11.10 SOURCES 0': CH ORE OC;IUPHY 
DANCE .... EST 
INDICATES CL'SSES AEfJUIRP~C; PRE~E Qu ISltE! 
SEE IHST"UCT OR 
SS CL4.SSES IolEQul"IJIIG SPECIAL I='EES 
58 
IfIIST~UCTOR LOCATI ON 
~ARD UC 
STAFF PE 211 
BURNE! T Pf 213 
SUFF Pf lib 
RA!IIt USSE N PE 20. 
IItCCLELLAN pf 20. 
IUSJrIIUSSE ti PE 20. 
.... CCLELLA N PE 209 
BURNET T PE 107 
RAS~US!EN POOL 2 
RASMUSSEN POOL I 
RAS"'USSE N POOL I 
NELSON PE lib 
••• 
""ALDER PE lib 
••• 
P'lE"'LE TT PE 21S 
TEAM pf 215 
MOAR PE 102 
MOA~ PE 102 
I'IEwL.ETT PE 21S 
Ct-."ISTOPI-'ER PE 215 
CHRISTOPHER PE 215 
"''''<IN PE 102 
MAN N PE 102 
H£IItLETT PE 215 
SCIo(EOUlE eUU.E.TIN SU"''''ER lq77 
C OU RSE 
DEPT. TIME couRSE-T I TLE I""STRUCTOA LOCATION 
N N 
History and Geography 
Ib7CI 
1075 
1.70 
1.17 
1.18 
1.7" 
I.eo 
I.el 
lOel 
lbsa 
IbStt 
ase 
HIST 
HIST 
"'IST 
MIST 
I"IIST 
"'IST 
HIS T 
I1IST 
I'4I5T 
"'15T 
HIST 
MIST 
HIST 
MIST 
1'415 , 
I1IST 
I bq~ GEOG 
1.'5 GEDG 
I &qo GEOG 
1~0l GEDG 
1 &qp. GEOG 
Uq, GEOG 
55 10" 0 1 
55 170 0 I 
2q l 01 
55 lltt 01 
55 3ft7 01 
55 ""s 01 
55 "Sq 01 
55 u~q 0 1 
S5 asqM 05 
55 "Sq", 07 
010 01 
bql 01 
oq7 01 
bqq 0 I 
GEOGRAPHY 
55 10 I 01 
III 01 
S5 31" 0 1 
55 3"0 01 
580 Ot 
S" 01 
I- 1 
1 
1 
1 
I-
I-
I-
1 
MhMf' 
f01Tw"'f' 
••• 
"'T""HF 
MT\!I'M' 
M • , 
111\11101' 
M •• 
. 
MhiHF 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
" . , 
MhM' 
" • F 
T " 
" • F 
I- 3 ARR 
81 "0- q 1 "0 
qI50·101~0 
••• q15 0 -1 0150 
lill O- 111 0 
11100-121 00 
81"0- ql" O 
11100-12100 
1100- 5100 
qIOO- 4,00 
• •• 
• •• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
q150-I0150 
11100-12100 
81~0- ql~o 
el~o- ql~O 
1120- 21iO 
••• 
A""CIfNT IIIESTERN CIVILIZ 
"'tE~ICAN ClvILIZ 
uIP(OEPENOENT Sl UDIlS 
SOVIET UNION 
CMIN' 
C"JC'NO Ht!TOHY 
SPECIAL STUDIES 
SPECIal STUOlfS 
PsYCMOHISTOfilY 
~PECI'L STUOIES 
SPEC I AL STUDIES 
a UGUST 1-5 
COLE 
GANSTER 
PETERSO N 
GLU'EL TEA 
GLU't.L TEA 
GANSTER 
El.LSI'tORT'" 
ALOEfil 
ALDER 
TEAM 
FOLI(LIFE IN THE INTEfilMOUNTAIN IIESl 
.... READ A~D CONFER PE TEASON 
,""DC'l HISTORY "'[TIoIOD 
uAHER IoIfSTI LIT , HIST 
JUNt. t 1-17 
'IIj!$TEA,.. "'AlTEH! 
COl.LOQUIUM A/I4EAICA~ 
uREAD AND CONFE R 
.-TMESIS RESEARCtoi 
....CONT GRAD AovISE 
GEOGRAPI'iY OF "'ANI(INO 
PHYSICAL 
ASIA 
.. aRLO AF,URS 
TEAcwING GEOGRAPHY 
uREAD AND CONFER 
PETEIiISON 
PEHRSON 
PE. TERS ON 
PETERSON 
CRAIG 
.OY 
P[T[RSON 
PE T£.qSON 
CfilAIG 
CRAIG 
/14 ]]8 
/14 118 
... 
liS 
115 
liS 
114 31 q 
'" 11 q 
lO" 
215 
••• 
8 215 
AG lOZ 
u; 202 
.~ 202 
'G e 202 
M 111 
... 
Home Economics and Consumer Education 
15q2 !'tECE 
15ql HECE 
ISq" HECE 
15q5 IotECE 
15qe, I1fCE 
15"7 Io1ECE 
15"8 HECE 
lSQq IotHE 
1 eOO HECE 
Ib02 HEeE 
UOa HECE 
lb05 .,;feE 
1 bOb HftE 
120 01 
12S 01 
155 01 
5S)75 01 
"82 01 
"8& 01 
~eq 01 
I.Iqo 01 
58 0 _ 01 
blh 01 
" ",T..,I-IF 
1- q ARA 
1 Mhi 
3 M,.. F 
1- ARIot 
1- ARI< 
1- ARR 
1- ARR 
1 MhHF 
1- ARR 
I- &riR 
1- AliR 
Q150- 2120 
'R. 
e. ~o- quo 
12110- 1110 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
q,OO- ~IOO 
••• 
••• 
••• 
t,iCO,.PAIt CO"'STRUCTION TECH 
•• COOP ,.;01011( [XPER HOWE fC 
If'''IILY FINANCE 
CON5UHE~ EDUtUIDN 
uHOME ECONOHICS INTER"'SI-iIP 
PRACTICUM IN PUBLI C SCH 
.SFlELD EXPERIENCE CT 
"ZNDEPEIIIOENT STUDY 
CDfIiIP'~ATlvf TAILORIN!;; 
JUNE D-17 
CO"lPARATIvE TAILO~ING 
CU1HOCUlUM OfvELOP"tENT 
lE\!I'l$ 
I(RUEGER 
COOPER 
COOPER 
I(RUEGER 
FINDLAY 
PE TERSDN 
I(RUEGflt 
LEWIS 
TECHNIQUES 
, INDLAY 
FL 111 
••• 
n HI 
'L )01 
••• 
••• ... 
••• 
'l 310 
'L 11& 
JUNE 20-2" 
CONSUMER EDUCATION 
uiNDEPENDENT STUDY 
..TMESIS RESEARC'" 
CURRJCUlUM DEvELOPMENT 
KRUEGER ARR 
KRUEGER ARR 
.. eONT QRAD ADvISE I(~WEGER UtR 
Humanities Arts and Social Sciences 
125101 0 1 
525'" 01 
INTERL>ISCIPLIN wOJi~SI'tOP 'VRLONe; 
AuGUST 1"-tq 
CO"lPAUTlvE CULTURES 
INTEROISCIPLIN ",ORKSIoIOP 'UIlLONG 
AUGUST 15-lq 
COHPAlUTlvE CULTURt.S 
• INDICATES Cl'SSES RE(Jutl<ING PREN!::QUISlTt.5 
SEE INSTRUCTOR 
)) CLASSES REQuIRING SPEClAl FEES 
59 
L 380 
)80 
1510 
I511 
1518 
15l. 
1500 
I50l 
I5.l 
U4G 
15.5 
15 •• 
1501 
150e 
15 .. 
1550 
1551 
155l 
155l 
1550 
1555 
I55b 
1551 
I55e 
155. 
15.0 
1501 
150l 
I50l 
15.5 
t'he. 
SCMEDULE BULLETIN SU"-~ER llf71 
C 0 U R S E 
DEPT. DAY TIf'lE CO UR SE-TITLE 
•• 
Industrial and Technical Education 
ITE 50 I 01 MTwMF 7130- 811 0 OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS 
ITE SOl 01 ",T"Io4' e 140- If I '10 ORG DEvELOP INSTRUCT MTL! 
liE '1105111' 01 I- 1 MTwMF 811 0-
" 11 0 INDUST TECHNICAL WORKSIolOP 
JUNE 0-10 
ITE 1300_ 01 I- 1 "'Till"" 611 0 - 41] 0 vOC TECH 'OMI N . ORK$1040P 
JUNE 0-10 
ITE 521111 01 MTIoIH, 6110- (j I 00 lEC" TRAIN INNO v PROGRAMS 
J UN E 11-11 
ENERGY RES OURC ES 
ITE 5'0 01 I- • ••• ... SPEC IAL IE _ORI(S"OP ITE 5'1 01 I- • ••• ••• "'SPEC I AL PROBLEf"lS ITE S'l 01 1-18 ••• ••• RELATED TECH TRAIN It. ITE blO 01 1 "T.H' 11100-tl10 0 TRENDS IN IE. 
liE .l_ 01 1 11 T 111M If150-10150 HISTO.Y OF IE 
I TE ._0 01 1 Mhl"" 1120- 1120 COOP INDUSTRIAL PROGR""S 
I TE .-. 01 1 I'ITWH t120- 21iO TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
ITE 
··1 01 1 MTwH 1110- 1110 PROeS ADULT EDUCATION 
I TE .5_ 01 1 I'IhMF III 1 0- 1110 MEASuREII4ENT IN I~ 
ITE .'0 0 1 I- ••• ... READ AND CON"ER ITE .'1 01 I- 1 MhlMF 11 "0- 511)0 IE EXPERIMENTAL L AS 
ITE •• l 01 1-1l ••• ••• INTERNSI'IIP IT PROG~AMS ITE .'l 01 l- • ••• ••• INDEPENDENT STUDY ITt .07 01 l- ••• • •• **THESIS AESfARCH ITE ••• 01 I- ••• ••• **CONT GRAD ADVISE ITE 197 01 l- ••• ••• DISS AESEAACH ITE 19. 01 I- ••• ••• COHT GRAD ADv ISE 
Industrial Technology Division 
IT 
IT 
IT 
IT 
IT 
IT 
IT 
INDU STRIAL "FETY 
oe. 01 l- If AAA ••• SAFETy INTERNSHIP 
AERONAUT ICS 
235 01 
H. 01 
AUTO"'OT I vE 
100 01 
1'1 0 A 
GENERAL COURSES 
H2 0 1 
5.1 01 
I- 1 
1-10 
I-
I-
••• • •• PAlvATE PILOT CERT 
••• ••• COMMfACIAL PILOT CERT 
MTwHF 713 0- 8130 SSAUTOMDTIv E ENGINES 
JUNE 20 ... JULY 15 
"'T .. HF 61,,0-10150 AUTOMOT I vt. ENG INES 
ltbORATOR'¥' 
JUNE 20 - JULY 15 
••• • •• cooP TECHNI CAL TRAINING 
••• ••• SPECIA L PA08LE~S 
INDICATES CLASSfS AEQuJRING PREREQ UISITES 
SEE INST RU CT OR 
11 CLASSES QE OUIIoI ING sPt.CJ.6L FEES 
60 
INSTR UC fOR L.OCATION 
LOVELESS IS III 
LOVELESS IS III 
wALL IS IS III 
SLaCK IS III 
ST AFF 18 III 
SLACK ••• SLAC K ••• 
SLACK ••• SLACK IS liZ 
SLACI< IS liZ 
WALLIS IS lIZ 
SLACK IS III 
S.'tK IS III 
..,ALLIS 18 III 
SL4CK IS III 
.. ALLIS IS l1l8 
SLACI( IS III 
SLACK ••• SLACK ••• SLACK • •• SLACK • •• SLACK ... 
S"A. ••• 
MERRILL 101 
MERRILL 107 
.. HIGMT T III 
wAIGHT T t 1l 
SHAW ••• SHhl T 101 
112" 
lHS 
lHo 
1327 
Ilze 
lH. 
lHO 
lH! 
1HZ 
llH 
1l1O 
illS 
IlH 
Inl 
IHe 
lH. 
11"0 
11"1 
110Z 
11U 
11"b 
1l0e 
1150 
115Z 
1150 
1155 
1151> 
1151 
11Se 
115. 
1300 
1301 
1HZ 
1301 
13D" 
1305 
CUb 
1301 
I3b~ 
I:H.Q 
lHO 
t311 
1HZ 
1100 
1701 
1102 
SCHEOULE. HIJLLlTI"" SUI1I1E~ 11'177 
C n u • S E 
DEPT. 0" T I~E COURSE -T ITLE INSTRUCTOR 
N N 
Instructional Media 
!- 100 01 I1T"'H 81" 0 - 1'11" 0 USE LIBAARV RE SQURCt.S 8RANYON 
I" "'I 01 , " Q15 0-1i1 OO UuTIL , PROD F"OR EL TEACH BE UT Li:.R 
1- "1 01 1- ... '.R UAca SMELL 1 E 
1- 511 01 1 I1T 'III 1-1 711 0 - 8130 [ vAL SELECT INSTR I'ITLS BIU~YaN 
I' 512 01 1 " .. 12, 10 - 111 0 READING GUIDANCE BRA NYON 
1- SZI 01 1 
-. 
213 0 - 5,o0 "CATALOGING CLASSI"ICATION 1'40TH 
I- ~22 01 1 " . 2,3 0 - ",]0 AUTO~AT ION APPL IN EOUC T"'ORk nDSEN 
I" 511 01 1 I1T \III 104 1'1,5 0 -1015 0 I"C ADMINISTRATION 111000 
I" 510 01 1 T " }'" O- 5'5 0 FOUNDATIONS OF MEDIA \l1li000 
l' 510 01 1 , .. '.R F lELD ItIQRK 8RANYON 
1M 5'1 01 1 I'ITwH 711 0 - 8,]0 UT IL OF INSTRUCT I1ED1' 8EUTLER 
1M 5'Z 01 1 Mhll'! 1'20- 2,20 UlIL Aoy MEDIA SVSTE"1S HEDIN 
1M 551 01 1 
-. 
7130- iii "0 .,PROO OF INSTRUCT I1TLS wiLLIS 
1M ~SI 01 1 •• Q,50-12,0 0 'SPROD OF tNSTRUCT MTL,S BEUTLER 
1M 551 05 1 T " eIl50-12100 S$PROD OF INSTRUCT JoITLS MEDIN 
1M 551 07 1 , " 12110- 2,20 PROD OF INSTRUCT IIITLS BOISVE.T 
I" 552 01 1 " . 12110- 212 0 PROvIDING PROD SERVICES SfoIELL%E 1M 557 01 1 
_ w 
1i,50-1210 0 UVISUAL LIT FDA MEDIA SPEC HEDIN 
1M 571 \l1li 01 1 I1TwHF liIOO- 'HOO '$MEOIA WORKSHOP 8RANVON 
JUNE b-tO 
REACING MATURITY (SEL F .. A \l1li A RE NE S S ) 
1M 571,of 01 MTJIIMF 1'1 I 00 - loll 00 SiMEOI A WORKSHOP -ILL IS 
JUNE b-l0 
FUNO''''ENH,LS OF SCRIPTwRITINC 
1M 511100 05 MTJI(HF 1'1 I 00- "10O SIME DIA IIIORKSMOP HEDIN 
JUNE ~-10 
BASIC SILI(SCREEN PRINTING FOR HiCHER! 
1- 571111 07 "'T_HF Q I 00- "100 UMEOU wORKSHOP GARDNER 
710 0 - q I OOPM 
JUNE \l-17 
THIRD ANNUlL F,NTASY WORKS~OP 
1 " '571101 O' MTIoIHf 1'1 I 00- " 1]0 I$MEOlA wORKSI'40P RUSSON JUNE 11-17 
EOUC" TIONAL AUO 10 PROOUC TI ON 
1M '571 ~ 11 MhHF iii 00- "100 UMEOIA \liORI(S~OP 111000 
JUNE 11-11 
FUNDA"'ENTAL! OF PAO"'OSAL WRITING 
1M 5'0 01 1- , .. ••• "INOEPE~DENT STUDY '_ELLIE 
1" 5'1 0 1 I - ••• • •• INDEPENDENT RESEARCH Sf04ELL J E 
1" .0 I 01 1 HTwM 2130- ]130 SPEC RHERENCE SOURCES wOOLLEV 
1M .ll 01 1 r'IT_H 111 00-12' 00 .OMIN LEARN RES PROCRAMS .. 000 
1M .n 01 2 ••• ARR PRIN , PIUCT JNSTR nCH SIiIELL IE 
1- 051 0 1 1 T • 2,10- "I ~O EDUCATIONAL DISPLAY SOUL lER 
1- 051 0 1 1 .R. • •• PRAtT LEARN MnS PROD '-ELLIE 
I" .02 01 1 MTwM 81/,j1)- q "' 0 ~EOIA THEDA V TEACH LEARN [ASTMON O 
1- 005 01 1 T " 1211 0 - 2120 SYST ANAL L APPLIC EDUC OEBLOOIS 
1" • '1 01 1 "150- DIO OP,", AESEU!CH SEMINAR OEaLOOl • 
I- ... 01 I- ••• ••• INDEPENDENT STUDY '"ELL 1 E 
I" • '1 01 I- ••• ••• INOEPE"lOENT AESEA~CH S"'ELL IE 
I- . " 01 1- ••• ••• "PRACTIC U'" SIiIELL IE 
I" 0'7 0 1 I- ••• ••• **THESIS 5"ELLIE 
1- 0.' 01 1- , .. • •• "CO'lT GIUO ADVISE S"'ELLIE 
!- 181 01 1 
" 
"150- b, OO~~ RESEARCH SEMINAR oEtlLOOIS 
l' 7 •• 01 1- • ••• .... "PRACTICU'" 'MELLIE 
1M 7'7 01 b-tS ••• ... OISSERTHION SfoIELLIE 
I" 7" O! I- 1 , .. ••• CONT GRAD ADVISE SIo4ELL IE 
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning 
LjfP MU 101 01 
LAEP •• 7 0 1 
L'EP ••• 0 1 
1 MT"" F 8, /,jo- q, "0 JNHfO TO LAEP 
1-10 ,.R , .. . 1I-4ES18 totESEAACM 
1- j ••• • •• t CONT G~uD ADVISE:. 
• IIIIDICATES CLASSES ~E~lIlAING PREREUUISIHS 
SEE INSTR UCT OR 
n CLASSES REQUIRING SPHIAL FEES 
61 
'/Ill TH 
TOTM 
TOTM 
LOCATION 
L Z10 
L 208 
'R. 
L 208 
L Z10 
L 20B 
'R. 
L 21. 
L Z10 
•• R 
L Z10 
L 21. 
L 20" 
L 20" 
L 20" 
L 20" 
L 20" 
L zoe 
L 1", 
L 20B 
20_ 
all' 
8 11 Ii 
20' 
L 21. 
, .. 
••• 
L Z10 
L 21b 
••• 
L 20" 
, .. 
L 20e 
L 20B 
L Z12 
, .. 
, .. 
... 
• •• ... 
L 212 
... 
• •• ... 
-. 120 
'RR 
... 
I 
• o DEPT. 
E 
COU.SE 
0', 
N N 
Languages and Philosophy 
FRENC'" 
170] ,. Z99 01 I- , .. 170Q ,. 599 01 I- , .. 
GE,iUUN 
1705 Ii. Z99 01 I- , .. ITO, G. 599 01 I- ... 
PO. TUIiUESE 
1707 PO ZOO 01 I- s AltA 
SC'"'EDULE BULL.ETIN SU~f'lt:R 1917 
COU.se-TITLE INSTRUCTOR 
, .. INDIVIDUAL READING slovan , .. REIoD AND CON'EIt 
'''OIE 
... INOIVIOU'L .E.OINIi HUSILE. ... READ A~O CON'!A ~US'lER 
' .. ·*INDIVIDUIoL REIoDI~cs PORTER 
DEPT. PfR"USlON O~LY 1708 PO ~90 01 I- ... 
••• HREIoO IoNO CONFEA 
DEPT PERlI4lSlION O~LY PO.TE. 
SPANISIoi 
1700 SP HU 10 I 01 5 ... , .. ELEMENTARY BENBO. 1T10 SP zoo 01 I- ... , .. 
·.INDIvIDU'L. READING POJtTEA 
DEPT PE •• 1IS10N ONL. y 1711 SP 500 01 I- 'AR , .. 
•• READ .lNO CONH:P PORTER 
DEPT PE.MISSION ONLY 
PHILOSOPHY 
I71Z PHIL HU ]70 01 ] .. , 8,1.10- Ii,OO E'ISYENTULIS. 
.01l0N 171l PHIL 599 01 I- 5 ... , .. READ AND RESEARCH ROBSON 
Mathematics 
1930 ,,.. TH PS 101 01 I'ITIIIMF 7.30- 5,10 INT.O COLLEIiE 'LIiEB., WATSON lUI ~AT" PS 101 0] "hlHF 9'50-10'50 
·-INTRO COLLEGE ALGE8R.l [0 .. 10"05 
SPEC UL SE.V ICES IUZ "I. TM PS 10 I 05 
"ToIII"F 11,00-12,00 
"INTRO CULLEGE 'LGE8~' EO .... ~OS 
SPECI'L SE.VICts 19]] '''''Tli Ps 105 01 
"hIMF 5,00- 9,1.10 COLLEGE 'LGEB.' IIjR!G"T IU. "'10TH PS 105 0] JIIIT",", 9150-10150 COLLEGE 'LCt.t:tR. ELICH 1915 ""TH PS 10. 01 H • , ,,140- 911.10 PL.NE TRICONOHETRy 
"INDHIo,.. 
1930 HATH 
·5 lZO 01 
"T"H' 9150-10,50 
.N·L GEOH , CALCULUS CORA" 
IU7 ' .... T+oI PS lZl 01 HT.H, 8,1.10- 9'00 UUL liE 0'" , CALCULUS LOVt.LANO IU. MATH PS lZZ 01 HT"IoI' 9150-10150 A~AL GEOM & CALCULUS UNDERWOOD IU, "'loT" ·5 Z<S 01 H • , 7130- 8']0 CALCULUS I COIU" 1940 ""TIo4 .5 Z<. 01 H • , 11100-12'00 
"PPLIEO LINE'R ALCio[8R" CA~NO~ 1941 "ATt; PI ]0 I 01 "hi"" 71]0- 81]0 ~ATH CONCEPTS EL TEACHERS SRINCioHURST U.1 ~"TH ·5 ]ZI 01 H •• 1120- lliO INTRO LlNE.R "~ALY5lS MEAL U"] HAT,. ·5 ]Z2 01 H •• '150-10150 ELE~ DIFj; fQU"TIONS HE·L 1'''4 "'ATIo! PI ll3 01 < "'T"H' 11'00-12"'0 HUL T IVARI .lSLf CALCULUS GUNDERSON 1'45 "ATt-I 391 01 I- e IoRIt , .. 
•• RE"D "Nt} CON"E~ CANNON 1
4U6 ~UTM <01 01 I- < , .. ... UREAL) A~O CONFER CANNON 19", MATH SOl 01 I- , .. , .. U""[AO AND CONII'ER CANNON 194e HATI'! 1>97 01 I- , .. , .. 
".THESIS CANNON l~U' MATH 1>99 01 I- , .. , .. CO~T GRAD ADVISE CIoNNON 
• INDICATES CL.SSE5 
.. SEE INST~UCT O ~ NEQlJlwING PRfREC;UISJTES 
IS CLASSES "EQUI.ING S.ECI'L 'EES 
62 
, .. 
••• 
••• 
'AR 
, .. 
, .. 
, .. 
, .. 
, .. 
H2O) 
, .. 
fC 105 
'L ]07 
N.8 III 
EC HZ 
fC 10] 
NIU 20. 
EC 105 
EC 105 
EL zn 
EC 10] 
EC ]OZ 
EC 107 
fC IUS 
EC 101 
EC 105 
,.~ 
,~. 
, .. 
, .. 
, .. 
SCHEDULE BUl.I..ETI~ SUHJI4EA 1911 
C 0 U R S E 
S 
E 
DEPT. C 0" lIHE COURSE-TITLE IkST.UCTOR LOCATION 
T 
I 
0 
k N 
Mechanical Engineering 
MECHANICAL E"'GI~t.EAING 
15.' oE ·03 01 I ••• 'H • •• SPECIAl PROBLEMS HOSEA ••• 15U oE .0) 01 I- ••• ••• **SPECIAL PROBLE"'S /l40S[R u. 15U oE .97 01 I- ••• ... **THESIS RESEARCH "OSER ••• 1570 oE .99 01 I- ••• • •• *.CONT GRADE ADVISE HOS[1if ••• 1511 ME 791 01 1- I ••• • •• *.SPECIAL PROBLEMS HaSER , .. 1512 HE 791 01 1-1l ... , .. •• DlS8 IH'SEARCIo4 MOSER UR 15H HE 7'9 01 1- I ••• ••• *.CONT GRAD AOVlSE HOSER ... 
Military Science 
1171 oS 10. 01 5 MTlIIHF 8,"0- Q.1I0 FUND L.EADERSHIP , MGT HlER .s 20e It 12 HS 205 01 1- 1 ,.. \frI , 11 ,00-12100 **SASIC SEMINAR ItAOBI..£HS "IE. .1 208 1113 05 )0. 01 2 o • 1110- 8110 PHYSICAL READINESS TANG HIER ., 20a llU os .05 01 1- 1 I'IT .. HF t 120- lllO •• AoV SEMINA" PHOttlEM! HUO .S 20a 
Music 
111' MUSIC NU 101 01 HhlMF 7110- 8130 ENJOYING HualC WASSERMANN 
" 
211 1115 HUSIC HU 102 01 MTIII"' 8140- QUO FUNO'"ENTALS ... ARol£ 
" 
211 17a MUSIC In 01 H • , 1l110- Ilia UNIVERSITY CHUIR JENNINGS 
" 
21. 1711 MUSIC 350 01 MT"H, 11,00-UI00 ELEM SCHOOL MUSIC JEkNIN'1 .. 222 1118 ,",uSle lbllJl 01 MT AIOO- 11100 S$P lAND \frIO~KSHOP WASSERMANN .. 22 • 
JUNE 20 - 21 
PIANO wORKSHOP 
1120 HUSIC lbo 01 1- '.R 'kR INOIV PIANO INSTRUCTION wASSERMANN ,. 201 1121 ,",u$le 301 01 I- ••• ••• INoh vIOL. INSTRUCTION HATE SKY F' 120 1122 MUSIC lb. 01 I- .. R '.R IkOlv VUCAL IkST.UClION JENklNGS F. 215 112) MUSIC lb7 01 I •• R ••• INDIV GUITAR IIIISTAUeTIOh CHRISTI'NSEN 
" 
112 172. '"'USlc HO 01 I ,u • •• IhOIV 1II00D,,;IND INSTAUCT "'ADSEN ,. 220 1125 MUSIC H2 01 I ••• ••• INOIV eRASS INSTRUCTION lilAADL[ FA 101 112. MUSIC In 01 I ••• ••• INDlv PERCUSSION INSTRUCT GRI"IN ,. 114 1121 MUSIC Ho 01 1- 2 'R. ••• INOIv VIOL.IN I~STRUCTIO~ HATESKY ,. \20 1128 MUSIC 375 01 1- l , .. ••• INOlv CELLO INSTIltUCTION BURTON ,. til. 172~ fIIIUSIC 095 01 I- I .. ~~ ••• READ & CDN'ER Iot'SSERtUNN ,. 101 1110 MUstc .05 01 1- 3 'RR 'R. INDEPEkDENT STUDY IIIASSEHMAN~ F' 101 1111 MUSIC .ao 01 ) , .. UR "'USle EDUCATION S[IIIINAA IIIIARoLE FA 101 1112 MUSIC • 62 01 ) ... ••• SEM ... usrc FORM' ANALYSIS .... SIERMANfrt F • 107 17B HUSIC oa7 01 I- ••• .R • INDIVIDU'L RECIT'L WASSEIofMANN F. 101 1710 "'uSIe .'7 01 )- ... .R. *.RES AND THESIS iliA ROLE FA 101 1115 MUSIC ••• 01 I- ••• ••• **COIIIT GR.O .t.Ov15E IIIASSElblANN F • 107 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
lOla NFS oe q", 01 MT",I'IF 8100- ",00 IHOOD SERVICE I'IOAKSI'IOP TAYLOR ,. 20. 
JUNE 1)-17 
10"0 'FS LS III a I MT MF 
FOOD SERVICE ~ORKSMOP 
113 0- q 1"0 NUTwITION 'OR MAN HENDRICKS NFS lO 1 
JUNE 20 - JUL, IS 1041 kFS 18q~ 01 I'Ih.H~ 8.00 .. "100 IIFOOO SERvICE wQRlf!lHOP TAYLOR 
'L 20. JUNE 13-11 
FOOD SEPVICE "'O~"'SHOP 
10'3 NFS b5S", 01 ,lilT ..... ' 8,00" 11100 II"'UTQITlON wORKSHOP TAnOR FL </0. 
JUNE 13-11 
FOOD S!RVICE IIIORKSHOP 
10'5 "s •• 0 01 1- 0 '.R ••• **SPEC I AI.. PR08LEHS [HNSTROM ••• tOGb 'FS .'7 01 1-12 ••• ••• **T"ESI5 RfS£ARCH ERNS THOM ••• 10G7 NF5 
.'. 01 1- 3 , .. ••• *.CONT GRAO ADvISE ERNSTHOM ••• looe NFS 7'7 01 1-12 ••• ••• **oISS iolfS€ARCIoI [RNISTRoM ••• lOll, NFS 7" 0 1 I- I ••• ••• "CONT GrotAD ADVISE [R"'STROM ••• 
* IhlOICATES CLASSES Rt:.QulftoI""G PNEiolEQUISITES 
.. SEE INSTRUCT O~ 
.. CLASSES REI~lJI"ING SPECIAL FEES 
63 
C 0 U • S E 
DEPT. 
N N 
Physics 
1 '50 liMY I( 108 01 
lq51 PI'IYX os II I 01 
lq5l PHyX P5 l11L 
lq5l PHYlC PS III 01 
1Q5Q P,",ylC 05 111L 
lq55 PHYX OS 113 01 
195. PHYx PS l11L 
1957 PHYX os ill 01 
19S8 PHYX os illL 
1'59 PMY X os ill 01 
19.0 PHYlC PS UlL 
1901 PMy:( os ill 01 
190Z PHyX oS llIL 
1901 PMy)( 381 01 
Ub" PHYX HI 01 
19.5 PMU 308 01 
1'''b PHy:( 589 0 1 
1'.7 liMY:( 589 03 
u.& PHYlC .97 01 
19.9 Pl'IylC 781 01 
1970 PHYlC 197 01 
1971 PHy)( 7 .. 01 
Plant Science 
1050 OLSCI . ., 01 
\051 "LSCI .·0 01 
1052 PLSC I •• 7 01 
1053 PLSC I ••• 01 lOS. OL5C I 797 01 
105S • L5C 1 79 • 01 
PoliticalScience 
1730 PDLSC SS 110 01 
1131 POL.SC S5 110 0 1 
1730 POLSC 55 ll o 0 1 
1739 POL.SC 55 l. O 0 1 
17/10 POLSC 55 " 0 0 1 
1741 POLse '·1 01 
17/12 POLSC SS 51' 0 1 
17"1 POLSC .91 0 1 
17'14 POlSC .91 01 
17"5 POLSC ... 01 
SCME OU LE BULLE T IN SUMMER 1 <111 
DOT TI~E CO U ~SE- r I TL! 
· . , 81 "0'' q I "0 STARS' GALAXIES MTwMF BI "0'' q I "0 GENEA'AL PHYSICS 
• q15 0" 1100 $$GENERAL PHYSICS 
LASOIUTDRV 
MhlMF 112 0 .. 2120 GENERAL PHYSICS 
112 0 .. 141 "0 )$GENERAL PHYSICS 
LABOR ... TORV 
MhHF Q,S O-10IS0 GENERAL PHYSICS 
T " 1211 0 .. 1110 SiGENERAL PHYSICS L'BOR4TO~Y 
MhoMI' 'iISO .. t a 150 GENERAL PHYSICS-SCIENCE 
1120" IJ 1140 S,GENERAL PIHSICS .. SCIENCE 
LABORATORy 
"'hi'll' 211O .. 1130 GENERAL PI"IVSICS"SCII:.NCE 
1120- 141 "0 S.SGENE!:IAL PHYSICS-SClENCE 
LASORATORY 
· . 31 "0· 141/10 GENERAL PHYSICS-SCIENCE T H 12110. lila S$GENEIUL PMYSICS.SCIf~CE 
LABQluTORy 
1 ... , .. SE'"'INUI 
1 , .. ••• SELECTED REAOING 1- , .. ••• SPEC tAL PIoiOBL.EMS 
1 MT"HF liIOO-Uloo SCIENCE COLL OQUt UM 
l "'hiM' 11100-12100 SCIENCE COLLO~ tJ IU'" 
I-IS ••• ••• "THESIS !:IESE'AC'" 1- 3 ••• ••• **SEMIN ... A I-IS ••• ••• "OIS5 RESEAI:ICM 1- 3 ••• ••• "CO"lT GIt'D 40 v ISE 
1- 1 ••• ••• **SPEClAL PROBLEMS 1- 3 ••• ••• "SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1- 18 ••• ••• "AES .. THESIS 1- 3 ••• • •• "CaNT GUO AOvISE 1-18 ••• ••• "~ES AND THESIS 1- 3 ••• ••• "CDNT GIlAD 'DIo'ISE 
MT ... M' 8,"0- 'i,/IO A"'ER NAlL GOvT , POLITICS 
"'TtofI1F B I '10-1 0 11 0 INTRa INTERNATL POLITICS 
J UNE 2 0 - JULY 22 
",11.,104 11100-12100 INTHD COMPAR POLITICS 
fIITJj~F liU 10- 111 0 INTRa PUP.-LIC AO"'IN 
M •• Ii 110- 1110 ""'ERICAN FO"EIGN POLICY 
JUNE 2 0 .. J UL Y ,2Q 
1- l UHf ... READ I(. CONF!!:! 
S "'HI"'I' 'i1'5 0 -1 0 150 A~ERICAN JUOJCIAL SYSTEM 
I- ••• ••• "TUTORIAL I- ••• ... "THESIS RESEARCH 
\- ••• ••• "CaNT GPAD AO\l ISE 
IN DICATES CLASS~S ~E (l U IRING P~fREtWISlTE' S 
SEE: INSTIl UCT OIf 
U CLASSES "E uu lioiING SPECr"L. FEES 
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INSTRUCT OR LOCAT ION 
UN~ EL III 
"'ClDAMS EL 107 
MClDA,",! EL 110 
MCADAMS H 107 
Jo4CADAMS H 10J 
MCADAMS H III 
MCAOA"S lL 101 
OTTESON EL 103 
OT TESO N EL 110 
OTTESON H 103 
OTTESON EL 103 
aT TESON EL 107 
aT TE SON EL 101 
BANI(S , .. 
BANKS , .. 
BANKS ••• MCADAMS B liS 
"'CAD''''S 8 liS 
IUfllto.S ••• BANKS ••• BANI(S ••• BANXS ••• 
~ILL. ••• MILL ••• MIL.L ••• HILL ••• 
"ILL ••• HILL ... 
JONES 
'" iO 1 
ST AFF M iO& 
SPOERRy Jill 11& 
lot I 16NER loe 
U.OERSON lH 
THOMAS ••• H4D"''''S '" iO I 
TI-IO",.S • •• 
THO"'A5 ••• TI-IOIl4AS ••• 
SCHEDULE 8ULL E TIN SU ...... ER 1 ~71 
C O" • 5 E 
DEPT. D'Y T I/oiE. COUASE-T I TLE INSTRUCTOR lOCA TION 
N N 
Psychology 
1373 .s, 011 01 1 MT\ljH q,S O-1015 0 .. eASIC HEADING EFFICIENCY Sf04ITH L tloO 
1171.1 PS, 011 01 1 !o\T\Ij F 2110- 1110 "SASIC READING EFFlCH"'CY SMITH L. "00 
1375 PS' S5 101 0 1 5 MT·n"lF Q,5 0 -10t5 0 GEN PSYCHOLOGY ALLEN NR8 10l 
1310 PS, 11 0 01 1- ",r.,.M 11100-1e100 MU"I DEVELOP I GENERAL 'SCIONE EO U' 
1311 PS, 1" 0 0 1 MTwloiF ZIIO- 1110 ANAL B!MA'JIORt BASIC C:I'IENEy EO 10. 
1116 PS' 111 01 T " 1120- 2120 .. PERSONAL STUDY EFF IC tENCY 
SI'IITH ~ 400 
11H P" 121 01 I1T\II1'I 1.20- 212 0 A8NORI4AL PETERSON 8 iOq 
lHO PS, 3"' 0 1 M • F q.50-10.50 P"1YSIOLOGICAL CMENl Y FL 101 
1181 PS, I •• 01 "'filM 8."0- Q,40 EO UC A T I ONAl ALLEN EO lOb 
1HZ P" 180 01 "1TJiH Q'50-10150 INTR a ElJUC .. PSY SUT OSBORNE EO 10. 
IHI PSY "0' 01 MT ~H 8,l,j0- Q",O HISTORy .. SYSTEMS CROSSMAN FL ZOo 
ue4 PS, "21 01 MT.I"I &1,,0- 91" 0 PERSONALITY THEORy tlERGESON P 20i. 
IH5 PS, "01 01 1- ] AIHi 'R. URca BERTOCH AR' 
lIe. PS, 51" 01 I /oIhM 1110 0 -12100 ADOLESCE NT PSY I I1UMAN DEy BERGESON FL 10 I 
1)67 PS, 521.1" 01 1- b "'hl"lF SilO- "1] 0 I'IOlh;S"'OP I N GU IDANCE BlRTOCH '.R 
J UillE b - 10 
IH. PS, 510 01 MTIIIM 9.5 0 -10150 PSYCHO",ETRICS CHECKETTS P JOZ 
ne. PS, 55 0_ 0 1 MTiIIMF 8110- "110 INTERDI SC IPL I NARy IIfRKSHOP TEAM UC Zl5 
JUNE 11-17 
FA"'IVt TMEluPY 
1301 PS' 5'0 01 1- , .. ••• "INDEPENDENT STUDY 8ERTOCM 
... 
1302 .sv 501 01 1- , .. ••• .. INDEPENUE .... T RESE'RCM BERTOCH 
, .. 
1303 PS' SOl 0 1 I- , .. , .. **INSTRUCT APPRENTICESHIP 8[RTOCIol ARR 
139" PS, U8 0 1 1- , .. , .. PluCT CHILD PS't'CIoIOLOGY OSCIONE 
, .. 
I J95 PS, .20 01 " • F 1.20- ],20 CLINICAL PRACTICE I INTRO jojRIGHT ... 
1190 PS, .22 01 
" 
11]0- 5.50 GRO UP PROCESSES NEILSEN 'RR 
1307 PS' .31 01 T " 1,20- ],]0 tNOH INTELlIGE_CE 
TEST CASTO FL JOI 
1398 PS, .3. 01 'R. , .. PRAC T 1111 COU~SEUNG DOBSON ... 
l31f9 PS' •• 0 0 1 " • F 8.4 0 - 9,40 COR R E~ATI ON I REGRESSIO N '",AvER 8 211 
1400 PS ' •• 1 01 I14h~H 9150-10150 INFERE NT IAL STATISTICS C:HECIt:ETTS e 218 
1'101 PS' ••• 01 MT\Ij~ 1120- 2.2 0 PRIN OF LEARNI~G 
STONE EO JO. 
11102 PS, .. , 01 M • 211 0- ","0 INTRa [UUC .. PSY RESEARCH MCLAUGHLIN • ll8 
T l11 0 - ]f] O , .. 
1403 PS' .90 0 1 1- , .. ••• "INDEPENDENT STUDY Bl RTOCH 
... 
11'0" PS' .91 01 1- , .. , .. "INDEPE~OENT RESEARCH BERTOCH 
, .. 
uos PS, . ., 01 1- ... ••• **TIoIE5I5 BERTOC'" 
, .. 
11.100 PS' ••• 01 I- A •• 
, .. **CONT GRAD 'D vlS E 8E.~TaCH • •• 
U07 PS' 735 01 . ••• ••• INHRIrr4 I N COUNSELI NG wR IGI"IT 
... 
140e PS, 7lb 01 1- • ... ••• ClINIC'L INHRNSIoIIP BERTOCH ••• 
140Q PS, 731 01 I , .. ••• SCH PS y INTERNSI"IIP wRIGHT AR. 
1410 pS, 7" 01 I ",hI-! 211 0 - 1130 DESIGN EDUC .. PSY HE! SMA'JER FL 115 
I'll PS' 70 0 01 I- 1 'RR ••• I ND EPENDE NT STUDY BERTOCH 
, .. 
1l,j 12 PS' 791 0 1 1- I ... ... "INDEPE ~ OENT RE.!EARCM BERTOC'" ••• 
1'113 PS, 7" 01 1-18 , .. ••• "DISSERTATION BERTOCH 
, .. 
lU 14 PS, 
'" 
0 1 I- I ••• , .. CONT GRAD AD'J lSl BERrOCH 
, .. 
Range Science 
18\3 .5 l'8 01 1 ••• 8,0 0 - 5,00 lUNGE "'ULYSIS MAlHHEI( SUMMER CAM 1 elU .s LS 18. 01 5 MhMF 1,20- 212 0 GEN ERAL ECOLOGY wIlLU"IS PtlR8 lu2 
1815 .5 .'0 0 1 1- I ••• ••• ..READ AND CONnR O'HER , .. 
teto RS 
." 0 1 1-t5 
, .. ••• u TI"I£SI S OwVER 
, .. 
I el7 'S ,. 0 1 1- I , .. ... "CO~T GIUO AO 'JI !E D .. yER ••• 
teu • S 701 0 1 1-115 , .. ••• "TMESIS D-..HR 
, .. 
leu .S 7" 01 1- J ••• .... "C aNT GHA D APV 15E D\IIYER 
, .. 
Secondary Education 
11.115 SECE O 3 01 0 1 HT. 11;0 " Q,,, o FOUND ST UDIES TEAC H OR4K~ EO 10 I 
11.110 SECE O _ 5 0 01 , .. '.R SEC CURHIC SE -"ItN AR DRAI<E ••• 
lU 11 'ECED •• 5 0 1 I1hHF 7 d O-Ill Oll ",opInED STuDENT TEACHING DR Ale. E , .. 
!"U SEC EO 538'" 0 1 ",T \II HF ello- "11 0 VALUES EDUCATI ON TEAM EO 102 
J UN E" 11-17 
HUMAN VALUES I N HIE CLA$$H OOM 
1420 SECE O S5 0w 0 1 MTIIIHF 8 : 30-4: 30 INTERDISCIPLI N'RY ~RI(SHO'" STR OIIIG uc JJ5 
J UN E 11-11 
M A "I~G , USING FILMS 
1'22 SE CE D 550-' 0 1 MTIIIII1F qIO O- "1 00 PRACT I ~ I"'P~ SCH PR OG'U,", illEST EO 112 
J UNE 13-11 
ENEOOICiY EDUCATION 
tPtl D JCATES CLASSES HEaUIRING PREIfEGU ISlTES 
SEE n~ STq u C:T O H 
•• CLASSES RE!.lUl~ IN G SPEC I 'L FE ES 
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SCHEOUlE 1:1 Ul It:. T I N S U M"'F.~ 1 ql1 
C a U • S E 
DEPT. DAY TIME COURSE-TITLE INSTRUCTOR LOC.&TIUN 
N N 
SECO""OARY EDUCATION 
lUi" SHEO S'O 01 1- ... • •• IIllDEPE"IDENT !TUDY SAUNDERS ••• IUS SECED S'1 01 I- ••• • •• INDEPE~DENT PESEARCH SA UNOERS ... lA2. SECED .00 01 3 "'hiM 1120·2120 PRACT IN ClASSRH DISCPlN SAUNDERS EO 102 
1.27 SEnD .OA 01 3 Mhl'4 q.~ O -1 0150 "lEASURE' EVALUATION EDUC ALLEN EO 10l 
14le steED .10 01 3 "'hM 81 "0- q II~O lf04PRDV[ R["OING ST~DNG EO III 
14lq SHED .15 01 3 MhM 7130- 81]0 FOUND (uctRlt DEVELOPMENT "ARRER EU III 
11+30 SHED ~20" 01 3 fIIITfIIIl'4F 8:00-5:00 JR HIGH SOl CURRIC ULUM H"TCH EB 
JULY 11-15 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
lAU SECED .25 01 HT_" lll0- 2120 CURRENT PROBlE"'S "ARHER EO 112 
1033 SEC EO .30 01 foIT'I'I" 11,00-llI00 ENGl CURRIC IN!TRUCT 1ST "'ONG EO 101 
lA]" SECEO •• 0 01 I'Ihl'4 9150-10'SO SCIENCE CURRIC INSTRUCT SAUNDERS EO III 
INDIVIDUALIZED SCIENCE CU~AICUl.UH STUDY ( ISCS) 
lA]l! SEeED .05 01 "'hiM 11100 -12, 00 "'AT'" CURAIC INSTRUCT ALLEN EO III 
tt+37 SEeED ~5 ~ .. 01 Mhl-lF 8:00-5:00 SSPRAtT I"PROvE INSTRUCT MATCH EB 
JULY 11-15 
"IDDLE SCHOOL 
lA]Q SECED tl5~ ... 03 ",fIi.MF ellO- " 100 PRAtT IMPROvE INSTRUCT ADKINS E8 120 
JUNE 27-JULY 1 
JNDIVIDtJ"UZlNG SCIENCE I~$lRUCTI )N .-12 
1"'" 8EeED •• 0 01 3 MTwH 11100-12,00 "'00 LANG CUiIIAIC INSTIofUCT SHlTH jill lOI 
lG41 SECED • ' 0 01 I- ••• • •• INDEPENDENT STUDY SAUNDERS ... U"] SECED .'1 01 I- ••• • •• INDEPE""DENT RESElRCH SAUNDERS ••• 1"'''' SECEO .97 01 3- ••• • •• fI.~ES I S UUNDERS ... 144S SECED .'9 01 1- ... • •• COIIIT GRlD lDvISE UU"'IOERS ... 
l""t! SEeED 712 01 3 HhH lllo- 1ilO STUDENT TEACH SUPERVISION DRlKE EO 101 
lA"7 SHED 720 01 3 HTwH 9,50-101 SO HIEORIES TElCH PUBLIC SCM K~IGMT EO 101 
104e SECED 7'0 01 I- ••• • •• INDEPENDENT STUDY SA UNDERS ••• UAQ SEnD 791 01 1- 3 ••• • •• INDEPENDENT RESEARC'" SAU~OErr:rS ••• 1150 SECED 7'7 01 .-18 MhMf' ••• THES I S UUNDEJfS ••• 1.5\ SECED 799 01 1- 3 ",T'JIIoIF ••• COIIIT GIUD lDVISE SAUNDERS ••• 
Sociology, Social Work and Anthropology 
SOCIOLO(;Y 
17Ab soc as 101 01 5 ",hiM' 11100"12,00 INTRO SOCIOLOGY PARLIN zoe 
170' SOC S5 200 I " . • 7110· el30 MODERN SUC I AL P~08LEHS BLACK lIO 1 ,oe soc 311 01 3 
" 
• F 11100-12100 "'ETH OF SOC III IotESEARCH 8YI.UNO III 
174Q SOC sa 301 01 3 " . 8,40- Ql40 JUVENILE OEl.IIIIQUENCY STUF /II 3iS 1150 soc ss 350 01 3 · . 1,2 0· 2120 SOCIAL P!YCMOlDGY 9TH' 3U 1151 soc 32 0 01 3 · . ct150·tO,50 POPULATION PR08l-EMS rON!Y 201 I1Sl SOC as 300 01 3 · .. 1211 o· 1110 UR8AN STINNER 
· 
lO 1 
1753 SOC 0 •• 0 1 I- ••• ••• "INOEPENDENT READINGS KI" ••• 
1750 soc .80 0 1 2 ••• ••• SEMl~.foQ 01" ••• 
Ins 80C .'0 01 1- ~ ••• ••• --JNOEPEItiOEtooT READINGS <I" ••• 
In. soc .'7 01 1 .. 10 ... ••• "THESIS IiIESEUCI-I 01· ••• 
1157 aDC 
." 01 1- 3 ••• ••• 
--CDNT GAAQ ADvISE '1' • •• 
17se SOC 790 01 1- 5 ••• ••• __ I NDEPENDENT AE'DI~GS '1' • •• 
t 75ct SOC 7'7 01 l .. t O ••• ••• --OISS NESEUCH <I" ••• 
17ltO soc 7" 01 1- 3 ••• ••• __ CaNT GIotAQ AovISE Kl" ... 
SOC 1 AL .. ORI( 
17ft 1 S' SS 305 01 3 " .. ct,50-IO,50 I1ENTAI. "EAL TM MESE"'vy " 00 
1702 S' 03S 0 1 3 " . , III 10· 1110 SEAV ICE TO HIE AGED MESEPvY • .0 
17t1;3 s· 087 01 I-I • ••• ••• "BI.OCI( FIELD PRAtTICU'" TEl"" ••• 
17tt" S' S'5 01 1- 5 ••• ••• ..OIIolECTEll AElDING ~ESERVY ••• 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
1705 Ap.;T"'~ S8 101 01 S MTwMF Q,50·1U150 IIIIT .. O At.lTI-IROPOLOGV ICELLER 03 
17l!b ANTHA 001 01 3- " .. 8140- Q,40 L"NG , LING SELECT APEl CRAPO 207 
lWECHU 
17b! A"'THA -;~ o 01 · . , 1110 0-12,00 CUL TU"'E I. PERS ONAL t TY C~'PO • 00 17bq A"oll'lA S'O 01 I- ••• ••• • -INDEPENDENT S'l"U DJES .ELLE • ••• 
1770 A~THR • '0 01 ,- ••• ... •• INDEPENOENT $lUOlES I(ELL.ER ••• 
. IN () lCATES CL.ASSES IotE\Jul~INI,j PREHEU lI !SITES 
SEE 1 NS T FoIUC T Diof 
" 
CLlSSES ~EiJUIJtlNG SPECIAL FEES 
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!CHED ulE BULLi:.Tl"- SU"'~E~ 1 ~11 
e 0 U • S • 
OEPT I DAY TIME cuu~SE·TITU. INSTRUCTOR LOCATION 
N • 
Soil Science and Biometeorology 
SOlL sc lENCE 
105. 801,. "0 01 I- 5 , .. , .. .. SPEC IAL. PR08L.E~S ~IL.L.ER AP. 
1057 Sal" "0 01 I- 5 , .. ••• "SPECIAL. P~08LEMS MANII;S ... lose sal,s "1 01 I-IS , .. ••• "T~ESIS ~ESU"CIoI IoiANkS ••• 1059 'OI,S ••• 01 I- I , .. • •• "CONT GRAiD ADvISE I-IANf(S , .. 10'0 Sal,S 7'0 01 I- • '.R ••• "SPEClAiL P~OBI.(MS "'ANII;S , .. 
1001 Sal,S 797 a I \"15 ... , .. --0155 ~[SEUC'" lolA filII; S ' .. 
1002 80lU 7" 01 I- I ... ••• "CONT GRAD ADvISE MANkS ' .. 
810ME1EONOL,OG'f 
10'1 Blf04ET "0 01 I- 5 ••• ••• "SPecIAL PH08lE"'S ASHCROFT • •• 10" 8If04ET "0 0\ \- 5 , .. , .. "SPEC I AL PROBLEMS ""OOLOR lOGE ... 
10'5 8lME T "7 0\ \-\5 ••• ••• "TMESIS REHARCM "'OOLORIOGE ••• 10 .. BI~Ef 0" 0\ I- I , .. • •• "CO"-lT GRAD ADvISE wOOL.ORIOGE ••• 1001 BIMEl 7'0 01 I- 8 , .. ••• "SPEC I AL PROBLEMS DIRIoIIHI~N 'R. IOU BIMET 7'7 01 1-\5 , .. , .. "OISS RESEARCI-t OIRMIo4IRN ••• 
100' 8IJltE T 7" 01 \- I , .. , .. "coNT G~"O ADvISE DtRIoIIHIPN , .. 
Special Education 
1451 'P EO 101 0\ I "'fillM 7110- 8,10 fOUC 0' ExCEPTIONAL CHILO ST A~' ExCC 15\ 
1453 s- ED 10l 01 I Mhi'" 1 i 110- 111 0 OIAG HH"IT lEA,QNIfIIC; OIll'F ST AFF E),CC \51 
105. SP EO 303 01 I 1'1 T III'" ], ~o- ~ 1/010 BEHAVIOR MGT SPECIAL EOUC RICI(EHT EXee 151 
1455 SP EO 501 0\ \- b A$iR ••• "F IELO [XPEP EXCEPT eMILO BEASLEy u • 145. •• EO 501 01 1- bARR ••• --FIELD EXPER EXCEPT CHILO 8EA$LE'1' ... 1057 8P EO 50 \ 05 I- 0 ... ••• "FIELD EXPER EXCt:PT CHIl.D BEASLE'1' '.R 1450 8P EO 50 I 07 \- . ••• , .. .. nno [XPER EweEPT CHILO Bt:ASLEY ... lOSt S· ED 502 01 1-12 ... ... .. STUDENT TEAeMING B~ASI.Ev ... 
1·.0 s. EO 5\l 01 • " . 1211 0- 212 0 CURIotICULUM 'OR MR ~EASLEY EXee 170 GRAD STUDENTS ONLY 
l"l SP EO 5\_ 0\ T " 12110- il20 vac HA13ILIUTION FOR "'R RICkEMT EXee \70 (;WAO STUO(NT$ ONLY 
''1''1 SP Eu 5-0 0\ pH 1111-1 1120-l12 0 TEACH BASIC SKILLS EX CM H!:NO!:RSON EXCC \51 1465 SP EO 550111 01 "'TWHF 8: 30-4: 30 I~TEROISCIPLINUIY ~~IC.SIolOP TEAM Ut lOl 
JUNE 11-17 
HANOICAPPfO CHILDREN AND THE LA'" 
1 .. 7 S. EO 581 0\ I- , .. , .. "uNOERGIUOUAH SE"'l""A~ BE A SLE v , .. 
Uti! s· EO 581 oJ I- , .. ••• U NOE~G~AOUATE. SEMINA" BEASlE'1' , .. 
Uti' 5. EO 581 05 \- ••• ••• ..uNOERGRAOUAT!: SEMINAR BEASLE'1' , .. 1870 
.- EO 581 07 I- bARR , .. UNOERGIUOUATE SEMINAR 8!:ASLEY ' .. 
1'71 S. EO 58\ O. \- ... ... U NDERGRA~UATE !E"IINAR BEASLEY ... 
1·72 s. EO 5. 0 • I I- ••• , .. --IN DEPENDENT STUI)'1' I'(LINE ••• 1G73 s. EO S'1 0\ I- , .. , .. ulNDEPENDENT RESEARCH I(LINE ... 
1,10170 5. EO 0.1 • I J MTIiIII'( ~150-1015 0 COUNSEL PARENTS EXC CHILO '"'UBL HOvER EXCC \51 
1.75 8P ED o Ol 01 J MT",,", tHUO- Ql4 0 DIAGNOSTIC P~GMG INSTRUCT ST Af'F' ExCC \51 
UH •• EO .03 01 3-1 l ... , .. .. P~ACTIC UH CLINICAL TEACH REASLEy ••• 1077 S. ED 0\1 0\ 3 , .. ' .. "'R ETIOLOGY TREATI'IENT RICII;ERT ••• 1078 s. EO .21 . , J ... T .... 1 t, O('l -t21 00 ASSESS",e,/IoT LRNG 01SO~OER5 I-IORC;AN EXet 151 
107' 
.p 
ED 022 01 J HTIiIIH 2')0- 313 0 ED E"'OTIO N&LL'1' OI5 TUII8EO MORGAN EXCC 17' 
1080 •• EO .2J 0\ I ",TWH 8,uO- q,U o EO SOCIALLY ... ALAOJUSTED PUBlICO'l[R ExCC 17_ 1481 s- ED ')0 0\ 3 foIT", ... 7,]0- !!I13 0 P'" CLSRM PROC , MGT LRN DIS kENOEfO'sa"l ExCC 15\ 
10 !!I 2 SP EO '- 0 0\ J 
" 
UtS I) " 7,S OP'" ANAL SEL OEV INSTIolUCT MTL "'ENDERSON EXCC ITo 
10&] s· EO 055 0\ I- ••• ••• PRACT IN EVAL all' I N5TRue T STAFF ••• la84 5. EO '5' 0\ I- ••• ••• PRACT I'1PROvf INSTRUCT MCLAUGHL. I N ... 10!5 
.- EO .81 01 J 5,10- Sal OP'" SEMI NAR MORGAfoj hec \7_ 
.. s. SP EO bS 1 '" OJ I- MT",HF 8:30-4:30 SE~I N A'" KLINE EXCC 151 
J UNE 13-\7 
SPEcIAl. TOPICS FOR SPECIAL CMILDRE fII 
lO!!l! S- ED 081 0\ I'IT.M 7,30- 8:3 0 CL, ASSR OO M MENUL I'I[AL TH P UHLICO~ER B:CC ITo 
t "!~ SP EO " 0 01 \- I , .. ••• .. tNoEPEND!:. NT STU!)'1' kLINE ... 
uto s· EO .. , 0\ \- 3 ... ... • _IND~PE ND ENT RESEARC'" I(LI"'E ••• 
14~1 s. EO o.J 0 1 J-\ ~ , .. , .. - _ I NTE RNS'" I P I(LlNt: ••• 
lU~2 s· EO .'7 01 I- • ... ... •• hIESIS I(LINE , .. 
ll.l~l So ED .,. 01 1- 3 ... ... "CO~ T GkAO Aov ISE II;LlNE , .. 
UlU s- ED 78\ 0\ 1" bARR ••• .. QESE"fOlCM SEMINA~ ,",CLAUGHLIN ... 
. I NDI CATES CLASSES 'lEOuIRING PRERE !W ZSlTES 
SEE I/IoST RUCTOR 
5' CL&SSES QI::(WI~ING SPECIAL FEES 
61 
SCHEDuLE BULLl:. T IN SUM HEN 1 qn 
C (l U • 5 E 
DEPT. 0 " T tHE COUASE-T I TLE I"ISTRUCTOA LOt" 10. 
N • 
SPEC IlL EOUCH ION 
1'1Q5 S' EO 7.1 0 1 I- 1 ••• ••• "!NOEPENOE"'T RfSEl lii CM I(L INE .. . 1'IqEl S' EO 7.1 0 1 I-IS ••• ••• ·*INTE~NSMtP I(LlNE ••• i'lQ7 S' EO H7 01 1 .. 1 S ••• ••• ·*DISSERUTION 1(L.1 NE • •• 1'IQe SP EO H. 01 I - 1 ••• ••• .*CONT GRAD lD v ISE I(L INE ••• 
Theatre Arts 
1771 THART _u 1 0 1 01 f'1TIIIIMF' 11100 -121 00 S' UN DE~STlNDING THEATRE PERI(ES F' ill 1772 THAQT 12t W 0 1 "'h,l'IF' lilOO- 3.0 0 J'U"IDlI'1ENULS OF ACTING COLL ,. U. 
J UL Y 2b - AUGUS T lZ 
177£1 TI1AHT 2.2 0 1 I- 3 ARR 
"C T I NG .. OAI(SI'40 P 
••• .*PROJECTS IN TIoI[ATRE 8RANDT ••• 
1775 TMlRT ~1 0", 0 1 1- • MhHF ••• uREPEkTORy THfATJofE COLL L,.IC 
J UNE 20 .. JUt. 't' 2. 
177E1 HURT 57 0 111 0 1 1- • MT\lljHF' ••• *-REPERTOHY THEATRE C"L.L LYRIC 
JUNE b .. AUGUST I. 
1717 TloIl RT 5. 0 01 I- 1 ••• • •• "PROBLEMS IN DIU"" COLL ••• 177e T"'''''T 5'2 01 I- • ••• • •• **PROJECTS 1"" Ti04EAlRE ttR'NOT ••• 1770 HURT ~q2'" 01 1 ••• • •• PROJECTS 1"1 TMElTRE PERI(ES ... 
JUhfE 2S.AUGUST • PAGEANT PROD UCTION 
lal nU,PT •• 0 01 I- ••• • •• .d1E$E'~CH STUOHS JOIolNSON ... lal TMAR T •• 2 01 I- ••• ••• "PROJECTS IN THEATRf JOHhfSON ••• lal T"1ART 
.'7 01 I- ••• • •• **TMESIS JOIolNSON ••• ITeo TMA~T ••• 0 1 I- ••• • •• .*CONT GRAO lOV ISE JOHNSON ••• 
ORAL INTERPRfUTION 
118E1 TMA~T ~" 0 1 " w • ~I "0- Q I '10 STORyTELLING BLACK .. U8 118T Tl-tun '51 q\lj 0 1 I'IT"'HF' 8100- I.!IOO USTORYlEL.LING TEA'" E8 ll· 
JU"I[ b-IO 
118" HUR T 522 0 1 " _ F Q150-11130 
H\.ES A"IO TELLI NGS 
POETRy APPRECI4TJON BLAcl( F. 22. 
JUNE 20 .. JULY 15 
Watershed Science 
1 elq • 5 080 0 1 I- bARR ••• **wATEPStoIE D SC I PROBLt.M5 GI'FORO '0. 181 0 • 5 0. 0 01 I- • ••• . .. ** "" TEP$ME D SC 1 PROBLE~S GIF'J'OIiD ••• I fill .5 .'7 0 1 1-\ S ••• ... **HtfSIS GIFFORD • •• 1832 .5 
.'. 0 1 I- 1 ••• • •• CaNT GRA D AOY lSE GIHORO ••• 18H oS 707 0 1 1-15 ••• . .. ** TMESIS Gl'" ORO • •• tell.! _5 70. 0 1 I- 3 ••• ••• "CO~T GRl D AD " ISE GIFFORD • •• 
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SCHEDULE RULLETIN SUMMEH 1~77 
C OU ~SE 
DEPT. DAY C OU ~SE - TITLE INST~UCTO~ LOCATION 
Honors 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Dept. No. Cr. 
Agricultural Economics 
Ag Ec 201 3 
Ag Ec 202 3 
Ag Ec 514 3 
Ag Ec 532 5 
Animal Science 
AnSci 240 5 
AnSci 560 3 
AnSci 561 3 
AnSci 562 3 
Dairy Science 
DySci 120 3 
DySci 530 3 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
NFS 122 3 
NFS 585 3 
Plant Science 
PISci 100 4 
PISci 440 3 
PISci 450 3 
Soil Science and Biometeorology 
Soil Science 
Soils 
Biometeorology 
BiMet 
358 
517 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Accounting 
Acctg 
Acctg 
Acctg 
Acctg 
201 
202 
203 
431 
Business Administration 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
311 
340 
350 
360 
454 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES 
for 
SCHEDULE BULLETIN, SUMMER 1977 
Title 
Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural Economics 
Farm and Ranch Mgt 
Agricultural Finance 
Feeds [, Feeding 
Beef Production 
Swine Production 
Sheep Produc tion 
Intro Dairying 
Milk Secretion 
Nutrition for Man 
Nutrition Update 
II 
Intro Agric Plant Science 
Vegetable Production 
Fruit Production 
General Soils 
Weather [, Climate 
Introduc tory 
Introductory 
Managerial 
Industrial Cost 
Mgt Concepts 
**Corp Finance 
Fund of Marketing 
Behavior Dimension Mgt 
Retailing Management 
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*See Instructor 
**Recently Revised 
Instructor 
Davis 
Davis 
Davis 
Clement 
Fonnesbeck 
Fonnesbeck 
Fonnesbeck 
Fonnesbeck 
Arave 
Arave 
Wilcox 
Wilcox 
Campbell 
Hamson 
Anderson 
Miller 
Richardson 
Clever 
Clever 
Clever 
Clever 
Peery 
Richards 
Williams 
Bell 
Williams 
Business Education 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Economics 
Econ 
Econ 
Econ 
Econ 
110 
241 
351 
581 
200 
511 
515 
580 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Communicative Disorders 
ComO 
ComD 
ComD 
ComD 
275 
318 
418 
628 
Elementary Education 
ElEd 
ElEd 
ElEd 
415 
420 
430 
1 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
PE P 
PE MW 
201 
300 
Instructional Media 
1M 
1M 
1M 
1M 
Psychology 
Psy 
Psy 
Psy 
Psy 
100 
432 
511 
521 
101 
110 
320 
366 
Secondary Education 
SecEd 
SecEd 
SecEd 
SecEd 
SecEd 
305 
306 
307 
510 
604 
Special Education 
Sp Ed 
Sp Ed 
Sp Ed 
Sp Ed 
Sp Ed 
301 
302 
303 
611 
628 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Typewritten Communication 
Office Data Systems 
Business Communications 
Managing Personal Finance 
Economics I 
Econ His t of US 
Comparative Econ Systems 
Econ Development 
Phone tics 
Hearing & Speech Mgt 
Hearing & Speech Mgt 
Educational Audiology 
Teaching Reading 
Teaching Social Studies 
Teaching Mathematics 
Nature Function Play Rec 
Dynamic Fi tness 
Use Library Resources 
El Sch Media Center Adm 
Eval Select Instr Mtls 
Cataloging Classification 
Gen Psycholo gy 
Hum Develop: General 
Sch Guidance Service 
Educa tional 
Found Issues Sec Educ 
Prob Sec Sch Teaching 
Hist Educ Thought 
Improve Read ing 
Measure & Evaluation Educ 
Educ of Excep tional Child 
Diag Trtmt Learning Diff 
Behavior Mgt Special Educ 
MR Etiology Treatment 
Educational Audiology 
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Bartholome 
Stocker 
Stocker 
Stocker 
Asplund 
Asplund 
Asplund 
Asplund 
Berg 
Berg 
Berg 
Berg 
Johnson 
Monson 
Adkins 
Nelson 
Nelson 
Jensen 
Stone 
Sorensen 
Drage 
Allen 
Allen 
Allen 
Stone 
Carlisle 
Carlisle 
Carlisle 
Strong 
Allen 
Rickert 
Thorkildsen 
Rickert 
Rickert 
Berg 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
CEE 350 3 
GEE 351 3 
GEE 352 4 
General Engineering 
ENGR 200 3 
Industrial and Technical Education 
ITE 501 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
Family and Human Development 
FHD 
FRD 
FHD 
120 
388 
550 
3 
3 
1-3 
1-3 
Home Economics and Consumer Education 
HECE 224 4 
HECE 275 3 
HECE 314 3 
HECE 315 3 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
NFS 122 3 
NFS 585 3 
Fluid Mechanics 
Fluid Mechanics 
Water Res Engr Hydraulics 
Engineering Mechanics Statics 
Occupational Analysis 
Marriage American Family 
Update in Quality Parenting 
Interdisciplinary Workshop 
Textiles 
**Home Furnishings 
Fashion Sketchings 
Clothing Select & Design 
Nutrition for Man 
Nutrition Update 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Art 
Art 101 3 Exploring Art 
Art 102 3 Beginning Design 
Art 275 3 Prehistoric through Classical 
Art 276 3 Medieval through Renaissance 
Art 277 3 Baroque through Modern 
Art 330 3 Basic Lettering 
Art 331 3 Basic Advertising Design 
Art 490 3 *Individual Projects 
Art 599 5 Fund Interior Design 
Communication 
Journalism 
Camm 121 Intra Mass Communication 
English 
Engl 109 3 Elements of Grammar 
Engl 110 3 Vocabulary 
Engl 118 3 Intra to Short Story 
Engl 119 3 Intro to the Novel 
Engl 126 3 Mythology 
Engl 216 5 World Lit to 1650 
Engl 217 5 World Lit from 1650 
Engl 251 5 American Literature 
Engl 253 3 Modern American Lit 
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Flammer 
Flarruner 
Flarruner 
Flarruner 
Loveless 
Skidmore 
Jenson 
Jenson 
Alder 
Lewis 
Lewis 
Lewis 
Wilcox 
Wilcox 
Tingey 
Anderson 
Bull 
Bull 
Bull 
Anderson 
Anderson 
Staff 
Smith 
Nelson 
Gardner 
Brewer 
Rice 
Gardner 
Stock 
Nielsen 
Nielsen 
Beyers 
Hunsaker 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Eng1 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Eng1 
Engl 
Eng1 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
Engl 
261 
301 
410 
416 
417 
428 
444 
448 
501 
502 
533 
536 
562 
564 
565 
566 
587 
588 
History and Geography 
History 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Hist 
Geography 
Geog 
Geog 
Geog 
Geog 
101 
102 
103 
170 
335 
361 
362 
438 
446 
103 
307 
314 
325 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
English Lit Late Period 
Expository Writing 
Grammar 
Children' s Lit 
Lit for Adolescents 
Greek Literature 
American Poetry 
American Fiction 
Writing Poetry 
Writing Short Stories 
Comp Lit 19th-20th Cent 
Colonial American Lit 
English Renaissance 
18th Century English Lit 
Romantic Period English Lit 
Victorian Period 
Shakespeare: Comm & Hist 
Shakespeare: Tragedies 
Ancient & Mediev Civiliz 
Early Modern Civiliz 
Modern Civiliz 
American Civiliz 
Imperial Russia 
Traditional East Asia 
Modern Eas t Asia 
Civil War & Reconstruct 
Recen t America 
Cultural 
Anglo-America 
Asia 
Europe 
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning 
LAEP 103 
Languages and Philosophy 
Phil 
Phil 
L GR 
Music 
Music 
101 
210 
101 
101 
Political Science 
PolSc 
PolSc 
PolSc 
PolSc 
PolSc 
110 
III 
440 
491 
522 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 
3 
4 
1-3 
4 
Sociology. Social Work and Anthropology 
Sociology 
Soc 
Soc 
Soc 
101 
160 
320 
5 
5 
3 
In tro to LAEP 
Intro Problems 
Deductive Logic 
Elementary 
Enjoying Music 
Amer Natl Govt & Politics 
State Loc Govt & Politics 
American Foreign Policy 
*Read & Confer 
Sovt & E. Europe Govt & Po 
Intro Sociology 
Rural Sociology 
Population Problems 
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Crockett 
Hunsaker 
t-Drtensen 
Mortensen 
Mortensen 
Stock 
Hunsaker 
Hunsaker 
Neilsen 
Rice 
Carigan 
Beyers 
Washington 
Washington 
Andra 
Chris tiansen 
Anderson 
Anderson 
Lye 
Lye 
Lye 
Peterson 
Gla tfel ter 
Glatfelter 
Glatfelter 
Peterson 
Peterson 
Peterson, E. 
Peterson, E. 
Peterson, E. 
Peterson, E. 
Budge 
Crawford 
Johnson 
Eliason 
Burton 
Furlong 
Jones 
Anderson 
Staff 
Spoerry 
Bylund 
Black 
Toney 
Soc 
Soc 
Social Work 
SW 
SW 
Anthropology 
Anthr 
Anthr 
341 
342 
105 
335 
101 
150 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
Forestry and Outdoor Recreation 
Forestry 
FR 
FR 
FR 
300 
410 
546 
Outdoor Recreation 
OR 
Range Science 
RS 
Wildlife Science 
WLS 
WLS 
350 
384 
350 
410 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Biology 
BioI 101 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
4 
5 
Bacteriology and Public Health 
Bacteriology 
Bact 
Public Health 
PubH 
PubH 
PubH 
PubH 
PubH 
PubH 
PubH 
Zoology 
Entomology 
Ent 
Ent 
Physiology 
Physl 
III 
ll5 
410 
412 
413 
414 
416 
457 
190 
191 
130 
4 
2 
4 
'3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
2 
5 
Juvenile Delinquency 
Criminology 
Intro Social Welfare 
**Child Welfare 
Intro Anthropology 
Peoples Cultures of World 
Prin of Forestry 
Prin of Conservation 
Population Resource Persp 
Recreational Use Wildland 
General Ecology 
*Gen Fishery Biology 
Wildlife Law Enforcement 
Biology & The Citizen 
Elem Microbiology 
Personal Health 
Environmental Health 
Communicable Disease Cont 
Insect Rodent Vector Cont 
Waterborne Disease Control 
Food-borne Disease Control 
School Health Program 
Insects Affecting Man 
Biology of Honey Bees 
*Human Physiology 
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Riley 
Riley 
Meservy 
Meservy 
Crapo 
Crapo 
Kennedy 
Johnson 
Brown 
Hunt 
West 
Sigler 
Sigler 
Linford 
Egbert 
Roberts 
Post 
Post 
Roberts 
Jones 
Post 
Roberts 
Davis 
Nye 
Bahler 
Geology 
Geol 101 5 Intro Geology Kolesar 
Ma thema tics 
Math 101 5 Intro Col l ege Algebra Rich 
Math 105 5 College Algebra Rich 
Math 106 3 Plane Trigonometry Rich 
Math 245 3 Calculus I Rich 
Math 301 5 Math Concepts El Teachers Rich 
INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent Study may be used for personal enrichment, for teacher 
recertification, toward university graduation, to improve salary status, to increase 
employment opportuni ties, and to better professional position. Un i versity st udents may 
use Independent Study to supplement their campus courses . 
WHO MAY REGISTER: Admission to USU is not r equired for enrollment in Independent Study 
courses, and registration may take place at any time during the year. An applicant must 
be 19 years of age or a high school graduate. 
REGISTRATION FEES: The enrollment fee for any USU Independent Study course is $14 per 
credit. This fee must be paid by resident and nonresident students. The entire fee 
must accompany the Application for Registration. The cost of the textbook(s) is not 
included in the enrollment fee. 
WHERE TO REGISTER: Student s may register in Agricultural Sc i ence 105 . 
CREDIT: USU does not offer graduate credit through Independent Study; only unde rgraduate 
credit may be earned in this manner. 
COMPLETION: You may enroll in an Independent Study course any time during the year. 
You are allowed one year from the date of registration to complete the course. No 
fina l examination may be sc heduled less than four weeks from the date the first 
assignment is received by the Independent Study office. Two extensions of three 
months each may be g ranted upon request, at a fee of $1.50 for one ex tension of time. 
The request must be made before the expiration date of the course. A USU senior whO 
plans to apply Independent Study c redit toward graduation must have his or her cour se 
wo rk completed and the f inal examina tion taken by May] 
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES: Books may be purchased from the Independent Study section of the 
USU bookstore, or from any other convenient source. 
EXAMINATION: To receive credit for a ny Independent Study course, a s tudent must complete 
all of the required assignments and take a supervised final examination, plus any other 
examinations that might be required by the instructor. 
VETERANS: Contact the Veterans Office (Main 3) r egarding reimbursement for Independent 
Study courses taken in pursuing a degree. 
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OFFERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
President of the University--------------------- Gl en L. Taggart--------------- Main 116 
Assistant to the President 
for University Relations------------------
Assistant to the President for 
Development of Special Projects 
and Director of Summer Quarter------------
Assistant to the President 
for Legal Affairs-------------------------
Director, Athl etics-------- ------------------
Provost--------------------- --------------------
Vice PrOvDst------------------------ - --------
Director, Affirmative Action and 
Equal Opportunity Program-----------------
Director, Admissions and Records-------------
Director, International Prog rams and Studies-
Director, Honors Program---------------------
University Librarian and 
Director of Learning Resources Program----
Coordinator, Space Management and SCheduling-
Vice President for Student Affairs--------------
Assistant Vice President for Special Projects 
Assistant Dean of Students------ -------------
Vice President for Business------ ---------------
Assistant Vice President, Business-----------
Director of Personnel---------------------
Purchasing Agent--------------------------
Controller- - ---------------------------------
Budget Officer-------------------------------
Senior Internal Auditor----------------------
Director of Physical Plant-------------------
Director, Computer Center--------------------
Manager, Systems and Programming-------------
Director, Contracts and Grants---------------
Director of Inventories, Insurance) and 
University Property Controls---------- ----
Director of Auxiliary Enterprises------------
Acting Vice President for Research--------------
Director, Agricultural Experiment Station----
Director, Research Development and Executive 
Director, USU Foundation----- - - -----------
Director, Ecology Center---------------------
Vice President for Extension 
and Continuing Education---------------------
Assistant Vice President, Extension----------
Assistant Director, Extension Class Division-
Dean, School of Graduate Studies----------------
Dean , College of Ag r iculture--------------------
Dean) College of Business-- ---------------------
Dean, College of Education----------------------
Dean, College of Engineering--------------------
Dean, College of Family Life--------------------
Dean, College of Humanities, Arts 
and Social Sciences--- ------------------ -----
Dean, College of Natural Resources--------------
Dean, Col l ege of Science-------------- --- -------
Gerald R. Sherratt---- -------- Main 116 
William C. Loos--------------- Main 11 6 
Ladell Andersen-------------------- HAC 
R. Gaurth Hansen-------------- Main 118 
Richard M. Swenson------------ Main 118 
Judith M. Gappa---------------- Main 09 
Bill Sampson------------ - ----- Main 104 
Bruce H. Anderson-- - ------ Bus iness 413 
Dougl as D. Alder----------- Library 351 
Milton C. Abrams----------- Library 229 
Faye L. Bergeson--------- - ---- Main 105 
Cl aude J. Burtenshaw---------- Main 102 
Helen Lundstrom----------------- UC 220 
Val R. Chr i s t ensen-------------- UC 220 
W. Boyd Chris t ensen----------- Main 114 
Evan N. Stevenson------------- Main 114 
Ronald B. Garrison------------- Main 13 
Francis Baugh---------- - ------- Main 19 
Lynn E. Janes---- -------------- Main 22 
George Allen, Jr.------------- Main 12 2 
Keith H. Sedgewick------------- Main 29 
H. Val Pete r son-------------- PHYPL 110 
Wendell L. Pope- - - --------- ----- CS 120 
Floyd J. Burnett------ ---------- CS 116 
M. K. Jeppesen---------------- Main 128 
Lee B. Stenqu i st------- ------ - Main 118 
C. Wayne Smith----------- ------- UC 212 
Bartell C. Jensen-- ----------- Main 127 
Doyle J . Matthews---------- --- AG S 223 
E. Paul Hu1linger------------- Main 128 
John M. Neuhold - --- - - ---------- NRB 217 
J. Clark Bal l ard--------- ----- AG S 22 1 
C. Dennis Funk- --------------- AG S 217 
Rex L. Tueller---------------- AG S 108 
Eastman N. Hatch---- - --------- Main 132 
Doyle J. Mat thews------------- AG S 223 
Richard L. Smith----------------- B 202 
Oral L. Bal lam------------------ ED 201 
E. Joe Middlebrooks------ ------- EC 110 
Phyllis R. Snow----------------- FL 101 
Wil liam F . Lye---------------- Main 131 
Thadis W. Box-------- ---------- NRB 104 
Ralp h M. Johnson---- ------- ---- NRB 101 
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS OFFICE 
Director of Admissions and Records--------------
Assistant Direc t or of Admissions and Records----
Registrar------------------ ---------------------
Admissions Officer------------------------------
Assistant Registrar-----------------------------
Assistant Admissions Off i cer----------- ---------
Coordinator USU Academic Servi ce Center---------
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Bill Sampson------------------ Main 104 
Evan J. Sorenson-------------- Main 107 
G. Karl Lambert--------------- Main 107 
Lynn J. Pou lsen--------------- Main 110 
Pauline L. Clawson------------ Main 106 
Mary L. Hansen----- - ---------- Main 108 
Melvin H. Larsen--------------- Main 03 
COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS AND LOCATIONS 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Dean--------------------------------------------
Associate Dean for Resident Instruction----
Associate Dean for Extension Division------
Agricultural Education, Head--------------
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary SCiences, Head 
Economics, Head-----~---------------------­
Nutrition and Food SCiences, Head----------
Plant SCience, Head------------- -----------
Soil Science and Biometeorology, Head------
Agriculture Experiment Station, Director---
College Senator---------------------------------
Doyle J. Matthews------------- AG S 223 
Paul R. Grimshaw-------------- AG S 223 
C. Dennis Funk---------------- AG S 217 
Gilbert A. Long--- - ----------- AG 252 
Kent R. Van Kampen------------ AG 230 
Jay C. Andersen---- -------- --- --- B 611 
C. A. Ernstrom----------------- NFS 212 
Keith R. Allred--------------- AG S 322 
R. John Hanks----------------- AG S 148 
Doyle J. Matthews------------- AG S 223 
UC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Dean-- ------------------------------------------
Assistant Dean for Administration------- - - -
Assistant Dean for Extension-- - ------------
Acting Assistant Dean for Research---------
Accounting, Head---------------------------
Business Administration, Head--------------
Business Education, Head-------------------
Economics, Head----------------------------
College Senator----------------------------
Richard L. Smith-----------------
Vernon M. Beuhler----------------
Calvin D. Lowe-------------------
H. Craig Petersen----------------
Norman S. Cannon-----------------
Howard M. Carlisle---------------
Theodore W. Ivarie---------------
Jay C. Andersen------------------
B 202 
B 206 
B 408 
B 618 
B 511 
B 811 
B 711 
B 611 
UC 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Dean--------------------------------------------
Associate Dean-----------------------------
Associate Dean, Continuing Education and 
Field Services------------------------
Bureau of Research Services, Chairman------
Communicative Disorders, Head--------------
Elementary Education, Head-----------------
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, Head----------------------
Instructional Media, Head------------------
Psychology, Head------ ---------------------
Secondary Education, Head------------------
Special Education, Head--------------------
Edith Bowen School, Principal--------------
College Senator----------------------------
Oral L. Ballam------------------ ED 203 
Izar Martinez------------------- ED 201 
Terrance E. Hatch--------------- ED 310 
James P. Shaver----------------- ED 412 
Jay R. Jensen------------------- MA 201 
Arthur D. Jackson--------------- ED 206 
Dale O. Nelson------------------ PE 122 
Don C. Smellie------------------- L 216 
Michael R. Bertoch-------------- ED 303 
Walter L. Saunders---··---------- ED 104 
Donald F. Kline-------------- HRDW 7113 
Dale J. Harding----------------- EB 135 
UC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Dean--------------------------------------------
Ass~ciate Dean-----------------------------
Associate Dean-----------------------------
Aeronomy Center, Director------------------
Engineering Experiment Station, Director---
Electro-Dynamics Laboratory, Director------
Space Science Laboratory, Director---------
Utah Water Research Laboratory, 
Director------------------------------
Agricultural and Irrigation Engr., Head----
Civil and Environmental Engr., Head--------
Electrical Engineering, Head---------------
Electrical Engineering, Associate Head-----
Environmental Engineering (Division), Head-
Industrial and Technical Education, Head---
Industrial Technology (Division), Head-----
Mechanical Engineering, Head---------------
College Senator----------------------------
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E. Joe Middlebrooks------------- EC 110 
Elliot Rich--------------------- EC 110 
Russell M. Holdredge------------ EC 110 
Clayton Clark------------------- EC 216 
E. Joe Middlebrooks------------- EC 110 
Doran J. Baker----------------- EDL 241 
Kay D. Baker------------------- EDL 241 
L. Douglas James ------------- UWRL 107 
A. Alvin Bishop----------------- EC 215 
Roland W. Jeppson--------------- EL 162 
Kay D. Baker-------------------- EL 150 
Clayton Clark------------------- EL 254 
William J. Grenney-------------- EL 299 
Neill C. Slack------------------ IS 110 
G. Merrill Shaw------------------ T 106 
Alma P. Moser------------------- EL 178 
UC 
COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS AND LOCATIONS 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
Dean--------------------------------------------
Assistant to the Dean----------------------
Associate Dean for Extension---------------
Family and Human Development, Head---------
Home Economics & Consumer Ed., Head--------
Clothing and Textiles, Chairwoman-----
Household Economics & Mg t." Chairwoman 
Nutrition and Food Sciences, Heacl----------
College Senator--------------------------- -
Phyllis R. Snow----------------- FL 201 
Frances G. Taylor- -------------- FL 203 
Flora H. Bardwell--------------AG S 213 
Jay D. Schvaneveldt------------- FL 215 
Marie Krueger------------------- FL 318 
Ruth V. Clayton----------------- FL 303 
Edith Nyman- -------------------- FL 314 
C. A. Ernstrom----------------- NFS 212 
UC 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Dean-------------------------------------------- William F . Lye---------------- Main 131 
Associate Dean----------------------------- Richard C. Haycock------------ Main 133 
Acting Associate Dean 
For Research--------------------------
Assistant to the Dean for Extension--------
Art , Head----------------------------------
Communication, Head------------------------
English , Head------------------------------
History and Geography, Head----------------
Landscape Architecture and 
Environmental Planning, Head----------
Languages and Philosophy, Head-------------
Music, Head--------------------------------
Political Science, Head---------- --- - ------
Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology, Head 
Theatre Arts, Head-------------------------
College Senator----------------------------
Calvin W. Hiibner------------- Main 129 
Glenn R. Wilde---------------- Main 129 
Ray W. Hellberg--------------- Main 305 
K. S. Sitaram---------------- AN SC 314 
Kenneth B. Hunsaker-------------- L 420 
F. Ross Peterson----- --------- Main 317 
Richard E. Toth----------------- TS 201 
Gordon E. Porter--------- ----- Main 210 
Irving Wassermann--------------- FA 109 
H. Preston Thomas------------- Main 326 
Yun Kim----------------------- Main 230 
W. Vosco Call------------------- FA 232 
UC 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
Uean--------------------------------------------
Associate Dean------------------------ -----
Assistant Dean-----------------------------
Forestry & Outdoor Recreation, Head--------
Range SCience, Head------------------------
Wildlife SCience, Head---------------------
Ecology Center, Director-------------------
Institute for the Study of 
Outdoor Recreation & Tourism, Director 
College Senator----------------------------
Thadis W. Box------------------
Fredric H. Wagner--------------
John D. Hunt-------------------
Lawrence S. Davis--------------
Don D. Dwyer-------------------
John A. Kadlec-------- ---------
John M. Neuhold----------------
NRB 
NRB 
NRB 
NRB 
NRB 
NRB 
NRB 
104 
104 
112 
155 
179 
165 
217 
John D. Hunt------------------- NRB 112 
UC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Dean--------------------------------------------
Assistant Dean-----------------------------
Applied Statistics-Computer SCience, Head --
Biology, Head------------------------------
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Head-----------
Geology, Head------------------------------
Mathematics , Head--------------------------
PhysiCS, Head------------------------------
College Senator----------------------------
Ralph M. Johnson--------------- NRB 103 
Donald V. Sisson--------------- NRB 101 
Rex L. Hurst-------------------- CS 127 
Gene W. Miller----------------- NRB 119 
Jack T. Spence------------------ ML 106 
Clyde T. Hardy---------------- Main 258 
Lawrence O. Cannon-------------- EC 322 
Peter M. Banks------------------ EL 154 
UC 
DIVISION OF GENERAL REGISTRATION 
Director---------------------------------------------------- Lewis A. Civille--------- 12 
78 
Major 
Code 
10101 
10102 
10103 
2040 1 
10201 
10202 
10301 
10304 
10308 
10305 
10501 
10502 
10503 
10601 
10602 
10603 
10701 
10704 
10901 
10902 
20101 
20201 
20202 
20203 
20204 
20205 
20301 
20302 
20303 
20304 
30901 
20401 
20402 
DEPARTMENTS DEPARTMENTAL SUBDIVISIONS MAJORS AND MAJOR CODES 
De t. Ma"or and De ree 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
ECONOMICS (AG EC) 
Agric. Econ.-BS,MS 
Agribusiness-BS 
Agric. I ndustries-MAl 
Economics-PhD 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (AG ED) 
Agric. Educ.-BS,MS 
Agric. Machinery Tech .-Cert, Dip. 
ANIMAL, DAIRY AND VETERINARY 
SCIENCE 
Animal Science-BS,MS,PhD 
Dairy Science-BS ,MS 
Veterinary Science-BS 
VoTec h Dairy Herdsman-Certificate 
Major 
Code 
30101 
30301 
30401 
30402 
30403 
30404 
30405 
30501 
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES (NFS) 30601 
Nutr. & Food Sci.-BS,MS,PhD 
Food Sci. & Bus. Adm.-BS 
Vocational Meat Service-Cert. 
PLANT SCIENCE (PLSCI) 
Plant SCience-BS,MS,PhD 
Plant Sci. Ecology-MS,PhD 
Ornam. Hort.-Certificate 
SOIL SCIENCE AND 
BIOMETEOROLOGY (SOILS, BlMET) 
Soils & Bimet.-BS,MS,PhD 
Physical Ecology-MS,PhD 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS 
Toxicology-MS, PhD 
International Agriculture-BS 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTING (ACCTG) 
AccQunting-BS,BA,MAcc 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BA) 
Business Admin.-MBA 
Finance-BS,BA 
Marketing-BS,BA 
Pers. & Indust. Relat.-BS,BA 
Production Management-BS,BA 
BUSINESS EDUCATION (BE) 
Business Educ.-BS,BA,MS 
Office Admin.-BS,BA 
General Merchandising-Diploma 
Secretarial Training-Diploma 
Curric. Dev. & Superv.-EdD 
ECONOMICS (ECON) 
Economics-BS,BA,MS,MA,PhD 
Social Sciences-MSS 
30701 
30801 
30901 
40101 
40201 
40202 
40301 
40401 
40501 
40502 
40505 
30901 
79 
De t. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS (COM D) 
Comm. Disorders-BS,MS,MA 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (EL ED) 
Elem. Educ.-BS,MS,MA,MEd 
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
AND RECREATION (HE,PE,RE) 
Health Education-BS 
Physical Education-BS 
Recreation Education-BS 
HPER-MS 
Dance-BS 
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA (1M) 
Instructional Med ia -MEd 
PSYCHOLOGY (PSY) 
Psychology-BS,BA,MS,MA,PhD 
SECONDARY EDUCATION (SECED) 
Se. Edu.-BS,BA,MS,MA,MEd 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (SP ED) 
Spec. Educ.-BS,MS,MEd,PhD 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS 
Curric. Dev. & Superv.-EdD 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Industrial & Technical Educ. 
Instructional Media 
Secondary Education 
Special Education 
Vocational Education 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
GENERAL ENGINEERING (ENGR) 
Gen. Engineering 
AGRICULTURAL AND 
IRRIGATION ENGINEERING (AE) 
Agric. & Irrig. Engr.-BS,MS 
Irrigation Science-MS 
CIVIL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (CEE) 
Civil & Env. Engr.-BS,MS,CE 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (EE) 
Electrical Engr.-BS,MS 
INDUSTRIAL AND 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION (ITE) 
Indust. Teacher Educ.-BS 
Industrial Educ.-MS,MIE 
Drafting-Diploma 
Curric. Dev. & Superv. -EdD 
Major 
Code 
40601 
40602 
40603 
40604 
40614 
40801 
40901 
50101 
50102 
50201 
50301 
50302 
50303 
50304 
50501 
50502 
60101 
60201 
60301 
60302 
60303 
60304 
60401 
60402 
60501 
60502 
60503 
60601 
DEPARTMENTS, DEPARTMENTAL SUBDIVISIONS, MAJORS AND ~~JOR CODES 
De t. Ma "or and De ree 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY (IT) 
Industrial Technology-BS 
Aeronautics-Diploma 
Automotive-Diesel-Diploma 
Welding-Diploma 
Occup. Safety & Health-BS 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (ME) 
Mechanical Engr.-BS,MS 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING PRO 
Engineering-ME,MES,PhD 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
FAMILY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT(FHD) 
Fam. & Human Develop.-BS,BA,MS 
Early Childhood Educ.-BS,BA 
GENERAL FAMILY LIFE (FL) 
General Family Life-BS,BA 
HmiE ECONOMICS AND 
CONSUMER EDUCATION (HECE) 
Clothing & Textiles-BS,BA 
Home Econ. Educ.-BS,SA 
Household Econ. & Mgt.-BS,BA 
Home Econ. & Cons. Educ.-MS 
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES (NFS) 
Nutr. & Food SCi.-BS,MS,PhD 
Food Sci . & Bus. Adm . -BS 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
NON DEGREE PROGRAM 
Liberal Studies 
ART (ART) 
Art-SA,BS,BFA,MA,MFA 
COMMUNICATION (COMM) 
Journalism-BS,MA 
Writing & Mass Comm.-BS,SA 
Speec h-BS, SA 
Communication-MS,MA 
ENGLISH (ENGL) 
English-BS,BA,MA 
American StJ( jes-BS,BA,MA 
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY (HIS ,GEOG) 
History-BS,BA,MS,MA 
Social Sciences-MSS 
Geography-BS,BA 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING (LAEP) 
LAEP-BS, BLA,MS,MLA 
Major 
Code 
60704 
60705 
60712 
60713 
60801 
60901 
60902 
60903 
61001 
61002 
61003 
61101 
61201 
70101 
70102 
70103 
70105 
70201 
70301 
70302 
70401 
70402 
70501 
70502 
80101 
80201 
80202 
80 
LANGUAGES AND PHILOSOPHY 
(L FR, L GR, L SP, PHIL) 
French-SA 
German-BA 
Spanish-BA 
Philosophy-BS,BA 
MUSIC (MUSIC) 
Music-BA,BM 
ree 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (POLSC) 
Political Sci.-BS,BA,MS,MA 
Prelaw-BS,BA 
Social Sciences-MSS 
SOCIOLOGY, SOGIAL WORK AND 
ANTHROPOLOGOY (SOC-SW-ANTHR) 
Sociology-BS,BA,MS,MA,PhD 
Social Sciences-MSS 
Social Work-BS, BA 
THEATRE ARTS (THART) 
Theatre Arts-BA,BFA,MA,MFA 
INTERDISCIPLINARY HASS PROGRAM 
Liberal Arts-SA 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
FORESTRY AND 
OUTDOOR RECREATION (FR-OR) 
Forestry-BS,MS,PhD 
Forest Mgt.-MF 
Forest Ecology-MS,PhD 
Outdoor Recreation-BS,MS,PhD 
NATURAL RESOURCES (NR) 
Natural Resources 
RANGE SCIENCE (RS) 
Range SCience-BS,MS,PhD 
Range Ecology-MS,PhD 
WILOLIFE SCIENCE (I;LS) 
Wildlife Science-BS,MS,PhD 
Wildlife Ecology-MS,PhD 
INTERDISCIPLINARY NR PROGRAMS 
l;atershed SCience-BS,MS,PhD 
Environmental Studies - BS 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
SCIENCE 
APPLIED STATISTICS-
COMPUTER SCIENCE (APS-CS) 
Computer Science-BS 
Applied Statistics-BS,MS 
Major 
Code 
80301 
80302 
80304 
80307 
80308 
80309 
80312 
80313 
80314 
80401 
80402 
80501 
80502 
DEPARTMENTS, DEPARTMENTAL SUBDIVI:,IONS, MAJORS AND MAJOR CODES 
Dept. Major and Degree 
BIOLOGY (BIOL-BOT-BACT-MED T-
PUB H-ZOOL-ENT-PHYSL) 
Applied Biology-BS 
Medical Technology-BS 
Public Health-BS 
Nursing (Weber State) 
Premedic~l Biology- BS 
Predental Biology-BS 
Biology-BS,MS,PhD 
Biology Ecology-MS,PhD 
Occup. Safety & Health-BS 
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (CHEM) 
Chemistry-BS,BA,MS,PhD 
Biochemistry-MS, PhD 
GEOLOGY (GEOL) 
Geology-BS,BA,MS 
Geology Ecology-MS 
MATHEMATICS (MATH) 
Major 
Code 
80601 
80602 
80701 
80801 
90201 
G0501 
E0601 
81 
Dept. Major and Degree 
Mathematics-BS,MS MMath 
Mathematics Education-BS 
PHYSICS (PHYX) 
Physics-BS,MS,PhD 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROGRAM 
Toxicology-MS,PhD 
DIVISION OF GENERAL REGISTRATION 
AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
GENERAL REGISTRATION (GREG) 
General Registration 
GRADUATE (GRAD) 
Graduate 
EXTENSION 
Extension 
1 Main Building, GIl 
2 Ampnuneater, H 13 
3 Mechamc Arts, H13 
4 Techntcal Setv,ce~, G14 
5. PsYChology Lal:xHatory, G-14 
6 EducatIon, G13 
7 Famllv LIII' , F-14 
8 Merrill llbrarv and Learning Resources Center E 13 
9 Eccles Busmess BUilding. E 13 
10 Lund Hall, AthletiC Dorm, E-14 
11 Moen Hall, GirlS' Dorm, E·14 
12 Greaves Han, Girls' Dorm, 0-14 
13 Reeder Hall, Girls' Dorm, 0·14 
14 Merrill Hall, GirlS' Dorm, 0·14 
15 EngHleermg, 0·13 
16 Chase Fine Arts Cemer, C-14 
17 LOS Unllll'rSlty Stake CcOle" B 13 
18 Conllnumg Education Cenler. 8-14 
19 Water Research l1lb, A 15 
20 St~es ReceiVing. 8-13 
21 Crops Research Center, C-14 
22 Technology, 0·12 
23 USDA Research Lab, 0-12 
24 A9flculture Research Lab, 0·12 
25 Food Science and Technology. 0-12 
26 Computer Science, 0·12 
27 PhYSical Plant Shops, 0 11 
2B Industrial Science, 0-11 
29 PhYSical Plant Shops, 0-11 
AdmiSSions and Records, G· II II) 
Agllcultural Education, 0·10 (31) 
Agriculture Research Lab, 0·12 (24 ) 
Agflcu1tural SCience, E·12 (34) 
Alumni House, C·sIBS) 
Alumn,Off,ce,G 11(1) 
AmphilheaTer, H· 13 (2) 
AnlO181 Industry, F, I (38) 
Art Barn, E-9 (431 
Art Gallery ILlbraryl, E 13 IBI 
Assembly Cente, (The Spectrum), 0·6 (69) 
Athletic Department, F·8 (41 I 
Biology, E·10 (33) 
Bookstore, UC, F ·9 (40) 
BUSiness, E·13 i91 
Cafeterea, UC, F ·9 (40) 
Cashler'S OffIce, G·ll (11 
Chemistry, FlO 1391 1801 
Child Development Center, C·S (67) 
College 01 
A9f1culture, E 12 (34) 
BUSiness, EI3 (9) 
EducatIOn, G·13 {61 
Engmeeflng, 013 (15) 
Family Ll1e, F ·14 (7) 
Humanlltes, Arts & SoCial Sciences, G ·11 ( II 
Natural Resources, E·l0 (33) 
Science, E-IO (33) 
Computer Science, 0·121261 
Conlerence and InstItute D,VIs,on. F ·9 (40) 
ContmUing EducatiOn Center, B· 14 (1BI 
Credit Union. C·5 1681 
Oops Research Center, C· 14 1211 
D,stribution Center, E·9 (421 
Exceptional ChIld Center, 0·9 (47) 
ExtenSion SerVices, E·12 (34) 
Expeflment Station Greenhouses, C· l (88) 
Guide to Campus Map 
30 PhYSical Plant Center. 0 10 
31 Agricultural Educallon, 0 10 
32. Veter,nary Science & Bacterlology_ E·l0 
33 Natural Resources Biology, E·l0 
34 Peterson Agricultural Science Building, E-12 
35 Photography, E·12 
36 Greenhouses, E 12 
37 Plant Industry, E-12 
38 Animal Science, F -11 
39 W,dtsoe Chem,s!fy BUilding, F 10 
40 UniverSllY Cen ter, F9 
41 Nelson Fieldhouse, F8 
42. Military and Aerospace Sciences and Campus DistributIOn 
Cemer. E-9 
43 An Barn. E-9 
44 PhySical Educatoon , E·9 
45 TenniS Cou,ts, C9 
46. Bowen Elementary Lab School, 010 
47 Exceptional Ctllld Center, O·g 
48. High Rise Service Center C 10 
49. High Rise Dorms, C·tO 
50 Richards Hall, Men's Dorm, C 11 
51 Bullen Hall, Men's OOlm. C·l1 
SIA HOUSing Office, C·12 
51 B Vending SerVICes, C-12 
52 Radlo- TV BUilding, B-II 
53 Forestry Research Lab. B 10 
54 LOS UniverSity Stakt1 Center, A 9 
55 McKay HOUSing Cente, , A8 
56. UniverSity Trailer CoUfi, A 7 
57, University Apanments (Triads), B6 
Alphabetical Listing of Buildings and Offices 
F,eldhouse, F-B (411 
Fine Arts Center, Cl 4 (16) 
Food Science and Tech, 0 12 1251 
Foreign Student AdViser, F·9 (40) 
Forestry Research Lab, B·l0 (53) 
Greenhouses, E· 12 (361 
HarriS Alhleuc Cen ler , 0-5(70) 
Heatmg Plant , G·B IBI) 
Home Management House, I 10 (821 
HOUSing Office (UniverSity), C I 2 (SIAl 
Hou~ng Office lMarlied Studen ts), A 7 (56) 
HOUSIng 
Bullen Hall, C-11Is1) 
FraternI tIes, F·6(72) 
Greaves Hall , 0.14(12) 
High RIse Dorms, C-l 0 (49) 
ServIce Cenler. C 10 /4B) 
Lund Hall , E 14 1101 
McKay Center. A 8 ISS) 
Merflll Hall , 014 (14) 
Moen Hall, E-14 (11) 
Reeder Hall, 0-14 /131 
Richards Hall , C-Il ISO) 
So'ofltles, 0-5, F-6, F7, G7 (70,72.74,75) 
Unlvers.ty Apartments !Triads!. B·6 (57) 
UniverSity Trailer Court, A·7 (56) 
VanNoy Apartments, 0 ·2 (65) 
Indust"al ScIence, 011 (27) 
Information SerVices, G 10 (78) 
IntenSive Enghsh Language InUltule, C·S (83) 
Laboratory School, 0·10 !l61 
LOS Institute, F·8 (77) 
LOS UniverSity Stake Centers, B 13, A·9 /17 ,541 
Library and Learnmg Resources Cen ter , E 13 IB) 
Main (Old Maml,G·" t l) 
Mechanoc Arts , H 13 (3) 
MetabolIsm. C·5 (62) 
58 Veterinary Science BUIldings. AS 
59 FoottBll Practice Field, B-4 
60 JI.1aughan Track Stadium, B-4 
61 PhYSical Plant Storage, C-4 
62 Metabolism BUIlding. C-S 
63. Romney StadIUm. C-4 
&4 Motor Pool, Garage, C·2 
65 VanNoy Apanments. 0 ·2 
66 Research Farms, D·l 
67 CtHld Development Center, C-s 
68 Credit Union, C-S 
69 The Spectrum, 0-5 
70 Hams AthletiC Center, 0 ·5 
71 Catholic Newman Center, F 6 
72 Fraternity, SorOlity Houses, F 6 
73 VISIIO' Information Center E· 9 
74 SororllY Houses, F 7 
75 Sorortty House, G·7 
76 LOS Institute Annex, F-8 
77 LOS Inslltute, G-B 
78 University Relations, G·IO 
79 PJesldent's ReSidence, Gl0 
80 Maesel Chemistry Lab. FlO 
8 1 Heating Plant, G-8 
82 Home Management House. 110 
83 IntenSive English Language InStltute_ C·5 
B4 Observatory, B-4 
85 Alumn. House, C-5 
86 Nutlition and Food Sciences, B-ll 
87 Vocational Horticulture Complex, C 1 
8B Expeflment Station Greenhouses, C-l 
MIlitary and Aerospace Sc.ence, E·9 (42) 
Motor POc.I, C-2 (&41 
Natural Resources·BlOlogy, E·l0 (33) 
Newman Cen ter , F-6 (711 
Nutrition and Food Sciences, B·ll (86 ) 
Observatory, B-4 (841 
Parking and N,ghtwatCh, 0·10 (30) 
Peace Center E-13 (BI 
Photography, E-12 (35) 
PhYSical Educalton, E-9 (441 
PhYSIcal Plant, 0· 10 , 0·11, [27,29,30,311 
Plant Industry, E 121371 
PresIdent's Off,ce, Gil 0) 
PresIdent's ReSidence, G 10 (79) 
Psychology Laboratory, GI 4 (5) 
Research Farms, 0·1 (661 
RadiO TV BUilding, 8 II 1521 
Spectrum, 0-6 (691 
STadium, C-4 (631 
Stores-Reeelvm9. B 13(20) 
Studentbody OffICes, F·9 (40) 
Student Services. G ·1 1 (1) 
Summer Quarter, G 11 (1) 
Technical SerVices, G·14 (4) 
Technology 0·121221 
TenniS Courts, C·g (45 ) 
Ticket Office, F.g 1401 
Track Stadium. B-4 (60 ) 
USDA Research Lab, 0 12 1231 
UmverSIlY Cenler, F·9 (401 
Unlve'Slty Relations, Gil 111 
Vendltlg SerVices, C·12 151) 
Velerlns,y Sc.ence Research , AS 1581 
Veleronary ScIence and Bactellology , E 10 (321 
V,Sitor In formallon Center, E·9 (73) 
VocatIonal Horticulture Complex , C·I (B7 ) 
Wate, Research Lab, A·15 (191 
!'-~ 
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Clip and send completed form to Office of Admissions, UMC 16, Utah State University, Logan, Utah 84322. 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
Certificate of Intention to Attend Summer Quarter 
All undergraduate students must be admitted by the Office of Admissions and graduate students by the School 
of Graduate Studies by May 30 to assure registration packet. 
Registration packets will be made for all USU students in good standing who were enrolled fall, winter, or spring 
00 1976-77, and indicate by the information provided below an intention to attend summer quarter 1977. 
U1 
(last name first) please print 
(mailing address) 
Freshman Sophomore _______ _ 
Junior Senior _______ _ 
Graduate Student ______ _ 
(social security no.) 
(phone number) 
If you are a USU senior who may be graduating in June 
1977, apply to the School of Graduate Studies, Main 
132, for admission. 

co 
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'-UT AH STATE UNIVERSITY CLASS REGISTRA nON CARD SUMMER QUARTER 
LOGAN, UTAH 84322 (Please complete all information requested.) WORKSHOP 
Social Securi ty No. Name Date Do not write in this box 
mo day yr T Y Q Date 
Street City County 
I ~ Action Yr NFR RES Count 
I I 
State Zip Code Phone Number '-- State Major 
Area Code Number 
I I 
Oass Rank Date of Birth Marital Sta tus 
I!. o Undergraduate mo day yr 1. 0 Single Ethnic Background 
6I. o Graduate 2. 0 Married 1. 0 Caucasian Am. 2. 0 Black Am. 
I I 3. 0 Oriental Am. 4. 0 Spanish Am. 5.0 Am. Indian 6. 0 Foreign Stu. 
Sex I. 0 Male 2. 0 Female 7. 0 Other 
Are you a veteran? I Have you ever attended USU before? 
l. 0 yes 2. 0 no Dyes 0 no If yes, give last qtr. and yr. attended 
Have you enrolled at USU in correspondence study or extension? Dyes Dno 
Have you ever enrolled at USU under any other name? If so, give name used. 
If you have a bachelors degree give name of institution and year granted . 
Institution Name Year 
(List one course only.) COURSE INFORMATION 
Index No. Dept. Course Sec. J Credit I Course Title I Instructor 1 Location 
Receipt No . ___________ _ Amount Paid ____ _ 
I 
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Utah State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. All 
educational programs are available to everyone regardless of race, color, religion, sex, age, or 
national origin. 
The statements in this bulletin are for information only and do not constitute a 
contract between the student and Utah State University. The University reserves the right to 
change, without notice, any policy, requirement, course offering, or fee at any time during 
the student's enrollment. 
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